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Introduction 
 

 

The Sam and Friends Phonics Books have been designed to support systematic and 

explicit phonics instruction, such as in The Science of Reading Intervention Program by the 

same author, Mark Pennington. These 54 books will help your students master all the common 

sound-spelling patterns and the 108 high frequency Heart Words, while improving their reading 
fluency and comprehension. 

 

The books have been designed with older students (ages 8-adult) in mind. Students will enjoy 

reading about the adventures of Sam and his friends: Tom, Kit, and Deb. Oh, and also Sam’s 

dog, Pug. The plots for each self-contained story reinforce positive values and character 

development and feature multi-ethnic teenage characters. Each book is cleverly illustrated by 

master cartoonist, David Rickert.  

 

The stories include 5 embedded reading comprehension questions, applying the evidence-based 

SCRIP Comprehension Cues (Summarize, Connect, Re-think, Interpret, Predict).  

Researchers have found these comprehension-building strategies for internal monitoring of 

the text to be “effective for improving reading comprehension performance across a range 

of diverse learners and across various educational settings” (Joseph, Alber-Morgan, Cullen, 

& Rouse 2016).  

 

Additionally, each book provides word fluency practice on the focus sound-spellings and high 

frequency Heart Words with systematic review of previously practiced sound-spellings. Your 

students will improve reading fluency as they develop automaticity with their sight word lexicons. 

 

Dr. Tim Shanahan comments on why fluency practice is essential for older struggling 

readers: “For many students oral reading fluency practice continues to help in the 

consolidation of decoding skills beyond that point (O’Reilly, et al. 2019), and it also starts 

to morph into an activity that helps to support prosody development which is more directly 

implicated in reading comprehension (Breznitz 2006).  
 

The books are formatted as PDFs for printing and digital display on phones, tablets, iPads, and 

Chromebooks. Note that the author’s comprehensive reading intervention program also includes 

all 54 books in Google slides with text boxes for answers and margin notes. Teachers are 

licensed to share the digital files with their own students. 

 

Your students will love the Sam and Friends Phonics Books. They will also see 

measurable progress in their reading. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://penningtonpublishing.com/collections/reading/products/the-science-of-reading-intervention-program-1
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Design and Instructional Components 
 

 

 The Sam and Friends Phonics Books consist of highly decodable and systematic 

text to help readers learn, practice, and develop reliance upon the alphabetic code. 

Decodable means that a high percentage of words will be phonetically regular. Systematic 

means that each book includes and reinforces previously introduced instruction. 

 The 54 books follow the most widely-accepted sounds to spellings instructional sequence 

and help students practice the focus sound-spellings and Heart Words introduced in each 

lesson of The Science of Reading Intervention Program. 

 The Sam and Friends Phonics Books are divided into 6 sound-spelling 

collections: A, B, C, D, E, and F (short vowels, long vowels, consonant-final e, 

diphthongs, r-controlled vowels, syllable juncture, and derivational influences) 

 If using another instructional sounds-spellings sequence, simply match the book 

collections to the program. 

 If using these decodables to differentiate/individualize instruction, assign students to the 

collections indicated by the following diagnostic phonics assessment. 

 Each book introduces a phoneme (speech sound) and its most common graphemes 

(spellings). These sound-spellings build upon the practice provided in previous books. 

 Each book introduces 2 high-frequency Heart Words. These words have a non-phonetic 

“part to learn by heart,” but are otherwise decodable. If unfamiliar with teaching check 

out the author’s article, “How to Teach Heart Words.” 

 The language de-emphasizes idiomatic expressions (ideal for English-language learners). 

 The stories use non-predictable, non-repetitious, and non-patterned language to minimize 

over-reliance upon context clues and knowledge of text structure. 

 The SCRIP Comprehension Cues (Summary, Connect, Re-think, Interpret, Predict) are 

embedded within the text pages, not at the end of the book, to promote reader-author 

conversations and internal monitoring of text. Many require higher order thinking skills. 

The books include 5 comprehension questions for each story. 

 The back page of each book introduces the focus sound-spellings and Heart Words. 

 The back page also includes 30 second word fluency practice on the focus sound-

spellings and Heart Words with a systematic review of previously introduced sound-

spellings and Heart Words. 

 Paragraphing is introduced in story #7. Take time to explain that a paragraph organizes 

around an idea, section of a story, or speaker dialogue and that a new paragraph signals a 

change.  

 The font size is reduced beginning in Collection D and once again in Collection E.  

 The space between lines is reduced in Collection F. 

 Multi-syllabic words are introduced in story #30. 

 The books are formatted as PDFs for 5.5 x 8.5-inch booklets printing (print directions 

follow at the end of this file) and digital display on phones, tablets, iPads, and 

Chromebooks. For more than a few students, send the file to your local office store. 

These print and copy professionals will use the proper printer settings to print, fold, and 

staple your books at a much cheaper cost than your school copier. Note that each book 

consists of eight pages and is formatted to be copied back to back on two 8.5 x 11 pieces of 

paper. The page order of each story is 8-1, 2-7, 6-3, 4-5. 

https://penningtonpublishing.com/collections/reading/products/the-science-of-reading-intervention-program-1
https://blog.penningtonpublishing.com/reading/how-to-teach-heart-words/
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Diagnostic Vowel Sounds Phonics Assessment 
 

 

Vowel Sounds Phonics Assessment 

 

Use this comprehensive 52 item whole class assessment to determine your students’ mastery of 

short vowels, long vowels, consonant-final e, diphthongs, and r-controlled vowels as featured in 

the Sam and Friends Phonics Books. The results of this assessment will inform your 

decision as to which phonics book collections are appropriate practice for your students, should 

you choose to differentiate instruction. 

 

The assessment uses nonsense words to test students’ knowledge of the sound-spellings to isolate 

the variable of sight word recognition. Unlike other phonics assessments, this assessment is not a 

random sample of phonics knowledge. The Vowel Sounds Phonics Assessment includes every 

common sound-spelling.  

Teachers may opt to print the assessment and either play the audio file (10:42) or dictate the test 

items. Specific directions and links to the audio files precede this diagnostic assessment. 

Additionally, teachers may choose to share the assessment in self-correcting Google forms. 

Students click on the audio file at the beginning of the assessment. 

Teachers score the assessment according to the mastery criteria on the Teacher Answer Key.  

Students are placed in the A, B, C, D, or E Collection, according to the results of the assessment. 

Students who master all phonics components criteria will benefit from the books in Collection F: 

Syllable Juncture and Derivational Influences Books 45-54. 
 

 
 

 

http://blog.penningtonpublishing.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Vowel-Sound-Phonics-Assessment.pdf
https://blog.penningtonpublishing.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Vowel-Sounds-Phonics-Assessment.pdf
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How to Teach the Sam and Friends Phonics Books 
 

 

Pre-teach the SCRIP Comprehension Cues. The SCRIP Comprehension Cues are simply 

prompts, getting developing readers into the active habit of talking with the text as they read. 

Nothing magical about these five cues; they simply engage the reader-author relationship. 

 

 Summarize: Put the big idea and key details of a reading section into your own words. 

 Connect: Note transition words and relate one part of the text to another. Activate your 

prior knowledge. 

 Re-think: Re-read and visualize to clarify meaning, and ask questions about the reading. 

Examine what the author says in a different way or from another point of view. 

 Interpret: Decide what the author means, and judge how, where, when, or why it was 

said and by whom. Draw a conclusion about what the author implies (suggests). 

 Predict: Based upon what has happened or what has been said, guess what will happen 

or what the author will say next. 

 

The SCRIP Comprehension Cues can serve as mental post-it notes to remind readers to engage 

the text in a variety of ways. Following are posters and bookmarks to reference these cues during 

reading and in small group or whole class discussions. 
 

 
 

 

https://blog.penningtonpublishing.com/tag/scrip-comprehension-strategies/
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2. Introduce the new Sam and Friends book with a brief picture walk of the story’s 

cartoons. Ask Who? What? Where? When? How? and Why? questions to connect to prior 

knowledge, motivate curiosity and interest, and predict character and plot development.  

 

3. Turn to the last page of the 8-page story. Point to the Sounds and Spellings title at the top of 

the page. Point to the /sound/ and ask, “Sound?” Point to each spelling and ask, “Spelling?” for 

each grapheme. Tell students that a blank means that another letter or letters must be in that place 

to form a syllable, so say “blank” if it is part of the spelling. Use the blending hand-motion 

(sweep from left to right without stopping) under the both Heart Words and say, “Blend.” Point to 

the phonetically irregular sound-spelling in each word, and say “This is the part to learn by heart.”  

 

4. First Reading (Read the Words): The first reading of the Sam and Friends Phonics 

Books helps the reader to sound-out all the decodable words and Heart Words. Tell students to 

track the reading with their hand. Prompt with sounds, blends, and the blending hand-motion if 

necessary. Point to the illustration after you finish reading the entire page.  

 

5. Second Reading (Read for Meaning): The second reading helps the reader to understand the 

story. The reader reads the story until the first SCRIP Comprehension Cue question. Read the 

question and help the reader discuss possible answers. Continue reading and discussion page by 

page. Don’t worry about interrupting the flow of the story; the goal is comprehension. Reference 

both text and illustration in discussing the questions. Point and use the blending hand-motion 

only when necessary. 

 

6. Third Reading (Read for Fluency): The third and successive readings helps the reader to 

improve fluency. Prompt the reader to read faster and pay careful attention to punctuation and 

voice modulation. Reading along with the reader at a pace slightly faster than previous reads is 

helpful. Avoid looking at the illustrations during this step. 

 

7. Word Fluency: Display the last page of the eight-page story to complete the Word Fluency. 

Point underneath each word on the display and ask the readers to say these words. Prompt with 

sounds, blends, and the blending motion if necessary. After completing the Word Fluency 

practice, stop pointing at the words and time the reader for 30 seconds.  

 

Display the back page of the story and point under the first Word Fluency word. Tell students to 

turn to the back page and point to the same word in their books. Say, “We are all going to read 

them out loud in 6-inch voices at the same time. I will cue you by saying ‘Next Word?’ and you 

will say the word. Make sure not to whisper.” Prompt as necessary with sounds, blends, and the 

blending motion if necessary.  

 

After completing the Word Fluency practice, stop pointing at the words and  direct students to 

practice saying each word out loud on their own. After practicing, time the Word Fluency 

reading for 30 seconds. Say, “Ready, begin” and “Stop” after thirty seconds. Tell students to  

point at the last word they  read and count backwards to determine how many words they read 

during the timing.  

 

8. Re-read for fun at home! Readers will enjoy reading these stories over and over again.  
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Sam and Friends Phonics Books 

Collection A: Short Vowels and Consonants 

 

Book Short Vowel and   Spellings  Heart Words 

Consonant Sounds  

Animal Cards   

 

1 Badger, Mouse, Tiger, Seagull  a   won  the  

       m, t, s  

 

2 Pig, Ferret, Dog, Raccoon   i   was  where 

       f, d, r 

 

3 Otter, Goose, Lion, Horse   o   a  from 

       g[a,o,u], l, h 

 

4 Buffalo, Bear, Kangaroo   u   give  to 

       b, c[a,o,u] (_ck) 

 

5 Gecko, Kangaroo, Vulture, Newt  e (_ea)   friend  of 

       k[i,e], v, n (kn_) 

 

6 Puffin, Wolf, Jackrabbit, Quail  p, w, j, q[u]  love  want 

 

7 Yak, Fox, Zebra, Raccoon   y, x, z (s), r (wr) buy  what 

 

8 Double Consonant Endings   _ll, _ff, _ss, _zz  says  hour 
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Sam and Friends Phonics Books 

Collection B: Consonant Blends and Digraphs (Part 1) 
 

Book Ending Consonant Blends  Spellings  Heart Words  

 

9 Ending Consonant Blends   _nd, _st, _xt  ocean  come  

 

10 Ending Consonant Blends   _nt (n’t), _lt  move  could  

 

11 Ending Consonant Blends   _mp, _sk, _lp  heard  wolf   

 

12 Ending Consonant Blends   _ct, _ft, _ld, _sp said  you  

 

13 Ending Consonant Blends   lk, _ch, _nch, _pt father  work  
and /ch/ consonant digraph 

 
14 Ending Consonant Blends   _nk, _sp  some  money 

 

Book Consonant Digraphs   Spellings  Heart Words 

Animal Cards 

   

15 “th” Voiced Consonant Digraph*  th_   should  does 

 Python 

 

16 “th” Unvoiced Consonant Digraph**  th_, _th  water  they  

 Sloth 

 

*The voiced consonant sound has a slight /uh/ sound. With digraphs (more than one sound) and 

blends (two or more sounds), the second letter pronunciation is softer than the first. 

**The unvoiced consonant is made just with air. 
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Sam and Friends Phonics Books 

Collection C: Consonant Blends and Digraphs (Part 2) 
 

Book Consonant Digraphs   Spellings  Heart Words   

Animal Cards  

 

17 “sh” Unvoiced Consonant Digraph**  sh_   clothes  people 

 Sheep 

 

18 “sh” + _ed***     _sh, _shed  who  would  

 

19 Consonant Digraphs    wh, ch, _tch  talk  walk   

 Whale, Cheetah 

 

Book Beginning Consonant Blends Spellings  Heart Words 

 

20 Beginning Consonant Blends   fl, sl, bl, cl, gl, pl two  wash  

 

21  Beginning Consonant Blends   sm, sn, sp, st, sk, sc been  have  

 

22 Beginning Consonant Blends   br, cr, dr, fr, gr, pr your  do  

 

23 Beginning Consonant Blends   shr, thr, str, spr, scr don’t  won’t 

 

24 Beginning Consonant Blends   sw, tr, tw, spl, squ there  are  

 

**The unvoiced consonant is made just with air. 

***Tell students that the _ed changes a verb to the past tense. The _ed is pronounced as a /d/ 

sound if it follows a vowel or a voiced or nasal consonant. Examples: hosed, filled. The _ed is 

pronounced as /t/ following an unvoiced consonant. Examples: asked, fixed. The _ed is 

pronounced as a separate syllable after the /d/ or /t/ sounds. Examples: pad/ded, tas/ted 
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Sam and Friends Phonics Books 

Collection D: Long Vowels and Final Consonant-e 

 

Book Long Vowel Sounds    Spellings  Heart Words  

Multi-syllabic Words 

Animal Cards 

 

25 Ape  (Long Vowel a)   a, _ay, a_e, ai_ done  find 

 

26 Eagle (Long Vowel e)   e, _ee, ea, [c]ei  learn  kind 

       _ie_, e_e, _y 

 

27 Ibex  (Long Vowel i)   i, _igh, i_e, _y, _ie warm  were 

  

28 Okapi (Long Vowel o)   o, o_e, _oe, oa_, ow one  gone 

  

29 Mule (Long Vowel u)   u, u_e, _ew, _ue height  both 

  

Book Long Vowel Sounds    Spellings  Heart Words  

Multi-syllabic Words 

Animal Cards 

 

30 Ape  (Long Vowel a)   a, _ay, a_e, ai_ mother  son 

 

31 Eagle (Long Vowel e)   e, _ee, ea, [c]ei  old  busy  

       _ie_, e_e, _y 

   
32 Ibex  (Long Vowel i)   i, _igh, i_e, _y, _ie again          because 

   

33 Okapi (Long Vowel o)   o, o_e, _oe, oa_, ow nothing against 

   

34 Mule (Long Vowel u)   u, u_e, _ew, _ue  through guess 
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Sam and Friends Phonics Books 

Collection E: r –controlled Vowels and Diphthongs 

 

Book r-controlled Vowels   Spellings  Heart Words 

Animal Cards 

 

35 Shark      ar   many  live 

 

36 Orca      or   only  four 

 

37 Ermine      er   front  door 

 

38 Ermine      ir   thought guess 

 

39 Ermine      ur   pretty           carry 

 

Book Diphthongs    Spellings  Heart Words 

Animal Cards 

 

40 Cow      _ow, ou_  very  any 

   

41 Rooster     oo, _ue, u, u_e, _ew lose  guy 

  

42 Woodpecker     oo, _u_  listen  answer 

   

43 Koi      oi_, _oy  whole  truth 

   

44 Hawk      aw, au, al, all  whose   other  
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Sam and Friends Phonics Books 

Collection F: Syllable Juncture and Derivational Influences 

 

Book Syllable Juncture   Spellings  Heart Words 

 

45 Syllable Juncture Soft Sounds  g[e,i,y], _dge  build  though 

   

46 Syllable Juncture Soft Sounds  c[e,i,y]   above  floor 

    

47 Syllable Juncture Inflections   Long i _y and   tough  world 

       Long e _y 

 

48 Syllable Juncture Inflections   _le   prove  rough 

 
49 Syllable Juncture Schwa    a, _ai_   laugh  eye 

 

50 Syllable Juncture Schwa    e   doubt  half 

 

51 Syllable Juncture Schwa   i   break  heart 

 

52 Syllable Juncture Schwa   o, _io_, _ou_  straight great 

 

Book Derivational Influences  Spellings  Heart Words 

 

53 Derivational Influences   ph, ch_ (/k/), _ci_,  island           country 

_si_, _ti_, gn  

 

54 Final Consonant-e Exceptions  _/z/e, _arge, _ate, touch  cough 

       _ile, _ce, _se, _ve,  

y_e 
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How to Print the Sam and Friends Phonics Books 
 

If copying the 5.5 x 8.5-inch booklets for more than a few students, send the file to your local 

office store. These print and copy professionals will use the proper printer settings to print, fold, 

and staple your books at a much cheaper cost than your school copier. Note that each book 

consists of eight pages and is formatted to be copied back to back on two 8.5 x 11 pieces of paper. 

The page order of each story is 8-1, 2-7, 6-3, 4-5. Follow these directions to print properly. 

 

1. Open the Sam and Friends Phonics Books PDF and Choose File > Print. 

2. Select a printer from the menu at the top of the Print dialog box and enter the number of 

Copies you wish to print. 

3. In the Pages to Print area, click on Pages and enter the first odd page of the book(s) you 

wish to print. For example, if you wish to create a full blackline masters set, you would 

enter 15 – 230. If you wish to print just one book, you would enter 15 – 18 for Book #1. 

4. Choose More Options > Odd pages only. 

5. Check the Reverse pages box. 

6. Click on the Size button and select Actual size. 

7. Under Orientation select Auto portrait/landscape.  

8. Click the Print button. 

9. Remove the printed pages and place them back in the printer. Repeat #2 and 3 above. 

10. In the Pages to Print area, click on Pages and enter the first even page of the book(s) 

you wish to print. For example, if you wish to create a full blackline masters set, you 

would enter 15 – 230. If you wish to print just one book, you would enter 15 – 18 for 

Book #1. 

11. Choose More Options > Even pages only. 

12. Uncheck the Reverse pages box, and repeat #6, 7, and 8 above. 
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Sam sat. 

Interpret     Why is Sam unhappy? 
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Sam won! 

 

Predict     What has Sam won?   
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Sam won the mat. 
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The mat Sam won. 

Re-think     What was Sam’s prize?  
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At the mat, Sam sat. 

penningtonpublishing.com



Connect     Why is Sam happy now? 
 
 
 

Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
 

 

 

penningtonpublishing.com



Sounds and Spellings 

Short a  m, t, s  won  the 

Word Fluency 

at  mat  sat  won  Sam 

tam  the  am  mat  at 

won  sat  the  Sam  tam 

am  won  sat  the  at 

Sam  tam  mat  am  the 

won  at  am  Sam  sat 

tam  mat  sat  at  won 

mat  Sam  tam  the  am 

the  tam  am  sat  at 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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Sam won the mat. 
Sam sat at the mat. 
If Sam sat at the mat, where was it? 

Re-think     What could have happened to Sam’s mat? 
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Where was Tim the rat? 
Where was the fat rat at? 
Did Tim sit where the mat was at? 
Where did the fat rat sit? 
 
Predict     Where is Tim the rat?   
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Tim sat where the mat was at. 
The rat fit the mat. 
The mat where the rat sat was the 
mat Sam won. 

Connect     Why did Tim want to sit on Sam’s mat? 
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Sam was mad at Tim the rat. 
It was the mat Sam won! 

Interpret     Why is Sam mad at Tim? 
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Tim the rat was sad.  
Sam sat where the fat rat sat. 
It fit Sam. 

Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 

 

penningtonpublishing.com



 Sounds and Spellings 

Short i  f, d, r  was  where 

Word Fluency 

rid  sit  dim  tam  rat 

fat  sat  am  rim  fat 

at  sad  mat  Sam  the 

won  Tim  did  the  won 

was  where  mat  am  the 

won  at  sad  Sam  Tim 

fad  fit  sat  where  was 

mat  rid  ram  fat  fad 

fit  did  rim  rid  dim 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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Sam had a hat.  
The hat Sam got was from Tom. 

penningtonpublishing.com



Sam had the hat at the log. 
The log was where Sam sat. 
At the log Sam sat. 

Interpret     Why is Tom behind the tree? 
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Tom got the hat from Sam at the log. 
Tom hid the hat from him.  
Tom hid it at the log where Sam sat. 
 

Re-think     Why did Tom hide Sam’s hat at the log where Sam sat? 
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Tom hid from Sam. 
Sam was mad at Tom.  
Tom did it! 
Tom hid the hat from him. 
Sam had a fit.  
Where was the hat? 

 

Predict     What will Sam do?  
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Sam got the hat from the log. 
Sam hit Tom. 

penningtonpublishing.com



Connect     Why is Sam hitting Tom with his hat? 
 

 

Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

Short o  g[a,o,u], l, h             a  from 

Word Fluency 

lot  hit  gas  rot  a 

from  lid  him  the  mom 

dot  from  lot  hat  on 

won  tag  hog  a  was 

ham  Tom  from  fig  hot 

where  hag  sod  a  dig 

fog  Sam  hid  got  from 

gag  had  rod  rid  God 

on  lot  won  rot  dot 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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Tom sat where the log was at. 
But a big bug was where Tom sat. 
The bug bit Tom. 
It bit Tom bad. penningtonpublishing.com



Tom got Sam to give him a sack. 
The sack had a big rag. 
Sam got the rag from the sack to give to 
Tom. 
Tom cut the rag to fit where the bug bit 
him. 

Connect     Why did Tom need the rag? 
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Tom was mad at the bug. 
But where was it? 
Where did the bad bug sit? 

Re-think     Was the bug really bad? 
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The bug hid from Tom back at the 
log, but Tom had luck. 
Sam got a mat to give to Tom to hit 
the bug. 
Sam got a cat. 

Predict     What will Tom do with the mat and cat?   
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Tom got the mat from Sam at the 
log.  
Tom hit the bug. 
The bug did not duck. 
Sam’s mat hit the bug. 
Yuck! 
It was a big, bad bug.  
The bug bit him bad, but Tom did not 
get sick from it. 
The cat Tom got from Sam got the 
bug. 

Interpret     What happened to the bug? 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

Short u  b, c[a,o,u], (_ck)       give  to 

Word Fluency 

but  tack  give  lock  to 

bug  deck  won  sack  buck 

the  rib  lack  was  cut 

back  rut  give  cub  tick 

rut  us  where  sick  tuck 

cod  dug  a  lick  duck 

from  cot  dock  hug  rack 

to  rack  cab  cut  sock 

bug  cut  but  tuck  cod 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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Tom had a friend. 
Kit was the friend. 

Interpret     Why is Kit tightening her tennis shoe laces? 
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Where Kit was from had a lot of fog. 
Kit did run in the fog, but to run in the fog 
was not fun. 
Where Tom was from had a lot of sun. 
Kit can run a lot in the sun. 
Kit had to get to the sun! 

Predict     What do you predict Kit will do?   
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Kit was sick of the fog. 
Kit got in a bus to head to where 
Tom was. 
Kit was rid of the fog!  
Kit was in the sun! 
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Tom had a van. 
Tom met Kit at the bus. 
Kit got in the van. 
The van did head to where Kit can run. 
Kit got to run in the sun. 
Tom got to sit in the hot van in the sun. 
Kit had a lot of fun, but Tom did not. 
Tom sat in the van in the hot sun where 
Kit ran. 
Tom was a friend. 
Tom got to give Kit fun in the sun. 

Re-think     Why did Tom sit in the van? 
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Knock! Knock! Kit did knock on the 
van. 
Kit got back from the run. 
Tom let Kit in. 
Back in the van, Kit was sad. 
Kit had left the sun to get back to the 
fog. 

Connect     Why was Kit sad again? 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

Short e (ea)  k[i,e], v, n (kn_)     friend   of  

Word Fluency 

kid  vet  nag  knot  head 

keg  friend  Kit  van  of 

dead  nut  won  knit  red 

neck  knob  the  read  Kim 

friend  Ken  knack  was  leg 

where  deaf  vat  knock  a 

lead  bed  from  set  give 

nod  to  gun  of  not 

read  vet  dead  neck  bed 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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Tom picks up Kit from the bus in the van. 
Tom was a friend of Kit’s. 
Kit can run in the sun, but not in the fog.  
Kit ran at the job where Tom digs. 
In a bit, Kit did head back to where Tom dug. 
Kit sat on the deck at the job to get a quick 
tan. 
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Sam had a hot dog job where Tom dug. 
Tom wants a hot dog. 
Sam gets a hot dog to give to Tom. 
Sam met Kit on the deck. 
Kit had not met Sam. 
Kit got up from the deck. 
Sam was in love. 

 

Predict     Predict what Tom will think about Sam’s interest in Kit.
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Sam had a dog. 
Pug was the dog. 
Pug ran to where Kit was on the 
deck. 
Pug met Kit. 
Pug did not want Kit to love Sam. 

Re-think     Why didn’t Pug want Kit to love Sam? 
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Sam lets Kit pet Pug. 
Kit gets up to give Pug a pet, but Pug 
knocks Kit to the deck. 
Pug did not want Kit to pet him. 
Kit was on the deck. Pug was on top of Kit. 
Pug got Kit wet. 
A lick on the neck. A lick on the head. 
Yuck! Quit, Pug, quit! 

Interpret     Why did Pug knock Kit to the deck? 
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Sam got mad at Pug. 
Pug was a bad dog. 
But, Sam was Pug’s friend, not Kit. 
Pug wants Sam to love him, not Kit. 

Connect     Why was Sam mad at Pug? 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

p, w, j, qu                        love  want 

Word Fluency 

pit  win  jog  quit  love 

pets  job  want  quick  won 

wag  jets  the  wig  pun 

was  jab  where  pots  web 

quacks love  pat  a  wax 

from  pan  wets  give  pit 

jam  to  pin  friend  quiz 

of  pop  want  the  pad 

 quit  wag  pep  jet  quick 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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 Deb is a friend of Sam’s. Deb met 
Sam at his job. Sam had a job where 
Tom’s job was at. 
 Friends love to buy hot dogs from 
Sam at Tom’s job.  
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 Deb’s friends want to buy six hot dogs 
from Sam. It’s what the friends want. Yes, six 
dogs is a lot, but Deb has a lot of friends. Deb 
texts Sam. Deb buys the hot dogs. 
 Sam wraps up the six hot dogs to give 
to Deb. Sam packs the hot dogs in a box in 
Tom’s van where Pug sits. Pug is Sam’s dog. 
 Deb gets to Sam, yet Deb did not get 
what the friends want. Sam did not give six 
hot dogs to Deb. Deb got six hot dog buns.  
 Deb has a big bag. Deb zips up the box 
in the bag. Deb heads back to Sam to get the 
hot dogs to give to the friends. 

Interpret     Why didn’t Sam put six hot dogs in the box? 
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 Deb’s friends get the hot dogs from 
the box in the bag. 
 The friends love Sam’s hot dogs, but 
not his hot dog buns. 
 The friends quiz Deb. “Did Sam sell 
Deb hot dogs? Did Sam sell Deb hot dog 
buns?” 
 Deb gets the buns back in the box. 
Deb zips up the bag. Deb wants what the 
friends want from Sam—hot dogs! 

Predict     What do you predict Deb will do?   
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 Deb runs back to Sam’s job. Deb did 
not want to buy six buns. Deb wants hot 
dogs, not buns. 
 Sam was sad, but Deb was mad. Sam 
gives six hot dogs to Deb. Deb heads back 
to the friends. 
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 It is six. Sam gets to quit his job at six. 
Sam packs up. Sam has to get his hot dogs 
in his van.  
 Pug sits in Tom’s van. Pug has the six 
dogs. 
 Bad dog, Pug! 

Re-think     Why is Pug sitting in the van? 

 

 

Connect     When did Pug get the hot dogs? 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

y, x, z, _s /z/, wr_                  buy  what 

Word Fluency 

yet  six  zap  wrap  buy 

yaps  what  jugs  zag  won 

wins  the  fix  was  wren 

where  yes  a  tax  from 

zig  fox  give  yips  to 

mix  buy  wreck  what  yum 

friend  yum  love  box  pads 

yaks  want  logs  of  beds 

 zip  yet  wrap  pads  six 
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 Tom’s friend, Kit, met Sam’s friend, 
Deb, to buy socks. Kit got a jazz CD to give 
to Tom. Tom loves jazz. 
 Kit says, “Let’s get the bus to Tom’s 
job.”  
 Deb had not yet met Kit’s friend, Tom. 
 “Let’s jog a bit in the hills where Tom’s 
job is at,” says Deb. 
 “Let’s run the hills back where Tom 
digs,” says Kit. Kit wants to run a lot. 

Re-think     Why did Kit and Deb meet? 
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 The friends get on the bus to Tom’s 
job. 
 The friends get off the bus where Tom 
digs. Tom digs what his boss says to dig. 
 Deb met Tom on his deck. 
 Kit gives the jazz CD to Tom. It’s what 
Tom wants. 
 To the hills Deb and Kit head to run. 

Connect     Why does Kit put her jazz CD on the deck? 
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 Up the big hill, Deb jogs. Kit did pass 
Deb on the hill. Kit is quick, but not Deb. Deb 
huffs. Deb puffs. Deb wants to quit.  
 Kit gets to the top of the hill. Kit will sit 
in the sun. Kit will get a tan. 
 Deb fell, but gets up to jog. Deb wants 
to quit at the top of the hill. 

Predict     What will happen when Deb gets to the top of the hill?   
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 In an hour, Deb gets to the top of the 
hill. Deb is a wreck. 
 Kit says, “Let’s run ten hills!” 
 Deb wants to run less, but it’s not 
what Kit wants. 
 Deb will miss Kit, but not the run. Kit 
can run the hills in an hour. Deb will get in a 
nap on top of the hill. Kit will get to run in 
the sun. 
 

Interpret     Why does Deb want to quit? 
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 In an hour, Kit had run the ten hills. 
 “Let’s run back,” says Kit. 
 Deb says, “Let’s jog, Kit.” 
 The friends jog to where Tom digs. The 
friends get on the bus to head back to Deb’s. 
 

Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

_ll, _ff, _ss, _zz                   says  hour 

Word Fluency 

bell  off  boss  fizz  says 

fill  hour  huff  won  less 

the  buzz  sells  was  puffs 

where  hills  a  loss  from 

jazz  pass  give  well  to 

cuffs  says  miss  friend  fuss 

hour  tells  of  moss  love 

what  want  mess  buy  but 

 off  bell  hill  fizz  hiss 
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 Tom and Sam want to get to the 
ocean. 
 Tom sends a text to Kit. “Want to 
come to the ocean?” 
 Kit says, “Yes.”  
 Tom sends, “Sam has hot dogs and 
can come… and Pug will come. 
 Kit texts, “Pug the dog? Pug has to 
come?” (Pug got Kit wet at Tom’s job, 
where Kit met Sam.)  
 Tom texts back, “Yes, Pug has to 
come, but Pug must sit in the van.” 

Re-think     Why does Kit ask if “Pug has to come?” 
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 Tom texts Deb, “Want to head to the 
ocean? Sam and Kit will come.” 
 Deb says, “Yes, but will Pug come?” 
(Deb did want Sam to come, but not his 
dog. Deb and Sam last met at Sam’s job 
where Deb buys her hot dogs. Pug was a 
bad dog and got Deb’s hot dogs.) 
 “Yes, Pug will come,” says Tom, “but 
Pug must sit in the van.” Deb will come if 
Pug will sit in the van. It’s what Deb and Kit 
want. 

Connect     Why Does Deb want Pug to sit in the van? 
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 Tom, Sam, and Pug pick up Kit and 
Deb in the van. 
 Sam just met Kit. Sam is fond of Kit. 
Sam wants to sit next to Kit, but Kit sits 
next to Deb. 
 Tom heads his van west to the ocean 
where the sand is best and where the wind 
is not bad. Tom is not a big fan of wind. 
Wind and ocean can rust his van. 

Interpret     Why does Sam look so sad? 
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 The friends get to the ocean in an 
hour. 
 Tom has his van on the sand, just next 
to the ocean. The friends love the ocean, 
sun, and sand. Kit gets to run on the sand, 
and Deb gets to tan. Tom and Sam get in 
the ocean where it is not hot. Sad Pug sits 
on Sam’s mat in the van. 

 

Predict     What will Pug do so he won’t be so sad? 
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 To sit in the van was just not fun. In 
an hour, Tom’s van got hot. Pug got hot in 
the van. 
 Pug wants to get in the ocean where 
it is not hot, but Pug is in the van. If Pug got 
the van in the ocean, next to Tom and 
Sam…  
 
—————————————————–—-— 
 
 Pug did it! The dog got the van in the 
ocean. 
 In the ocean, Pug was not hot, but 
Tom was. Tom was mad at Pug. Tom’s van 
was in the ocean. 

Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

_nd, _st, _xt                    ocean  come 

Word Fluency 

and  best  next  won  wind 

the  ocean  fuzz  was  cost 

come  fond  where  must  a 

bend  text  from  last  give 

land  will  ocean  to  rust 

sand  friend  send  of  dust 

come  love  off  want  rest 

buy  what  mess  says  hour 

 test  text  hand  pond  band 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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 Tom’s van sat on the sand next to the 
ocean, and Pug was in the van. The friends 
had fun in the sun, but not Pug. 
 Pug felt hot in the van. A dog could 
melt in Tom’s hot van! 
 Pug got the van to move. Tom’s van 
went in the ocean where it was not hot. 
 Tom had a fit, and Sam felt bad. 
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 Sam got Pug from Tom’s van. The van 
was in the ocean, but the back end rests on a 
bit of sand. 
 If the friends could just tip and tilt the 
van a bit, the van could move from the sand 
where it rests. 
 If the friends could get the van in the 
ocean, the wind could move it back to  
the land. But Tom, Sam, Kit, and Deb can’t 
move the van. 

Interpret     Why can’t the friends move the van? 
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 The sad friends quit and went to rest 
on the sand. 
 In a bit Sam says, “Where is Pug?” 
 Kit, Deb, and Tom did not miss Pug, but 
Sam did miss him. Pug was Sam’s dog. 
 Sam yells, “Come back Pug!” But Pug 
could not come.  
 “Pug is lost,” says Sam to his friends. 
 Sam’s friends felt bad. 

Predict     Where has Pug gone?   
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 But, Pug wasn’t lost. The dog went on 
a hunt. Pug ran to the end of the sand, past 
where Kit had run.  
 Next to the ocean, ten men had set up 
a big tent. Pug went in the tent. 
 Pug picks up a man’s pants and runs. 
 The men yell, “Get the dog! The dog 
has Bob’s pants!” 
 The men ran where Pug ran, back to 
Pug’s friends. 
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 Pug and the ten men run back to 
where Sam, Tom, Kit, and Deb sit on the 
sand. 
 Pug gives Bob his pants. 
 Pug’s friends and the ten men tip and 
tilt the van and get it off the sand and in 
the ocean. The wind, the friends, and the 
ten men move the van back on the land. 
 Pug did it! Pug got the van back on 
the land. Pug got the ten men to move it. 
 The ten men went back to the big 
tent, and Bob had his pants. 
 Back from the ocean the friends head 
in Tom’s wet van. Tom was not mad at Pug. 
 The van was a mess, but it was back 
on the land. 

Re-think     Why isn’t Tom mad at Pug anymore?  

 

 

Connect     Why did Pug take Bob’s pants? 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

_nt (n’t), _lt                         move could 

Word Fluency 

can’t  hour  wind  ocean  best 

text  test  move  where  huff 

tint  sell  could  runt  says 

come  melt  jazz  move  miss 

bent  buy  sent  what  belt 

could  love  bent  want  tilt 

friend  of  sent  give  to 

from  hilt  can’t  what  was 

 jest  belt  hint  can’t  tilt 
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 Deb has a tent and wants to camp. 
Deb texts Kit to ask if Kit can come. 
 Kit says “Yes,” and asks if Tom and 
Sam could come. 
 “Yes,” says Deb.  
 But, Tom and Sam had no tent. 
 Kit has a tent and will lend it to Tom 
and Sam, but Pug can’t get in Kit’s tent. 
 Pug is Sam’s dog. 
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 But Sam has a plan. Sam wants Pug to 
come. Pug just has to camp! 
 Sam buys a tent. It is a pup tent. 

Connect     Why did Sam have to buy a tent for Pug? 
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 Tom went in his van to get Deb and 
Kit. The friends sat in the back. 
 Next, Tom went to pick up Sam. Sam 
gets in the van next to Tom, and Pug jumps 
in the back next to Deb and Kit. 
 Tom says, “Sam, Pug can’t come! The 
dog can’t get in Deb and Kit’s tents.” 
 Sam says,” Pug has a pup tent.” 
 

Re-think     Why didn’t Tom think Pug could go camping? 
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 The friends got to the camp at dusk. 
 Kit and Deb help Tom and Sam set up 
Deb’s tent. 
 Pug got in his pup tent next to Tom 
and Sam’s tent. 
 

Predict     What will the friends do next?   
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 Kit, Deb, Tom, and Sam went to 
bed in the tents. 
 In a bit, a man ran past the friends’ 
tents to the next camp. 
 Sam heard the man ask his friend, 
“What was it? Did a wolf come in the 
camp? It’s a big wolf, but has a bad leg 
and a bit of a limp.” 
 Sam asks if Tom had heard the 
man. 
 Tom gulps and says, “Yes.” 
Tom asks Sam to tell Kit and Deb. 
But, Sam just could not move.  
 The friends felt a bump on the tent. 

Interpret     Why couldn’t Sam tell Kit and Deb about the wolf? 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

_mp, _sk, _lp    heard  wolf  

Word Fluency 

won  wimp  the  wolf  was 

task  where  heard  help  a 

from  desk  give  bump  to 

friend  lamp  of  dusk  love 

want  gulp  buy  dump  says 

disk  bought can’t  hour  wilt 

ocean  wind  move  hint  come 

last  heard  next  wolf  kelp 

 task  mask  bump  what  lamp 
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 Tom and Sam had felt a bump on the 
tent. What was the bump? 
———————————————————— 
 At dusk the friends went to bed in the 
tents. Pug the dog got in his pup tent. 
 Tom and Sam had heard a man in the 
next camp ask his friend if a wolf had come 
in the camp.  
 “Yes, it’s a fact. It is a big wolf,” said 
the man, “but it has a bad leg and a bit of a 
limp.” 
———————————————————— 
 Bump! “Gasp! Did the wolf bump the 
tent?” asks Sam. 
 “It’s just the wind,” says Tom. 
 “But, what if the wolf comes in the 
camp?” asks Sam. 
 “If the wolf did come, it could get Deb 
and Kit,” said Tom. 
 “If the wolf got in the camp, it could 
get Pug,” said Sam. 

Interpret     Why did Sam ask if the wolf bumped the tent? 
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Re-think     Why did Tom feel ill? 

  

 

 “Tom, tell Kit and Deb,” said Sam. 
 “You tell Kit and Deb,” said Tom. 
The friends felt ill and could not move. 
Sam said Tom was a wimp and went to tell 
Deb and Kit.  
 Sam told his friends what the man in 
the next camp had said. “The wolf has a 
bad leg and a bit of a limp,” said Sam. 
Sam went back to his tent. 
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Predict     What happens next? Will the wolf get in the tent?   

  

 Sam got in the tent. Tom heard a soft 
tap on the tent. Tom asks if Sam had 
heard the tap. 
 “Sam, you get up and get the lamp,” 
said Tom. 
 “You get it, Tom” 
 The lamp is at the top of the tent. 
Tom got it. 
 Tom held up the lamp and lit it. Tom 
set it next to the tent. 
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Connect     Why did the boys think that Pug was the wolf? 

  

 “It’s not the wolf,” said Tom. “It’s 
Pug.” 
 The dog had left his pup tent to get 
to his friend Sam. Tom let Pug in the tent. 
 “But, Pug can’t come in the tent. It’s 
Kit’s tent,” said Sam. “And Kit said Pug 
can’t get in the tent.” 
 “Let’s not tell Kit,” said Tom. “Kit will 
get mad at us.” 
 “Pug could sit at the back of the tent 
and not move,” said Sam.  
 “It’s not long ‘till the sun comes up,” 
said Tom, “and Pug can just sit next to us 
at the back of the tent. If the wolf comes, 
Pug could act to help us.” 
 “You bet Pug will!” said Sam. 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

ct, _ft, _ld, _sp    said  you   

Word Fluency 

what  said  heard  move  was 

weld  where  won  help  a 

give  you  come  act  to 

friend  lamp  of  dusk  love 

want  gulp  buy  dump  says 

gasp  wisp  can’t  hour  soft 

ocean  said  wolf  lisp  from 

raft  you  next  held  lift 

left  held  fact  loft  tuft 
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 Kit sent a text to Deb to ask if Deb 
could come to her dad’s ranch. Could Deb 
lend a hand? 
 Kit has to sand a big bench and it is a 
lot of work. The bench is where Kit’s dad sits 
and rests. Kit’s father did not rest much. His 
ranch is a lot of work 
 “Yes,” Deb texts back. Deb will come 
to the ranch and help Kit sand the bench. 
 Deb went on the bus to the ranch. Kit 
met Deb at the bus and the friends head to 
the ranch. 
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 Deb met Kit’s dad. Kit’s father was a big 
hulk of a man. Dad sat on an old bench, but 
leapt up to give Kit a hug. 
 Dad held a big cup in his left hand. 
 “What’s in the cup, Dad?” Kit asks. 
 “It’s elk milk,” Kit’s dad tells Deb.  

Connect     Why did Kit invite Deb to her father’s ranch? 
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 Dad went off to fix lunch. Kit did not 
want lunch and did not want a cup of elk 
milk. 
 “Elk milk?” asks Kit. “Yuck!” 
 “It’s not elk milk,” says Kit. “Dad is 
fun and wants to kid you. Dad kept a 
bunch of elk on the ranch in the past.”  
 Kit’s father has a big ranch. Kit’s dad 
is not rich, but the ranch is big. It has a lot 
of land. 
 Next, Kit and Deb get up to sand the 
bench. It’s a lot of work! 
 
 
  

Re-think     Why was Kit’s father wearing a red silk hat? 
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 Deb and Kit sit on the big bench to 
sand it. As the friends sand, Deb asks Kit 
what Dad kept on his ranch.  
 “Just pigs,” says Kit. “Dad works long 
hours with them.” 
 Kit fed the pigs in the pen. It was Kit’s 
job on the ranch. 
 

Predict     What will Deb want to do before she leaves the ranch?
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 In a bit Dad yells, “It’s lunch. Come 
and get it!”  
 “What did Kit’s father fix as lunch?” 
asks Kit. 
 “What’s lunch, Dad?” Kit asks. 
 “The best pig on the ranch,” kids Dad, 
“and a big cup of elk milk if Deb wants it.” 
 “Yuck,” says Deb. “You can’t milk 
elks.” 
 “Yes, and it’s not a pig, Deb. Dad just 
has to kid,” said Kit. 
 Kit’s father is such fun! 
  

Interpret     Why did the joke about the pig bother Deb? 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

_lk, _ch, _nch, _pt    father  work  

Word Fluency 

milk  father  act  such  what 

lunch  bulk  heard  left  held 

could  move  pinch  ocean  kept 

come  hour  says  wept  buy 

you  fact  love  want  says 

work  friend  of  father  give 

rich  much  elk  ranch  from 

bench  where  leapt  work  was 

 bunch milk  kept  cinch  gasp 
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 Sam’s boss tells him to come get his 
money from his hot dog job. Sam sells hot 
dogs where his friend Tom works.  
 Sam texts Tom to ask if Tom could 
come pick him up in his van to get the   
money. Sam will buy Tom lunch and give 
some money to Tom to buy gas. Tom’s big 
van costs a lot to run. 
 Tom texts back, “Yes.” 
 Tom went in his van to pick up Sam. 
Tom has to get some gas in that van. His 
van has a lot of junk in it. It’s just a mess. 

Interpret     Why did Tom say he will drive Sam to get the money? 
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Re-think     Why does Sam want to help clean out Tom’s van? 

  

 

 Tom picks up his friend, Sam, and 
heads to the gas pumps. Sam sits next to 
Tom. The back of the van is full of junk. 
 “Tom, let’s get rid of the junk in the 
back in the dump cans at the gas pumps,” 
says Sam. “Pug could not sit in the back of 
the van. What a mess!” 
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Predict     When will Sam find out that he has left behind his money?  

  

 The friends got the money from 
Sam’s boss. Next, Sam and Tom head to 
the gas pumps. Sam gets money from his 
pants and gives it to Tom to buy the gas. 
 The rest of Sam’s money rests on top 
of the gas pump as Sam fills the van. Tom 
gets rid of the junk in his van in the dump 
cans. The friends get back in the van to 
head to lunch. Tom wants to get some hot 
dogs. 
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Connect     Why is Sam going to have a problem? 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 

 

 Sam and Tom buy the hot dogs. Sam 
has to hand the money to the hot dog man, 
but the money is not where it was in Sam’s 
pants. 
 “Where is the money?” gasps Sam. 
 The friends give back the hot dogs to 
the hot dog man. 
 “Where was it last? asks Tom. 
 “The money was left on top of the gas 
pump,” says Sam.  
 “Let’s head back!” yells Tom. 
 The friends get to the gas pumps and 
the money is just where Sam left it. 
 “Let’s head back and get the hot dogs,” 
says Tom. 

penningtonpublishing.com



Sounds and Spellings 

Short Vowel /o/, /u/  _ong, _onk, _ung, _unk some 
Long Vowel /a/, /e/ _ang, _ank, _ing, _ink  money 
 

Word Fluency 

some  fact  father  said  what 

kept  ranch  rung  money wolf 

give  tank  heard  act  work 

friend  could  move  dusk  wept 

wisp  gulp  buy  ocean  says 

come  you  hulk  song  soft 

lunch  gasp  some  junk  rich 

bang  ring  milk  money hour 

 such  sunk  bonk  sink  where 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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 Sam texts Tom to ask if Sam should ask 
Kit to lunch.  
 Tom texts back that Kit is his friend. 
“You should ask Kit,” says Tom. penningtonpublishing.com



 Sam texts Kit and asks if Kit wants to 
get some lunch at the docks. Sam asks if Kit 
could get the bus. 
 Kit texts back, “Yes. Let’s get lunch, but 
just as friends.” 
 This is what Kit wants, but this is not 
what Sam wants.  
 Sam was in love, but that was not what 
Kit felt. 

Connect     Why did Sam ask Tom if Sam should ask Kit to lunch? 
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 Kit texts Deb to ask if Deb wants to 
come to lunch. She tells Deb that Sam 
wants to get lunch at the docks. 
 Deb says, “Yes.” Deb will come to 
lunch. 
 “Thanks, Deb,” Kit texts back. 
 Deb is at Tom’s work. Deb asks Tom to 
lunch. Tom has to work a bit, but Tom will 
pick up Deb in his van in an hour and then 
the friends can head to the docks. 

Re-think     Why did Kit ask Deb to go to lunch with Sam and her? 
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 Kit went on the bus. Sam met Kit where 
Kit got off the bus. Then Sam and Kit head 
off to the docks to get lunch. Kit did not tell 
Sam that Deb will come to lunch. Kit thinks 
it’s best not to tell Sam. 
 Sam is in love, but not Kit. Sam does 
not want Kit as just a friend, but Kit does not 
want what Sam wants. 

Predict     How will Sam react when he sees Deb and Tom at the docks?
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Interpret     Why is Sam upset at his friend, Tom? 

        

 

 Sam and Kit got to the docks. Sam 
and Kit met Deb and Tom. Sam did want 
Kit to come to lunch, but not his friends, 
Deb and Tom. Sam did not ask them to 
lunch. 
 Sam could just kill Tom, and Sam is 
mad at Deb. “Thanks a lot, friends,” thinks 
Sam. 
 The friends get some lunch, but Sam 
acts sad. 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

th_ voiced   should does 

Word Fluency 

money this  sunk  some  bang 

father  said  work  that  does 

could  wolf  heard  gasp  move 

could  those  come  wept  buy 

ocean  should sang  you  says 

hour  them  hunk  much  give 

think  then  does  ranch  was 

bonk  thank  leapt  lisp  than 

 this  that  ring  them  then 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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 Sam has to get a lift to work with Tom. 
But Tom says that if Sam wants Pug to 
come in the van with them, then that dog 
has to get a bath. 
 Sam does want Pug in Tom’s van, but 
Pug just is not in love with baths. Water is 
not Pug’s friend. 

Connect     Why is Sam going to give Pug a bath? 
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 Pug does not want to get wet. That dog 
does not want to get in the tub full of hot 
water. Pug was just a thin wisp of a dog, but 
Sam could not move him if that dog did not 
want to move. 
 That dog did not want to move, and you 
can’t move a dog if the dog will not help. 
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Re-think     Does Tom really want Sam to get rid of Pug? 

  

 

 Sam texts Tom that Pug will not get in 
the tub and asks his friend to come help get 
Pug in the water. If Sam and Tom lift Pug, 
they can get him in the tub and give that 
dog a bath. 
 Tom will come, but says, “Sam, you 
should get rid of that bad dog.” 
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Predict     Will Pug get his bath? What will happen to end the story?  

  

 Tom is mad at Sam and mad at his bad 
dog, Pug. But Tom gets in his van and heads 
to Sam’s. 
 Sam and Tom sit next to the tub. The 
tub is full of water. But Pug is not next to the 
tub. 
 Tom felt the water. “Pug, you get in 
this tub! The water is not that hot.” 
 Pug will not move. 
 Then the friends jump up to get Pug, 
but Pug is fast. Pug runs and runs.  
 At last Sam and Tom get Pug. They 
pick up the dog and head back to the tub. 
 “That was a lot of work,” says Tom. 
“But Pug will get his bath.” 
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 But the water is not what Pug wants. 
Sam and Tom think they can give him a 
bath, but Pug does not want to get in the 
water.  
 As they lift Pug in the bath— 
 Pug jumps! That dog is quick. 
 Pug just will not let them give him a 
bath. 
 Sam and Tom got a bath, but not 
Pug. 
  

Interpret     Why do Sam and Tom get wet? 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

th_, _th unvoiced   water  they 

Word Fluency 

should thin  water  this  that 

won  the  was  where  bang 

them  they  from  thud  work 

sink  does  move  ring  moth 

water  love  buy  want  buy 

than  path  you  hour  they 

thus  says  ocean  come  said 

could  what  with  some  hour 

 path  this  bank  then  than 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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 Deb has some cash and wants to shop. 
Deb texts Kit to ask if Kit wants to shop. 
Deb loves to shop, but Kit does not. 
 Deb said, “Let’s shop at The Clothes 
Shed and then get lunch on the docks. It is 
fun to have lunch on the docks, next to the 
water where the ships come in.” 
 “Yes it is,” texts Kit. “Let’s shop, but 
let’s not rush to get the bus.”  

Connect     What does Kit like to do that Deb does not? 
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 Kit got the bus and went to Deb’s. The 
friends met with hugs and then went on a 
big bus to The Clothes Shed. The Clothes 
Shed is where lots of people shop. That 
shop just packs them in. 
 Deb wants to buy some tops, some 
pants, a belt, socks, and a hat. That is a lot 
to buy, but it does not cost a lot to shop at 
The Clothes Shed.  

Interpret     Why do lots of people shop at the Clothes Shop? 
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Re-think     Why does Deb need a big bag, but Kit does not? 

  

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Deb had some luck at The Clothes 
Shed. Deb got a belt, some socks, and a top 
with pants that fit. Kit got a red hat. 
 At last, they quit and left the shop to 
get some lunch. Deb put the clothes in the 
shop’s big bag. Kit kept on the red hat. 
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 At lunch, the friends sat on a bench at 
the dock. They kept the bag next to where 
they sat. 
 A man ran past the bench and Deb felt 
a bit of a bump. 
 “Gosh, what was that?” Deb asks Kit. 
 Where was the bag? It was a theft! 
That man was quick to jack Deb’s bag. 
 Deb felt sick and Kit was just a wreck. 

Predict     Will the robber get caught?  
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
 

 The friends went back to The Clothes 
Shed. The clothes did not cost a lot of 
money, but Deb was sad. Kit was not just 
sad. Kit was mad. 
 Yes, it was bad, but Kit had the red 
hat. 
 Kit tells Deb, “Wish it was the hat 
and not the bag.” 
 The friends felt sad. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

sh      clothes people 

Word Fluency 

gosh  rush  death  thank  where 

thin  from  give  shed  friend 

sunk  this  love  clothes want 

buy  you  shock  hour  shin 

people ocean  wish  come  move 

could  with  heard  wolf  said 

clothes shift  work  some  cash 

money should people does  hour 

shack  they  clothes people shot 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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 Deb was sad, and Kit was mad. The 
friends rushed back to The Clothes Shed. 
And a cop went with them. 
—————————————————— 
 The friends left The Clothes Shed 
with a bag full of clothes to have lunch on 
the dock. They sat on a bench to have 
lunch. Deb put the bag of clothes next to 
them on the deck. 
 “Deb felt a bump,” said Kit to the 
cop. 
 “And then what?” asks the cop. 
 “Some man got the bag and ran past 
us to the end of the dock,” said Deb. “It 
was a man who has a big gash on his left 
leg, up on the shin,” said Kit. 
 

Interpret     Why did Deb get bumped? 
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 The cops want to get that man. The man 
robs banks, and people who shop at The 
Clothes Shed. 
 The cop said that they would put a cop 
on the docks, and with some luck, Deb would 
get back the bag of clothes. 

Connect     Why do the police especially want to get that robber? 
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 Back at Sam’s, Tom texts Sam and asks if 
Sam wants to fish at the docks. Sam does. The 
friends pick long rods for ocean fish and jump 
in Tom’s van with Pug. Then they head to the 
ocean. 
 The friends got to the docks and sat on a 
bench. Tom and Sam fished. Pug was with 
them next to the bench. He wished dogs could 
fish in the ocean. Hmmm... A dog could get in 
that water with the fish— 

 

Re-think     Do Tom and Sam know that Deb and Kit are at the docks? 
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—A man with a bag in his hand pushed Tom and 
ran fast past them on the dock.  
 Then a cop ran past them and said, “Get 
that man!” 
 Sam says, “Get him, Pug!” Pug is quick and 
runs fast.  
 

Predict     What will Pug do?   
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 Pug jumps up on the man’s back. Then 
the cop gets to the man, who has a big 
gash on his left shin. 
 “Got him!” yells the cop. The cop 
cuffed the man. “This is the man who robs 
the people who shop at The Clothes Shed. 
That dog is fast! This dog got the man who 
had the bag of clothes.” 
 “Pug helped get him!” Deb yelled. 
 “Thanks, Pug!” says Kit. 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 

 

 Tom, Sam, and Pug walk to The Clothes 
Store with the cop. Back at The Clothes Shop, 
the cop bagged the clothes to give to Deb. 
 “This dog got the man who had the bag 
of clothes,” says the cop. 
 “Pug did?” asks Kit. 
 “Yes, that dog did,” says the cop. 
 Deb and Kit give Pug a big hug. 
 Pug loved that. A fish can’t get a hug 
from Deb.  
 Sam wished that Kit would give him a 
hug. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

Past Tense _ed (t), _ed (d)   who  would 

Word Fluency 

friend  clothes mashed shushed move 

gosh  from  give  people won 

want  pushed love  would  sank 

dimmed you  says  hour  shin 

who  ocean  shack  where  come 

could  lashed heard  sink  who 

said  would  work  wished shut 

water  should father  does  hour 

money gush  who  played shot 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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 Tom heard that some man had set up 
a tent on the sand, next to the docks. Peo-
ple said the man kept a chimp in that tent 
who could talk. Tom just had to check if this 
chimp could talk or not. Tom texts his friend, 
to ask if Sam can come to the docks.  
 Sam has to ask his boss to get off 
work. Sam sells hot dogs next to where Tom 
works. Sam texts his boss and the boss said, 
“Yes, Sam can get off work.” 
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 When the friends get to the docks, they 
walk on the sand to the tent. They sit with a 
bunch of people who have come to check 
what the man does with his chimp. 
 Sam tells Pug to sit on the sand and not 
to move. 
 Tom tells Sam, “Check if the man moves 
his lips when the chimp does talk. If the man 
does move his lips and they match the talk of 
the chimp, then that chimp does not talk.” 
 The man and his chimp walk from the 
tent. The chimp does talk some, but the 
man’s lips do move a bit.  

Connect     Why is Tom so interested to see if the man’s lips move? 
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Predict     What will Pug do to have fun? 

 

 The people on the sand just love that 
man’s chimp. The chimp thumps his chest 
and jumps up on the man’s back. Next, the 
chimp whacks him on his head with the 
man’s hat. That chimp is a whiz and a lot of 
fun! 
 The people clap a lot and when the 
man and his chimp pass the hat, Sam, Tom, 
and the rest of the people put in some cash. 
 Tom and Sam had a bunch of fun. But, 
not Pug. Pug just sits on the sand. 
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Interpret     Why did the man hold the chimp’s hand? 

 

 Pug wants to have some fun with that 
chimp. Pug gets up from the sand and runs to 
the chimp. 
 The man yells, “Catch that dog!” 
The chimp jumps off the man’s back. Pug and 
the chimp dash to the ocean and jump in. The 
man, Tom, and Sam run to the water to fetch 
them. 

 Sam yells, “Come Pug, come!” 
At last Pug comes to Sam. The chimp comes 
with Pug. The man held the chimp’s hand and 
they walk back to the tent.  
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 The people had left and the hat full of 
cash had left as well. The man was mad at 
Sam and Tom, and Sam had to give the man 
the rest of his cash to fix that mess. 
 The man went back in the tent with his 
chimp to rest. Tom, Sam, and Pug went back 
to the van. That dog Pug cost Sam a lot of 
his hot dog money. 
  

Re-think     What does it mean that “the hat full of cash had left”? 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

wh_, ch, _tch   talk  walk 

Word Fluency 

rushed would  talk  whip  where 

chin  from  give  etched ring 

bagged hatched love  walk  want 

whiff  flipped says  hour  mash 

walk  ocean  cash  wolf  move 

could  talk  heard  said  come 

sink  father  should talk  mesh 

who  work  hutch  does  hour 

friend  you  walk  fetch  wish 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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 Deb got the bus and went to Kit’s ranch. 
At the ranch the two friends talk, walk, and 
kid Kit’s father, who works the ranch. 
 Kit’s father kids them back and says 
that they will get some of his elk milk at 
lunch. 
 “You two will want to wash up to get 
the pig and elk milk at lunch,” says Kit’s dad. 
 “Yuck!” says Deb. 

Connect     Why does Kit’s father mention “elk milk”? 
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 Kit is in a club that runs. Friends of Kit in 
the club set up a 10K fun run. Kit asks Deb if 
Deb wants to run in it. 
 Deb asks, “When is the run?”  
 Kit says, “It’s on the tenth.” 
 Deb wants to run with Kit, but Kit says 
that a 10K is a long run and that Deb must 
work at it and run with her friend lots and lots. 
 The two friends fist bump on it and plan 
when and where to run. 
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Interpret     Why does Deb huff and puff, walk and jog? 

 

 The two friends wash up, grab lunch, 
drink some water, and then rest a bit. Then, 
they went on a run. Deb huffs and puffs, 
walks and jogs, but Kit runs fast. 
 The friends get back and Deb flops on 
Kit’s bed. Deb is sick and can’t move.  

 Deb slept two hours, ’til Kit yells, 
“Deb, get up!” Deb has to catch the last 
bus in an hour. The friends walk to the 
bus. Deb gets in and then Kit runs back to 
the ranch. 
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Predict    Will Deb be able to finish the 10K fun run with Kit? 

  

 Run! Run! Run! The two friends work at 
it. They run at the ocean. They run the hills 
next to Tom’s work. They run on the dock. 
They run on the ranch. 
 Kit has a plan. The 10K fun run is flat 
with just six hills. The two friends can run it in 
an hour. 
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 At last, it’s the tenth and the two 
friends get set to run the 10K. But Kit’s plan 
has a glitch. The glitch is a bad head wind. 
 A head wind is bad to run in… It will 
pick up lots of dust. Can Deb last ’til the 
end of the 10K with this bad wind? 
 With this glitch, the 10K run is not a 
slam dunk. The run lasts two hours, but can 
Deb and Kit get to the end? 
 They run! Tom, Sam, Pug, and Kit’s 
dad sit at the end to clap and yell at the 
champs. 
Well, not the champs… Deb is dead last in 
the 10K run. 
 Deb and Kit get some water and rest 
with Tom, Sam, and Pug. 
 Kit’s dad asks if Deb wants to run in 
the next 20K run. 
  

Re-think     Does Kit run the 10K with Deb? 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

fl, sl, bl, cl, gl, pl   two  wash  

Word Fluency 

who  talk  flashed slip  walk 

blocked clam  does  plan  to 

people clap  love  two  want 

glum  wash  says  hour  when 

months clothes match come  move 

could  plunked heard  wolf  you 

washed father  work  flapped chip 

blinked glint  two  give  hour 

should slant  wash  two  much 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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 At work, Tom’s boss asks him to stick a 
black box full of work clothes in his van. It is 
a big box, but it fits snug as bug in the back 
of Tom’s big van. 
 Tom’s boss tells him to get the box to 
his friend. The friend of Tom’s boss is at the 
top of the hill next to the ocean. His boss 
does not scrimp on money and gives Tom a 
lot of cash to buy gas and get his van 
washed. But Tom gives some of it back. Tom 
does not have to spend that much on gas, 
and Tom does not want to scam his boss.  

Connect     Why does Tom’s boss give him money for gas? 
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 Tom gets in his van and heads to the 
ocean. His van is just a wreck. It’s got dents, 
rust, and a big crack in the back glass. It did 
pass the smog test, but it does not run well 
and it smells bad.   
 When the van gets to the ocean, Tom 
scans the hill and where the van must head 
to get to the top. That is a big hill! The hill 
has some grass, but a lot of big rocks. The 
van will not move fast up that hill. Tom must 
get to the top of that long hill to get rid of 
the black box. 
 If Tom could skip that long hill and 
scram, Tom would. Tom could head to the 
ocean and have fun with his friends, Sam, 
Deb, and Kit. But Tom has a job to do. His 
van heads up the hill. 
  
 

Predict     Will Tom and his van make it to the top of the hill?  
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Re-think     Why does Tom think the box has more than work clothes? 

  

 

 As the van heads up the hill, the black 
box moves from its spot. Bam! The box did 
smash some of Tom’s stuff in the back of the 
van. Tom’s van skids and spins. 
 Tom stops the van to check on the box. 
What could have been in that box? It must 
have been more than just clothes. Tom 
would have to ask his boss back at work 
what was in that black box. 
 Tom gets set to head back up the hill 
and then...  
 Crash!  
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 A big rock just fell from the top of the 
hill. The rock fell on the spot where Tom’s van 
would have been, if the box did not move, if 
the van did not skid and spin, and if Tom did 
not stop the van to check on the box. 
 It would have been the end of his van 
and the end of Tom. 
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 Tom can’t move his van past the rock. 
That rock is big! 
 Tom has to lift the big black box and walk 
up the rest of the hill to get the work clothes to 
the friend of his boss. 
 It’s a long walk up that hill. 
    

Interpret     Why can’t Tom drive around the rock to get to the top? 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 

 

 Then Tom walks back to his van and 
gets in. Tom texts his boss that his friend got 
his work clothes. Then Tom heads back to his 
job. 
 Tom is sure glad to get off that hill! 
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Sounds and Spellings 

sm, sn, sp, st, sk, sc  been  have  

Word Fluency 

two  wash  smash snapped smug 

spun  talk  would  who  spam 

clothes stick  people have  want 

skit  snitched stun  skunk  flip 

been  scab  blunt  come  said 

money plus  heard  think  move 

have  father  work  scum  slam 

could  should been  does  sang 

water  glass  have  been  clip 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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 Sam’s mom has a mother and father. 
They are Gram and Gramps. Sam loves them 
and they love Sam. 
 Gram is fun and has lots of friends. 
Gramps is not much fun and has just two 
friends: Gram and Sam. In fact, Gramps is a bit 
of a grump. 
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 Gram works on crafts. Gram loves to knit 
and stitch. Sam gets lots of hugs from Gram. 
Sam and Gram talk a lot. 
 Gramps does not work and does not do 
much. Gramps does get in a lot of naps. Sam 
and Gramps do not talk much, but Gramps 
does yell at Sam a bit. 

Connect     Why doesn’t Gramps give Sam hugs like Grams does? 
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 Sam does some work at Gram and 
Gramps. Sam cuts the grass at Gram and 
Gramps. Gramps walks up to Sam. 
 Sam has big clothes and his pants do 
sag a bit, but not a lot. 
  

Interpret     Why does Sam work at Gram and Gramps’ house? 
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Predict     How will Sam react? What will happen to end the story?  

  

 “Do you have a belt, Sam?” asks Gramps. 
 Sam says, “Yes.” 
 “Then pull up your pants,” yells Gramps. 
“Your pants drag on the grass.” 
 Sam pulls up his pants. 
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 In a bit, Gram asks Sam to come in and 
get a snack.  
 “Wash your hands in the sink,” says 
Gram. 
 Sam has his snack of some crisp hot 
bread and a big glass of milk. Gram fills his 
glass to the brim. 

Re-think     Why is Sam a bit sad? Why won’t he talk to Gram? 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 

 

 Sam tells Gram what Gramps said to him. 
 Gram says, “Well, your pants do drag a 
bit, Sam. They still sag.” 
 Sam says, “But that is what kids buy at 
the clothes shops–pants that sag.” 
 “Yes, but Gramps is not a kid. Do not fret, 
Sam. Gramps still loves you. But pull up your 
pants when Gramps walks in.” 
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Sounds and Spellings 

br, cr, dr, fr, gr, pr   your  do  

Word Fluency 

have  been  bread  your  two 

drum  wash  talk  walked who 

would  fret  clothes do  want 

press  people says  hour  smug 

brick  sketch slap  come  grip 

could  cracked heard  frog  said 

your  father  work  crisp  spit 

from  drift  do  prom  hour 

scant  grid  your  do  stop 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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 Deb had a job next to Sam’s hot dog 
stand. When Deb got the job, the bus went to 
where Deb’s job was, but that was in the 
past. 
 

  

Re-think     What does “that was in the past” mean? 
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 If the bus will not stop at Deb’s work, 
Deb will have to walk. That’s a long walk! In 
fact, Deb will have to walk an hour to get to 
work. An hour was a bit much. Deb’s friend 
Kit would run to that job and back, but Deb is 
not Kit, and Deb does not want to run to 
work. At last, Deb just had to quit that job.  
 When Deb lost the job, it shrunk what 
Deb could spend. If you don’t have a job, you 
don’t get cash. Deb has some money, but not 
much. Deb’s money is spread thin. 
 Deb has a strict plan with money. 
Deb will not spend it!  Deb sure can scrimp 
with the best of them. 

Connect     Why can’t Deb spend much money? 
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 Deb loves to buy clothes. It’s just what 
Deb does. Deb does not have money to 
spend, but Deb could help Kit shop.  
 Deb texts Kit to ask if Kit wants to shop. 
“Let’s get some pants and socks to match 
your red hat,” says Deb.  

 

 Kit says that they could shop at the 
thrift shop. Kit shops at thrift shops a lot as 
they don’t cost much to buy clothes. That 
thrift shop could sure stretch Deb’s money 
says Kit. And it’s not a long walk to the 
shop. 
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Predict     What will Deb ask the thrift store’s boss?  

  

 The friends walk to the thrift shop. They 
shop some and Deb does spend some money. 
The thrift store does have a lot of clothes.  
 Kit buys a black hat. Kit just loves hats. 
 Deb asks to talk to the shop’s boss.   
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 Deb asks to work at the shop. Deb can 
help people shop. 
 “Yes,” the boss says. Deb can help, but 
the boss can’t give Deb money. The boss can 
give Deb clothes. Deb can shop and work as 
much as Deb wants. 
 “That’s a win-win,” thinks Deb. 
 Deb loves to work at the thrift shop. 
Deb tells people what to buy, what will fit, 
and what does match. Deb just loves to help 
people shop.  
 The boss says a lot of people do ask 
him to have Deb help them pick clothes to 
buy. Deb can work as much as Deb wants. 
 Deb gets to shop a lot. In fact, Deb just 
got a top and some pants that match at the 
thrift shop.  
 And Deb does not have to walk an 
hour to work. 
 Deb can walk to the thrift store and 
shop when Deb wants to. 

Interpret     What does Deb mean by “That’s a win-win”? 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

shr, thr, str, spr, scr  don’t  sure  

Word Fluency 

friend  the  grass  prim  where 

shrunk from  give  to  won 

of  thread love  don’t  want 

strip  wash  says  hour  brad 

sure  ocean  crab  come  move 

could  spread heard  wolf  said 

don’t  script  sprung sure  drop 

money strapped don’t  thrashed from 

shred  scrap  clothes sure  fret 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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It’s hot and Tom does not have to 
work. Tom texts his friends to ask if they 
want to head to the big pond to swim and 
fish. Tom will pick them up in his wreck of a 
van in two hours, if they can come. 

Deb, Sam, and Kit text back that they 
want to come. 

Tom picks up Kit, then Deb, then Sam. 
Sam says “Pug can’t come to the pond.” 
 “That’s sad that Pug can’t come,” says 
Kit. Then Kit grins at Deb. 

Connect     Why does Kit say “That’s sad” and then grin? 
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In a bit Tom pulls up next to the big 
pond. 

Kit gets to swim and Deb gets to nap in 
the sun. Deb does not swim. 

Tom and Sam left Kit and Deb to fish at 
the end of the pond where the big fish are. 

Tom and Sam cast and cast to get the 
fish. 

Splish! Splash! The fish jump. There are a 
lot of fish there at the end of the pond. In the 
next hour, Tom and Sam catch ten fish! 
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Re-think     Why does Kit want Sam and Tom to jump with her? 

 

 

Sam and Tom went back to Deb and Kit 
with the fish. The two nets are full of fish. 

Deb is still there next to the pond. Kit 
stands on top of a big rock. 

Kit asks Deb, “You don’t want to swim?” 
Then Kit jumps. Kit does a twist and then a 

flip. Splash!  
“It’s fun,” Kit yells to Sam and Tom. “Come 
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Predict     Will Sam jump off the big rock into the pond?  

  

In a bit Sam and Tom do get to the top of 
the rock where Kit was. 

“Uh… there are a lot of rocks in this pond, 
Kit,” yells Sam. 

“There are not rocks, Sam. Just jump in,” 
yells Kit. 

“Let’s have Tom jump,” says Sam. 
Tom does a back flip off of the big rock. 

Splash! 
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Interpret     What does Tom mean by saying “rocks in your head”? 

        

 

Sam wants to do a back flip, but slips. 
Sam lands on his back in the water. Splat!  

“Sam did a back-flop,” yells Kit. 
Sam felt sick.  
“Sam, there are not rocks in this pond,” 

said Tom, “but there are rocks in your head.” 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

sw, tr, tw, spl, squ   there  are  

Word Fluency 

twin  who  shrimp thrift  thin 

strand from  ocean  don’t  sure 

warm  spread guess  there  two 

scram  have  been  washed tram 

are  talk  split  walk  move 

could  swim  heard  some  said 

there  squish work  trunk  swam 

squid  what  are  would  some 

splat  twist  there  are  split 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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 Kit tells Deb that they should cut and braid 
their hair. The two friends want to cut and braid 
their hair. Kit says she has a plan. Kit always has a 
plan. 
 “Pick a day to do it,” says Deb. “Find a time. 
If you don’t, it won’t get done.” 
 The plan is that Kit will cut Deb’s hair, and 
Deb will braid Kit’s hair. Deb has long, black hair. 
Kit has long, blond hair. The next day Kit texts Deb, 
and Deb gets on the bus to Kit’s ranch. 

Connect Why do they need a day to cut and braid? 
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 At the ranch, Kit makes some lunch and then 
they sat and ate. The friends talk and talk. 
 “What’s up with Sam?” asks Deb. 
 “Sam is just a friend,” says Kit with a red face. 
 “That’s not what some have said,” says Deb.  

 “Does some have a name?” asks Kit. “Say, Tom?” 

  

Re-think     Does Kit really think that “Sam is just a friend”? 
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 “But you and Sam are friends,” says Deb. 
 “Yes, that’s it—just friends,” says Kit. 
 “But, would Sam want to date you?” asks 
Deb. “Have you talked with Tom?” 
 “Just a bit. Sam and Tom are best friends,” 
says Kit. “Tom won’t say if Sam wants to date or 
not.” 
 Deb says, “If Tom won’t tell you...” 
 “‒You could talk to Tom, Deb,” says Kit. 
“Could you ask him?” 
 “Why not?” says Deb.  
 Lunch is done and they head up the stairs. 
They find a place to cut and braid hair. Deb sits in a 
chair and waits for Kit to cut. Debs moves in the 
chair. 
 “Sit still, Deb,” says Kit.  

Interpret     What does Kit mean by “...some friend could ask him?” 
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Predict     How will Deb’s hair turn out?  

  

  

 Kit snips and cuts. Debs moves in the chair. 
 “Stop it!” says Kit. “You can’t cut hair if it moves in 
the chair,” says Deb. “It just won’t get done that way.” 
 Deb sits still. 
 Kit works at a snail’s pace. Kit gets Deb’s hair wet 
and makes it straight. Then, Kit finds the tape. Kit braids 
and braids with the tape. 
 That Deb sure has a lot of hair! 
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 At last, Kit is done with Deb’s hair, and Kit sits 
in the same chair.  
 Deb won’t cut Kit’s hair, but will braid it. Deb 
works fast. Deb tapes and makes eight braids. 
 The friends got their hair done and did not 
have to spend their money. 
 “Sam will love your hair,” kids Deb. 
 “When you talk to Tom, you could tell Tom to 
ask what Sam thinks,” says Kit. 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 

 

 But, Deb’s hair was a mess! Deb did not tell 
Kit, but Kit should not cut people’s hair. Deb’s hair 
was not cut well, but Deb did not blame Kit. Deb 
would not say that the hair cut was bad, but it sure 
was. 
 Deb and Kit left the ranch, got on the bus, and 
went to shop. People on the bus could not help but 
stare at Deb’s hair. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

Long a a, a_e, _ay, ai_, ei[gh]_  done  find  

Word Fluency 

sweat  track  cake  play  you 

stray  weight ocean  day  find 

squid  rain  love  won’t  want 

buy  what  says  rein  there 

trained ocean  don’t  come  move 

could  stair  heard  give  said 

find  father  worked male  are 

split  drain  done  does  some 

hay  air  find  done  sure  

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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 The friends get in Tom’s van to head to the 
lake to spend the day in the warm sun. Pug gets to 
come with them. Deb tells Sam that Kit does not 
care if Pug comes with them. 
 At the lake Pug finds a place to sleep next to 
the van. Kit, Tom, and Sam play in the water. Deb 
sits on the beach, but then she got up. The heat 
from the sun made the sand hot. Next, Deb sat next 
to a shade tree on the green grass. Then Deb went 
to wade in the creek that feeds the lake. Deb will not 
wade in the lake. She thinks she will sink. 

Connect Why didn’t Deb wade in the lake? 
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 The lake was not deep, but Deb could not swim.  
 “People need to learn to swim, Deb,” says Kit. Kit 
says that she could teach Deb. 
 “Yes, let’s teach Deb to swim!” screams Sam. 
 Deb was not sure. She had some real fears of the 
water‒way back to when she was a kid. Deb had seen a 
friend slip next to a stream. Deb’s friend went in and 
could not swim. It was a real scare. That scare gave 
Deb some bad dreams. 
 “Think you could wade in just a step,” asks Kit. 
 “Well, the water is clear and it does seem safe,” 
thinks Deb. Plus, she did want to learn to swim. 
 “Do not yield to your fears, Deb. They are not  
real. Meet your fears head on!” says Kit. 
 “Deb can’t swim? What a wimp!” yells Tom. “It 
must be the hair cut. Deb does not want to have wet 
hair.” 
 “That’s not kind, Tom,” says Kit. 
 “He does not mean that,” says Sam. “Tom just 
has to tease.” 
  

Re-think     Why does Tom tease Deb? 
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 Kit is kind of mad at Tom.  
 “Knock it off, Tom!” she yells at him. 
 “He is just mean,” Kit tells Deb. 
 “Tom just has to kid,” says Sam. “He does 
not mean what he says.” 
 Pug gets up from his nap and jumps in the 
lake to swim. 
 Deb walks to the lake. Then she takes a step.  
Deb’s feet are in the lake! She thinks it feels safe.  
 “Take just two more steps,” says Sam. “It 
does not get deep there.” 
 “Lift up your feet just a bit off the sand,” yells 
Kit. 
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Predict     Will Deb learn to swim?  

  

 “Be brave,” says Kit. “Deb, see the way Pug 
swims? Move your feet and hands that way.” 
 Deb does what Kit says. She moves a bit in the 
water. 
 “This is fun!” says Deb. 
 “Kick and move your hands, just like Pug,” says 
Sam. 
 Deb sees Pug swim in the lake and thinks she 
could do it. She could learn to swim! 
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Interpret     What did Tom mean by “That Pug sure can teach”? 

        

 

 “See, Deb can swim if she wants to!” yells 
Tom. That Pug sure can teach.” 
 “Well, Deb can’t swim just yet, but she will get 
there,” says Kit. 
 “Yes,” adds Sam. “Deb will love the water 
when she learns to swim well.” 
 “Just as Pug does,” says Sam. Sam sure loves 
that dog, he thinks. 
 The friends play in the water and rest in the 
sand. Deb says she thinks she can learn to swim with 
help from Kit, Sam, and Pug. 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
 

 Kit and Deb talk as they leave the lake. It was a 
brief swim, but Deb learned some things. Deb felt at 
ease in the water and at peace. She went in the water 
that day, and she would learn to swim. Deb could  get 
past that fear of water, she thinks. penningtonpublishing.com



Sounds and Spellings 

Long e e, _ee, ea, _ie_ learn       kind  

Word Fluency 

tree  tray  sale  be  give 

date  meat  braid  rein  kind 

she  this  loved  learn  want 

kind  chief  says  hour  what 

don’t  ocean  are  come  moved 

could  with  treat  green  said 

learn  grief  work  some  more 

money kind  clipped does  some 

teen  brief  find  won’t  done 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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 Deb, Tom, Kit, and Sam went back to the lake 
the next day. Deb does not swim, but the friends 
want to help Deb learn. Sam and Kit tried to teach 
Deb, but not Tom. Tom was mean! He likes to tease 
Deb.  
 Sam and Kit held Deb’s hands and went in. 
Deb held on tight to their hands. Pug went in to 
help as well. 
 “Wade up to your thighs.” says Kit. “Try to 
move your feet and hands like Pug. Kick your feet 
and move your hands.”  
 Deb did move some in the water, but she 
would not wade past where she could stand on the 
sand. 
 “Just walk in up to your waist,” said Kit. 
 “I can’t! I tried my best,” sighs Deb. 
 Deb walks back to the sand and sits on the 
grass. She cries and cries. 
 Tom and Kit want to take a five mile hike up 
the hill to the pine trees, Deb does not want to hike. 
Sam and Kit will stay at the lake while Tom and Kit 
hike.  

 

 

Re-think     What made Deb cry? 
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 In a while Sam asks Deb if she wants to try to 
swim some more. 
 “Yes,” sighs Deb, “I do want to learn. Let’s give 
it one more try. I made it up to my waist the last time. 
I think I can learn to swim!” 
 Sam tells Deb to climb up on his back. 
Deb does it and the two wade in. Deb feels fine and 
safe on Sam’s back. 

Interpret     Why is Deb willing to try to swim again? 
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 “Which side of the lake is less deep?” asks Deb. 
 “This side,” says Sam. 
 Sam wades in as deep as his waist.  
 “It’s time to get off my back,” says Sam. 
 “I can’t!” cries Deb. “I think I might die if I get 
off your back!” 
 Sam tells Deb that she has to get past the 
fears if she wants to learn to swim.  
 “What if I held your hands?” asks Sam.  
 Deb does trust Sam. “Let’s try it,” says Deb. 
 Sam held Deb’s hands and she got off his back. 
 “Move your feet like Pug, and your head will 
stay up,” says Sam. 

Connect       Why is Deb afraid of swimming? 
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 Deb does what Sam says. Sam tells Deb that 
she has to learn to kick in the  water. 
 Deb held Sam’s hands and kicks. Deb’s body 
moves up to the top of the water. Deb’s head stays 
up as well. 
 “Swim!” says Sam. “KickI” 
 “I can keep my head up!” yells Deb. 
“Wait ‘til Kit and Tom see this,” says Sam. 
 Deb smiles. 
 When Tom and Kit get back from their hike, 
Sam tells them that Deb went in the lake. 
 “She did not,” says Tom. 
 “Yes she did,” says Sam. She went in on my 
back, then got off in the water. I held Deb’s hands.” 
 Deb gets mad at Tom. “I did swim some and 
kept my head up from the water,” says Deb. 
 “Let’s see it,” says Tom.  
 “Just you wait and see, Tom!” yells Deb. 

Predict     How will this story end?  
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 

  

 Deb wades in the lake. She will make sure that 
Tom can see what she can do.  
 Sam smiles at Tom. Tom grins back at him. 
 Deb gets to where she and Sam were. Deb’s 
hands and feet move just like Pug, and Deb’s feet lift 
up from the sand. Then she kicks and moves her hands 
in the water. Deb can swim!  
 Deb and Sam yell, “Nice job, Deb.” 
 Deb swims back to the beach. 
 “See, I said I could do it!” she tells Tom. 
 Tom smiles at Sam and Kit. “Sam got Deb in the 
lake, but I got Deb to swim,” claims Tom 
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Sounds and Spellings 

Long i  i, _igh, i_e, _y, _ie      warm  were 

Word Fluency 

should fire  high  kind  drink 

mine  from  slight  free  we 

find  shy  love  lies  want 

buy  won’t  says  hour  more 

hi  ocean  what  slime  move 

dreamed might  heard  some  said 

were  father  work  dry  learn 

pie  don’t  warm  fief  try 

water  they  were  warmed done 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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 Tom and Sam had gone on a bike trip last 
week. They rode up in the hills and had seen three 
does and one buck next to a stream.  
 The next day, Tom wakes up and texts Sam to 
ask if his friend wants to go on a bike trip to the 
coast. It will be a long ride and will take most of the 
day to get there and back.  
 Sam says, “Yes, let’s ride to the ocean.” 
 Tom and Sam told their folks their plans. They 
will leave at eight and be back from the ocean by 
six.  

Connect Why do the boys want to go on another bike ride? 
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 Tom’s bike is an old red one and the spokes 
have rust. His wheels spin, but they don’t roll straight. 
Sam’s bike is a nice white one with black toe straps.  
 The friends take off on their road trip. It will be 
a long ride, but they have lots of water. Tom likes to 
talk while he rides. Sam won’t talk while he rides.  

Predict     Will Tom’s old bike create problems on their trip?  
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Re-think     Why does Tom ask Sam to talk about Kit? 

  

 

 Tom rides up close to Sam to talk. He asks if 
Sam still likes Kit, and if so, does he plan to ask Kit 
on a date.  
 “I do like Kit,” says Sam, “but I don’t know if I 
can talk to Kit. She is a friend and that means more 
to me.” 
 “More than love?” kids Tom.  
 While Sam talks, Tom grabs the back of 
Sam’s bike and holds on, but Sam does not know 
that his friend has a free ride. Sam works while 
Tom holds on and coasts. 
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 They had gone almost a mile when they got to a 
steep hill. As they ride up the hill, Sam huffs and puffs, 
but not Tom.  
 “This is a steep hill,” groans Sam. 
 “It is a bit steep, but I sure like this ride,” says 
Tom. “We are almost to the ocean. We have done well 
on this ride.” 
 Sam sees Tom’s hand on his bike and smacks 
Tom on the head. Tom moans, but lets go to ride on 
his own. When Tom steers to the right to let Sam pass, 
Tom’s wheel hits a tree branch on the side of the road. 
 Snap! 
 “What was that?” asks Sam. 
 “Oh, no!” moans Tom. “That branch broke my 
bike chain.” 
 “It would not be so bad if we were close to 
home,” sighs Sam. “We could walk if we were that 
close, but I know we’ve gone at least ten miles.” 
 They sat on the grass next to a big oak tree to 
the right of the road. 
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Interpret     Why does Sam tell Tom not to use the brakes? 

        

 

 “What can we do?” asks Tom. “My phone and 
yours won’t work up in these hills. We could hitch a 
ride, but that’s not safe. And we would have to 
leave the bikes.” 
 Sam shakes his head and then he spots a 
rope tied to a branch up high in an oak tree. Sam 
gets up in the tree and tugs on the rope. With a 
yank it comes free and drops to the grass. 
 Sam ties one end of the rope on his bike 
frame and one end of the rope on Tom’s bike frame. 
Sam plans to tow Tom and his bike with the rope. 
Tom and his bike will be quite a load, but Sam will 
try. 
 “Get on your bike, Tom. Let’s see if this will 
work,” says Sam. “Just don’t put on the brakes!” 
 The friends get on their bikes and take off. 
Sam pulls Tom and his bike. 
 “Don’t go so slow,” jokes Tom. “We have to 
get home by six.” 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
 

  
 
 Sam and Tom did not make it to the ocean  
that day, but at least they made it home. They did 
switch bikes each mile and Tom did pull Sam quite a  
bit of the way. 
 “Sam, that’s the last time I will hold your bike and 
make you do the work,” says Tom. 
 “Next time, I plan to hold yours,” says Sam with  
a smile. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

Long o o, o_e, _oe, oa_, ow  one  gone 

Word Fluency 

people go  bright  slow  thin 

drone  from  died  to  don’t 

won’t  doe  find  one  want 

buy  gloat  says  hour  warm 

gone  goes  almost by  so 

could  with  heard  glows  said 

one  pine  work  some  kind 

foes  what  gone  does  boats 

stole  sighed one  gone  learn 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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Connect Why does Deb need the money? 

  

 Kit’s father needs to do a lot of work on his 
ranch. He asks Kit if Kit’s friends would like to get 
paid to work on the ranch. Both Tom and Sam have 
jobs, but Deb does not. Tom and Sam might work, but 
Kit knows that Deb will take the job.  
 Deb needs the money and Deb loves to shop. 
Kit asks the three friends and Sam and Deb say that 
they want to work. Tom does not. He works at        
that job where he digs a lot. 
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 Tom says that Deb can drive his van to the ranch 
to work. Sam says he wants to take his dog, Pug, and 
Deb says, “That’s fine, if you ask Kit.” 
 When Deb, Sam, and Pug jump in the van, Sam 
asks, “Is it low on fuel?” Tom’s van uses a lot of gas 
and he does not fill it up if he can help it. 
 “It’s so low on gas that it must run on fumes,” 
says Deb. Sam tells Deb to stop and get some gas. 
They do stop and both Sam and Deb give a few bucks 
to help fill the tank. Then they head to the ranch. 
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Re-think     Why is it helpful that Sam is not afraid of heights? 

  

 

 Deb drives up the old road that leads to the 
ranch. Kit sees them and waves at Sam and Deb, 
but then she sees Pug. Deb sees Kit’s smile fade and 
asks Sam, “Did Kit know that Pug would come with 
us? 
 “Uh… no,” says Sam, “I did not tell Kit, but Pug 
will be nice.” 
 “Let’s hope so,” says Deb.  
 Sam and Deb give Kit a hug. 
 “You were so cute in those braids, Kit.” says 
Deb. I’m so sad they did not last, but we can do 
them another time. Where is your dad?” 
 Kit says, “He went to help at a friend’s at 
ranch, but Dad left a list of what to do.” 
 It was a long list. At the top of the list, it said, 
“Trim the huge oak tree in back.” 
 The friends got to work on that oak tree. Deb 
and Kit do not like heights. Sam does not mind them 
as much. 
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Predict     What will happen to Pug, who fell asleep in the high grass?  

  

 Sam went up the trunk to cut, while Deb and Kit 
pick up each branch, stick, and twig that Sam cuts.  
 It was a hot day and that tree was a lot of work. 
In a bit, Sam yells, “I need a break, don’t you two?” 
 “Yes, we both do,” Kit and Deb say. 
 “Let’s get some cold iced tea,” says Kit. 
 “And I’ll give Pug some water,” says Sam. Pug 
gulped the water and then lay back in the high grass 
to take a nap. 
 “Make sure to make mine with lots of ice   
cubes,” says Deb. 
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Interpret     Why must there be ten feet of space? 

        

 

 Next, the friends went to work on the grass. 
The grass had grown right up next to the home and 
had to be cut. Deb mowed the grass, while Deb 
and Kit cleared the brush. 
 The height of the grass is at least three feet. 
Kit’s father said that there had to be ten feet of 
space next to each side of the home with no grass 
or brush.   
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
 

 “Yikes,” said Kit. “The grass is so high. We need 
to cut it twice each year and not wait so long.” 
 “Pug seems to like the long grass,” said Deb. 
“He went to sleep in it a while back. Where is he?” 
 “What a shame if we mowed Pug,” kids Kit. 
 “Don’t be so mean, Kit. Pug is not that bad of a 
dog,” said Deb. “And he is Sam’s best friend.” 
 “We might just have to fix that,” says Kit with a 
smile. 
 “Zzzzzzzzz…” 
 “Did you hear that, Kit?” asks Deb. 
 “Yep, I heard it. That must be Pug,” says Deb. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

Long u u_e, _ew, _ue       height     both 

Word Fluency 

goats  hue  death  chew  thin 

could  from  ocean  toes  won 

homes cue  love  height want 

buy  don’t  says  hour  warm 

both  ocean  were  come  move 

could  few  heard  water  said 

height father  work  mule  one 

won’t  grow  both  does  some 

there  pure  height both  gone 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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 Sam has to work all day at the hot dog stand. 
Pug will play and maybe get in a nap. 
 Tom has to work all day at the vacant lot next 
to Sam’s hot dog stand. Tom’s boss prepares the lot. 
Another Clothes Shed will go in at that site next 
April, and that thrills Deb. She hopes there won’t be 
any delays. Deb might get a job at this Clothes Shed. 
She works at the other Clothes Shed by the dock, 
but she does not get paid.  
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 Deb has a friend with a truck, and the friend 
drops Deb off to have lunch with Sam and Tom. Lately, 
Deb has not had much work at the Clothes Shed and 
she has today off. 
 Deb can’t take the bus to this place and she does 
miss her friends. Deb walks past the vacant lot where 
Tom works. Deb sees the site where the other Clothes 
Shed will be.  

Connect Why does Deb get a ride from a friend? 
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Re-think     Why can’t the friends talk during the lunch rush? 

  

 

 Deb walks to Sam’s hot dog stand. The lunch 
rush has not yet begun, so the two friends can talk. 
Sam tells Deb that Tom can’t have lunch with Deb 
and Sam. Tom’s boss said that Tom had to stay on 
the job site and eat a quick lunch. He has a lot of 
work to do today. 
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Predict     What will Tom want to talk about on the ride home?  

  

 The lunch rush begins and Sam sells hot dogs 
like crazy. A lot of people eat a quick lunch at that 
stand. Deb waited  
next to the shady tree and played with Pug. 
 When the lunch rush slows, Sam tells Deb, “I 
just sold eighty dogs. My boss should pay me more. 
This stand is a gold mine!” 
 Deb says that Sam is right. Sam’s boss 
should be grateful that he has Sam. Just then the 
friends hear a honk. Deb’s friend with the truck is 
back to pick Deb up. 
 Deb waves at Pug and says “so long” to 
Sam. She says to tell Tom that she will come back 
another time to have lunch with him. 
 Sam tells Pug not to run off. It is almost time 
to close up the stand and go home. Tom will pick 
them up in a bit. 
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 On the way home Sam and Tom are  
discussing their jobs. Both have problems with 
the jobs. Tom explains that he must have a hel-
met on when he digs. It’s a  safety rule of the 
job site, but helmets are hot and mess up Tom’s 
hair.  Sam’s hat does not bug him and he gets 
to work in the shade, but Sam does not get paid 
as much as Tom. Sam has to buy his own hot 
dogs for lunch. Both would like to quit. 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 

 

 But, Sam and Tom got their jobs from their 
mothers. Their mothers are friends with Sam’s and 
Tom’s bosses, so there is no way that they could 
quit their jobs. 
 Each heard the same basic speech from their 
mothers: “Son, it’s time to learn to work, to show up 
each day, to try your best, to pay your own way…”  
 Their fathers said the same, so the sons went 
to work. 
 Both Sam and Tom were glad to get the jobs. 
Deb tried, but failed to find one. And they get to 
work next to each other and share the cost of gas. 
Sam gets to take Pug to his job as long as Pug does 
not eat his hot dogs. 
 And Pug gets to ride in the back of Tom’s van 
with Tom’s junk and trash. 

Interpret     Why did Sam and Tom get their jobs? 
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Sounds and Spellings 

Long a a, a_e, _ay, ai_, ei  mother son 

Word Fluency 

fumes  baby  death  was  thin 

should painful ocean  fuel  won 

mainly this  love  mother want 

maybe don’t  think  halo  one 

son  ocean  won’t  eighty  move 

could  today  heard  done  said 

mother father  work  learn  gone 

neighbor rebate delaying does  some 

few  lately  mother son  talk 
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 Deb is so glad to have a friend like Kit. Kit and 
Deb are two peas in a pod. But they aren’t exactly 
the same: Kit loves to run, but Deb loves to shop. 
 They do each like reading, talking, and going to 
coffee shops. Deb drinks tea by the pot, while Kit 
gulps tons of coffee. Both like keeping busy.  
 Kit and Deb are simply the best of friends. 

Re-think     Why are Deb and Kit such good friends? 
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 The friends meet at Extreme Coffee on Friday 
mornings to talk and read. Extreme Coffee has the 
best tea and coffee in the city. 
 This week Kit really wants to talk with Deb. Kit 
tells Deb that she sometimes feels stuck at the ranch. 
Deb knows that. Kit lives a long way from the city. Kit 
and Deb really miss seeing their other friends. They 
also want to make more friends. 
 Kit and Deb come up with a plan. They want to 
create a club to meet other ladies their own age in 
the city. 
 “Why not have the club meet here?” Kit says. 
 “Let’s name it the ‘Coffee Club,’” Deb suggests. 
“Let’s ask the boss if it’s okay.” 
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 Deb and Kit go talk to the boss of Extreme 
Coffee and ask if they can have a Coffee Club meet-
ing each week.  
 The boss says that they could meet in the back 
of his coffee shop, but that they would have to meet 
Sunday evenings when the shop is not busy. 
 “It might work best to meet at night.” says Kit. 
“A lot of my friends work until six each day.” 
 “Sunday night would work for me,” says Deb. 
“Let’s meet at eight. We might get sleepy past nine,” 
says Deb.  
 “Not with your coffee and my tea,” kids Kit, 
“but let’s meet from eight to nine.” 
 The boss gives the okay for eight o’clock. 
 The Coffee Club is on! 
 

Connect Why did the boss say they had to meet at night? 
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  “The club needs a goal,” says Deb. “Why are 
we meeting?” 
 “That’s easy,” says Kit. “It’s a friendship 
club.” 
 “That’s it!” says Deb. “And as friends, we can 
share shopping secrets,” says Deb. 
 “As friends, we can discuss fitness tips,” adds 
Kit. 
 “We can also gossip!” says Deb. 
 “We can also talk about men,” both Deb and 
Kit say at the same time. 
 “We don’t even have to talk,” adds Kit. 
 Deb smiles when she sees what Kit means. 
 “Speaking of men,” says Kit, “We need to talk 
about Sam and me…” 

Interpret     What does Kit mean by “We don’t even have to talk”? 
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Predict     How will other ladies learn about Kit and Deb’s club?  

  

 The boss says that he will keep the back of 
coffee shop open just for their Coffee Club. Kit and 
Deb decide to begin the Coffee Club next week. The 
boss of  Extreme Coffee will help pass on the details 
of the club to those ladies who come in his coffee 
shop that week. 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
 

  
 The friends post the time and place on their own 
Facebook pages. They text and tweet their friends. 
Within an hour, Kit and Deb have their job done. The 
Coffee Club is ready to begin. 
 Kit and Deb can’t wait until next week! 
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Sounds and Spellings 

Long e   e, _ee, ea, [c]ei, _ie_, e_e, _y    old busy 

Word Fluency 

old  height babies limeade thin 

heard  think  ocean  cleanest genie 

relief  this  love  busy  want 

sold  slowly  old  rainfall son 

being  delays mother conceive move 

gleeful with  heard  reindeer said 

busy  old  cutie  find  shut 

defeating between believed does  some 

beneath bold  busy  told  shot 
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 Close to the lake where the friends like to 
swim and fish is a huge grove of old pine trees. It’s 
an easy place to get lost and a scary place to go on 
your own. It would be a  great site to play “Hide 
and Seek” because of the trees. 
 During daylight, a game of “Hide and Seek” is 
a fun children’s game. At twilight, “Hide and Seek” 
will frighten and  excite most anyone. 
 But it’s fun to scare your friends. 
———————————————————————-- 
 
 Deb, Kit, Sam, and Tom like to stay busy. They 
plan to go to the lake this Friday and play “Hide 
and Seek.” Sam told Pug that he can come to the 
lake, but he can’t play “Hide and Seek.” 
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 Tom picks up his friends and his old van gets to 
the lake just when the sun begins to drop behind the 
giant pine trees. The pine tree grove next to the lake is 
a really creepy place at twilight, because the trees 
block the last rays of sunlight at twilight.  

Interpret     Why is twilight perfect for “Hide and Seek?” 
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Re-think     Why did the friends want to set up these rules? 

  

 

 The friends have made up their own rules for 
the game. The rules will prevent cheating and make 
the game fair for each of the friends. 
 
1. Each friend has to be “It” at least one time.  
2. The one who is “It” must wear a blindfold and 
count up to ninety-nine while the rest hide in the pine 
grove.  
3. The one who is “It” unties the blindfold and begins 
to seek.  
4. Hiding up in the trees is against the rules. 
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Predict     Will Sam find any of his friends?  

  

 The friends agree that Sam will be “It” first. Sam 
puts Pug on a leash and ties him to a bush.  
 The game begins and Sam yells, “Ready or not, 
here I come!” He takes off the blindfold and begins to 
hunt his friends. 
 Tom climbs up to the top of a huge pine tree. 
“Breaking the rules is so fun,” says Tom to himself. 
 Deb and Kit decide to hide behind some huge 
rocks near the lake. 
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 Deb asks, “So, tell me what’s the latest with 
Sam?” 
 Kit says, “When we first met in May, Sam asked 
me to have lunch, but I just wanted to be friends. 
Sam did not ask me again.” 
 “Well, Kit, don’t play ‘Hide and Seek’ with 
Sam,” says Deb. “Maybe it’s time to take off the 
blindfolds and talk to him.” 
 “Maybe so. Sam is so shy. He won’t take any of 
my hints,” replied Kit. 
 “Shhh!” Here comes Sam! says Deb. 

Connect How does Deb compare Sam and Deb to the game? 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
 

 Sam sees Tom in the tree. Each of the friends 
gets to be “it.” Hide and seek is a lot of fun, but it 
gets late and it is time to go home. 
 On the way home from the lake, the friends 
share where they hid each time. Tom said that one 
time he sat on a branch up high in a tree, but he fell 
because the branch broke in half. Kit found a tiny 
cave behind a rock to hide in. Deb hid in a creepy spot 
near the lake. Sam hid next to Pug and the bush he 
was tied to. The friends had fun, but not Pug.  
 When they play again, they plan to play at   
midnight. No one can deny that it will be one scary 
game of “Hide and Seek!” 
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Sounds and Spellings 

Long i  i, _igh, i_e, _y, _ie     again    because 

Word Fluency 

done  title  highly  relieve don’t 

thin  defined ocean  won’t  won 

learn  this  love  because want 

byline  that  saying untie  their 

again  would  mother wash  move 

could  frightful seaside that  said 

again  fiery  graphite belief  busy 

money what  because cyclone some 

people old  again  sighing son 
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Connect How did Deb and Kit get so many to show up? 

  

It’s Sunday and Kit and Deb are getting ready 
to hold their Coffee Club meeting at  Extreme Coffee. 
Kit and Deb did a nice job to promote the meeting 
and it pays off. Lots of friends show up for the Coffee 
Club—at least twenty, but maybe more. Most of the 
ladies are fifteen or sixteen years old. Some know 
one another, but most don’t. 
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Kit greets each of the ladies when they come 
into Extreme Coffee. Deb helps them with the menu. 
Most buy a coffee, though some buy tea. Some even 
get a snack. The  bagels, cakes, and scones sell well. 

The boss is happy with the sales and the ladies 
are happy to buy his coffee, tea, and snacks. 
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Re-think     What makes the Coffee Club such a success? 

  

 

The Coffee Club meets at the back of the     
coffee shop. The ladies talk and get to know each 
other. Deb shares some shopping secrets. Kit follows 
with some tips on fitness. Other ladies share who 
they are and what they like to do. Some say they are 
lonely and won’t get to see their friends until the fall, 
so they are really happy to be there at the Coffee 
Club.  
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Predict     Will the ladies meet again?  

  

Many of the ladies say they have nothing against 
men, but it’s so nice to just meet with ladies. As they 
are talking, some fellows passing by on the sidewalk 
press their noses against the window to see what the 
ladies are doing. The ladies elbow each other and the 
men get plenty of smiles. 
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Interpret     Why do the ladies plan topics for the next meeting? 

        

 

Kit and Deb smile at each other and give each 
other fist bumps. Their plan was a success. The   
Coffee Club is a hit with the ladies.   

The ladies decide that the Coffee Club should 
keep meeting each Sunday. The ladies plan the   
topics to discuss at the next meeting. They do     
propose to meet at seven o’clock to have more time 
to chat. Kit and Deb go ask the boss.  
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
 

The boss says, “I suppose so. The Coffee Club 
can meet any time it wants!” He tells Kit and Deb that 
their coffee and tea will be free from then on.  

Deb kids Kit that Sam will still have to buy his 
own coffee. 

“I don’t know if Sam even likes coffee,” says Kit. 
“Maybe we’ll have to ask him,” replies Deb. 
 

————————————————————————-- 
Those Coffee Club ladies sure bought a lot of 

coffee, tea, and snacks! The boss of Extreme Coffee is 
quite happy with the results. The ladies even clean up 
when they leave. And they are thorough. Extreme   
Coffee is neat and tidy by the time they finish. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

Long o o, o_e, _oe, oa_, ow  nothing    against 

Word Fluency 

heard  daylight death  was  thin 

gloated toenail ocean  lying  one 

fighting this  love  nothing want 

buy  don’t  hotel  coated again 

against untied because lonely  move 

could  with  heard  some  said 

nothing father  work  people their 

woeful what  against does  won’t 

boating towing nothing against busy 
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The next day Kit phones Deb to discuss last 
night’s Coffee Club. Deb and Kit are so happy that the 
club was such a huge success. Kit tells Deb that she 
can’t wait until next week’s meeting. Deb says that 
she began planning the fall meetings and has gotten 
a few tweets with rave reviews on the Coffee Club. 

Interpret     Why are the girls so excited about their Coffee Club? 
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Deb says, “If we get more ladies, we might 
have to use the whole coffee shop.” 
 “I’m sure the boss would not refuse a few more 
sales of his coffee and tea,” responds Kit. “He sure 
can’t accuse us of being cheap. The boss sold a lot of 
bagels, cakes, and scones off his menu as well.” 
 “Sunday might grow into ‘Ladies Only Night’ at 
Extreme Coffee,” kids Deb. “Any men who come in by 
mistake would not know what to think. We might 
have to  rescue the cute ones.”  
 “Hmmm… the Deb and Kit Rescue Team,”  
muses Kit. Yes, the Coffee Club has nothing in its 
rules against handsome men.  

“I can see the Rescue Team costumes. We 
would have to shop,” says Deb. 

Connect     Why will the boss let them use the whole shop? 
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While Kit and Deb are planning their next   
Coffee Club and Rescue Team, Sam and Tom are 
back at work. At lunch time Tom quits digging and 
goes to Sam’s hot dog stand to buy a few hot dogs 
and to play with Pug. Sam is busy selling hot dogs, so 
he can’t stop to visit with his friend. 
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At five o’clock it’s quitting time! Sam closes up 
his stand and walks to Tom’s job. Then Sam, Pug, and 
Tom jump in Tom’s van to head home.  

Tom must have cleaned his van. Pug has no 
junk and trash to play with in the back. But Pug still 
likes to ride in Tom’s old van. 
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As Tom drives, he asks Sam what’s up with 
Kit. 

“Nothing,” frets Sam. “She’s just a friend.”  
“Ladies can change their minds,” coaches 

Tom.  
“I don’t know if Kit will,” says Sam.  
“Have you talked to Deb?” asks Tom.   
“Talking to Deb would be useless. Kit and Deb 

are best friends. Deb would not discuss Kit with me. 
I wish Kit and I could go somewhere to talk—not on 
a date, but just as friends. The last time we tried to 
have lunch, both you and Deb showed up.” 

“Yeah… Deb texted me to show up and so I 
did. But that was back in May. Hmmm… What if I 
ask Kit to have coffee with the both of us on Friday? 
I know that Deb has to work that day... The three of 
us could get a cup of coffee and then I can get a 
text from my boss saying he needs me ASAP. So I 
have to leave. Then you two can talk. “ 

“Fantastic!” says Sam. “Let’s do it.” 

Re-think     Why will Tom’s boss need Tom immediately? 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
 

That Friday Tom and Sam meet Kit at Extreme 
Coffee. 

“So I hear that you and Deb began some kind of 
ladies club that meets here on Sunday night,” says Tom. 
“I should show up sometime to meet these ladies,” says 
Tom. 

“No you won’t,” scolds Sam.  
“Oh, oh…” says Tom. “My phone is buzzing.” 

 

Predict       How will Kit react when Tom has to leave for work?  
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Sounds and Spellings 

Long u u, u_e, _ew, _ue   through guess 

Word Fluency 

bowtie thinking cue  was  thin 

useful  from  ocean  revue  won 

father  this  love  guess  want 

buy  what  says  hour  one 

through ocean  nothing come  move 

could  with  heard  butane said 

guessed people value  refuel  again 

jewelry keyhole through upload some 

meadow cubic  guess  through learn 
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Kit’s father raises pigs on part of his ranch. 
When pigs get big and fat, they are known as hogs. 
When his pigs get to be hogs, Kit’s dad sells many of 
them.   

Kit’s father gets most of his pigs from a farm 
just up the road from his ranch. When he buys them, 
they are just babies. Baby pigs are known as piglets. 
Kit tells Deb that the piglets are “so cute and that 
Deb just has to see them.” Deb  says she wants to 
visit the pig farm the next time that Kit’s dad buys 
some piglets. 

That same night, Kit’s father tells Kit that they 
need to buy some piglets. Kit texts Deb back and 
says that if Deb wants to see the piglets, she should 
come to the ranch this Friday. Kit’s father plans to 
buy twenty more piglets. Deb texts back that she 
will be on the ten o’clock bus to Kit’s ranch. Deb is 
so excited to see the cute piglets.  

On Friday Kit meets Deb at the bus stop and 
the friends walk the rest of the way to the ranch. 
Kit’s dad is sitting on a chair in the backyard, wait-
ing for Kit and Deb to arrive. 
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“Welcome, Deb,” he says. “Would you like a 
cold glass of elk milk?” Kit’s father is just like Tom. He 
loves to tease. 

“Don’t start, Dad,” groans Kit. “Deb just got 
here.”  

Besides pigs, Kit’s dad raises elk on his ranch. 
But he does not milk any elks. The elk would not let 
him even if he tried. 

“I will drive the truck up to the pig farm to pick 
up the piglets,” he says to Deb. “Kit will drive my car. 
She knows where to go.” 

“That way, we can stay to play with the pig-
lets,” explains Kit. 

Interpret     Why doesn’t Kit’s father want to stay at the farm? 
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Kit and Deb drive to the farm and park the 
car. A dog greets them and starts to bark. He 
jumps up on the car to say “hello” to Deb. He sticks 
his head in the window and frightens Deb. 

“Yikes!” screams Deb. 
“That dog helps with the pigs,” says Kit. “He 

is really smart, unlike some dogs I know.” 
“That’s a bit harsh, Kit,” responds Deb. “Pug 

is smart.” 
“Well, Pug would not help with pigs like that 

dog,” argues Kit. Pug is just lazy.” 
“Just like Sam,” says Deb. 
“Now who is being harsh?” asks Kit. 

Connect    How does this dog remind them of Sam and Pug? 
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Re-think     Why is Deb shocked to see the piglets? 

  

 

Kit parks the car next to the barn. She picks up 
a pail of feed in the barn to give the piglets a treat. 
Then she and Deb walk past the barn to where the 
piglets are. The piglets live in two places. They spend 
the night in the barn and their days in the pig pen.  

They are easy to find. They start to squeal 
when Deb and Kit come up to the fence. Deb is 
shocked to see hundreds of squealing piglets in the 
muddy pig pen. There are so many in that pig pen. 
And Kit was right. They are “so cute.” But they are so 
muddy as well. 

Kit gives the piglets some feed before Deb 
gets to the pen. “Look how cute they are, Deb!” 
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Kit jumps right in the pig pen and says, “I bet 
I can catch some. Just watch me!” 

Kit chases the piglets but they are hard to 
grab onto. Those piglets are slimy, muddy, and fast. 

“Jump on in!” she yells at Deb. 
Deb shrugs and says, “Okay, but I guess I’ll 

have to go shopping to replace these clothes.  
These won’t get clean again.” Then she jumps in the 
mud with Kit and the muddy piglets. 

“Well, you do love to shop, Deb,” kids Kit. 
“Yes, I do,” says Deb. “I could use some new 

clothes. What a great excuse to buy some new 
clothes at the Clothes Shed.” 

“Let’s have a contest,” suggests Deb. “I bet I 
can catch the most piglets.” 

“No way!” says Kit. “It won’t even be close. I 
will catch twice as many piglets. Maybe even more. 
Don’t forget, I’m pretty fast!” 

“Yes, but I’m pretty smart,” says Deb. 
  

Predict     Who will catch the most piglets?  
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
 

The friends chase the piglets in the pig pen. Kit 
and Deb try and try, but they can’t catch any of the 
piglets. Those      piglets are so fast and slimy from 
the mud.  

At last, Kit and Deb give up. They tried their 
best, but no one won the contest. Trying to catch 
those slimy piglets was lots of fun!  
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Sounds and Spellings 

ar     many  live 

Word Fluency 

many  live  start  farm  again 

barn  nothing against many  busy 

thorough hard  their  charm son 

harp  live  through mother cubic 

cards  lasting mule  height one 

gone  barstool because guessed live 

artist   against warm  tarnish stew 

many  guess  yarn  washing learn 

through armpit carhop starfish both 
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It was past four o’clock and time to go back 
to Kit’s ranch. It was a short visit at the pig farm. 
Kit’s father loaded the twenty piglets in his truck 
and drove back to the ranch while Kit and Deb were 
playing with the other piglets.  

Kit and Deb didn’t catch any piglets, but it 
was fun trying. Those piglets were slimy, muddy, and 
fast! The friends were both caked with mud from the 
pig pen. 

Deb said, “Oh, Kit, we are such a mess. The 
car will get so muddy.” 

“Don’t worry,” said Kit. “I have a plastic tarp 
that we can sit on. Besides, the ranch is just a short 
drive from here.” 

Kit fits the plastic tarp to the seats. Then Kit 
and Deb get in the car and head back to the ranch.  

“I should have brought a change of clothes,” 
whines Deb. 

“Don’t worry. Just wear some of mine. We are 
the same size, I think.” 

“Okay, I will.” says Deb. 

Connect      Why are Kit and Deb such a mess? 
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When Kit gets to the fork in the road that leads 
to the ranch, Kit honks the horn at four horses grazing 
by the side of the road. 

“I sure would like to ride one of those horses 
someday,” says Kit, “but Dad says they aren’t tame. 
The man that keeps those horses does not train them. 
Still, I’d like to try.” 

“That could be a wild ride,” kids Deb, “or a real 
short one.” 
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Re-think     Why isn’t Deb hungry anymore? 

  

 

By the time Kit and Deb got back to the 
ranch, the twenty piglets were in the feed lot. Kit 
parks next to the lot. Kit’s father greets Kit and Deb. 

“I thought I only bought twenty pigs,” he says. 
“Seems like I’ve got two more.” 

“So funny, Dad. Playing with those piglets not 
only made us muddy, it made us hungry as well. We 
are starving!” says Kit. 

“Hold your horses,” says Kit’s father. Go get 
your baths and I’ll get things started. Pork chops 
and corn take a bit of time.”  

“Pork chops?” asks Deb. Deb glances at the 
pig pen and says, “I’m really not that hungry         
anymore.”  

“He’s just kidding again, Deb,” says Kit. “And 
we don’t eat any elk by the way.” 

“We’re eating steak, garlic bread, and baked 
beans tonight,” says Kit’s dad. “I’ll get them      
started.” 

“By the way, Dad, Deb is going to spend the 
night. Can we drive Deb home in the morning?” 

“That will be fine,” says Kit’s father. 
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Predict     Will it rain in the morning? Why? 

  

Deb and Kit take steaming hot baths and 
scrape most of the mud off. Then they go sit on the 
porch to watch the sunset. Kit’s father sits on his chair 
beside them. 

“See those colors?” asks Kit’s dad. “They say 
red sky means a storm will come in the morning.” 

“I’ve heard that before, but I thought it was just 
a story,” says Deb. “But we could really use the rain. 
We haven’t had rain since last April. Besides, the rain 
would make more mud for your pig pen.”  
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Interpret     How does Kit know so much about pigs? 

  

 

Kit and Deb stay up late, talking. They sleep in 
the next morning and wake up at the same time. It 
did not rain and it’s bright and sunny.  

“Well, the sky did not bring any rain,” says 
Deb, so no more mud for the piglets. They were so 
cute. “I’d love one as a pet,” says Deb. 

“They are loads of fun,” says Kit, “but they are 
a lot of work. For one of my chores, I have to feed 
them twice a day.”  

“Plus, piglets don’t stay that tiny and that 
cute for long. They grow mighty fast. But there are 
pigs which make great pets. Potbelly pigs are tiny 
and as smart as dogs,” says Kit. Maybe we should 
get Sam to trade Pug in on a potbelly pig.” 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
 

“Those piglets will make some mighty fine bacon 
someday, but we’ve got to get them fattened up be-
fore that will happen,” says Kit’s father. 

“I think I’ll just buy my bacon from the store,” 
groans Deb. 

Deb and Kit get up and dress. Then they go into 
the kitchen to make some breakfast. Kit’s dad come in. 

“Well, good morning, sleepy heads,” says Kit’s 
father. “I think we got some pretty nice piglets         
yesterday. Kit, don’t forget to feed them.” 

“Can I help?” asks Deb. 
“Sure,” says Kit as they fist bump. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

or     only  four 

Word Fluency 

only  four  torn  stork  live 

cord  guess  through nothing many 

against fork  warming storm  again 

horse  their  busy  mother harm 

sports  live  starting four  many 

another for  height only  son 

order  one  gone  born  tart 

only  warm  border were  four 

learned sword  cornhusk horn  charm 
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Tom gets a text from Sam, asking if Tom wants 
to come over to Sam’s home after work at four 
o’clock to eat dinner and play video games. 

Tom says “Yes, I’ll be there.” He loves to eat at 
Sam’s. 

Sam’s mom is 
a great 
cook. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tom shows up on time and comes right in. He 

Interpret     Why doesn’t Tom knock on the door? 
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Tom sits next to Sam and Sam plugs in the sys-
tem. They play until dinner is served.  

After dinner it’s back to the game. The video 
game they play is a two-player “cops and robbers” 
game. Tom likes to be the bad guy, so he will be the 
robber, and Sam will play the cop. The cop has a dog 
that helps him catch thieves, so Pug sort of gets to 
play with them. After two hours the gamers stop and 
get some snacks and soda. Then back to the game. 

The game has great graphics. The game begins 
behind bushes and trees in front of a dark, creepy two-
story home on a corner lot.  
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Re-think     Why does the robber complain about the easy entry? 

  

 

Tom, the robber, moves from the bushes and 
trees and shines his flashlight in the many windows 
of the home. No one seems to be home, so he 
creeps to the front door and rings the doorbell. No 
one comes to the door and no dog barks. Tom picks 
the lock and opens the door. Tom moves the robber 
from the front porch to enter the dark home. 

“Too easy!” whispers the robber. “And no one 
home. The homeowner should put a deadbolt lock 
on that door. I’m being invited to come in.”  

While the robber uses his flashlight to explore 
the home, the video screen splits in two and a cop 
car drives by with its lights off. Sam plays the cop. A 
dog sits next to Sam on the front seat.  
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Suddenly, Sam slams on the brakes and swerves 
to a stop. The cop and his dog watch the light moving 
in the home. Both the video game dog and Pug bark 
at the same time. Pug has played this game before. 

“Quiet!” says the cop on the video game. “The 
robber might hear us.” 

Sam opens the car door and he and the dog 
begin to walk to the front of the home.  

“It’s a corner home,” whispers the cop to his 
dog. “Lots of windows and doors from which to        
escape, if we aren’t careful. We can’t wait, though. We 
will have to go in on this one.”  

Sam and Pug try the front door and it’s open. 
“The homeowner should put a deadbolt lock on that 
door,” says the cop. Then they  enter. 

Connect     How does the cop know there is a robber? 
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Sam and the dog can hear the steps of the  
robber   upstairs. As they start up the stairs, a soft 
“hiss” greets them on the landing. It’s a cat! Sam 
has to get past this cat to get to the next game    
level, but it means that he can’t take the dog with 
him. If he tries, the cat may scream and the robber 
will be alerted. If he doesn’t take the dog, the cop 
will have to face the robber on his own and the rob-
ber may be armed. 

Sam decides. He tells his dog to “Stay!” and 
steps over the cat. The next level begins with Sam 
walking into the upstairs den. 

Meanwhile, Tom is finding gold, silver, and two 
watches to fill his “robber bag.” Suddenly, the rob-
ber hears something in the den. Tom quickly shuts 
off his flashlight and steps behind the door to hide. 

To get past this level of the game, Tom must 
get past the cop in the dark and past the cat on the 
stairs to escape. 

Tom decides to wait for the cop to come in 
from the den. As Sam walks in, Tom knocks him on 
his head with the flashlight. Then he runs past Sam 
to the stairs. 

Predict     Will the robber escape?  
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
 

 Tom takes a wrong step and steps on the cat. 
The cat screams and the dog races up the stairs and 
grabs onto Tom’s pant leg. Pug loves this part of the 

game. 
 

  

Barking nonstop, the dog holds onto the robber. 
Sam gets up and runs to help his dog. Sam has the 
cop handcuff the robber.  

Sam and Pug win the game this time. Next time, 
Tom had better watch where he steps in the dark. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

er     front  door 

Word Fluency 

front  door  her  butter  many 

sister  only  four  through live 

guess  trucker nothing door  term 

cider  against armor  busy  cord 

front  their  horse  mother son 

only  clerk  order  height door 

adverb four  door  herb  torn 

one  cavern door  warm  gone 

clever  bother front  door  storm 
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This Sunday is Sam’s birthday. Tom tells Kit 
and Deb that they should be doing something for 
the big day. The girls decide to throw a party for 
Sam, his family, and his friends. 

Deb suggests having the party at Extreme 
Coffee. Kit texts the owner and he says that Sunday 
at three o’clock would be fine for the party. The 
morning would not work, but later would be fine. He 
hopes to sell lots of coffee to Sam’s family and 
friends. 

The girls text Tom, Sam, and Sam’s mom and 
the party is set for three o’clock on Sunday. 

Connect       Why would three o’clock be a good time for the party? 
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The girls start to plan the party. They work like 
whirlwinds to get that party set up. First, they call 
Sam’s mom and she says she will be happy to bake 
Sam’s favorite birthday cake. It’s a lemon cake with 
lemon icing. The girls will decorate the party place in 
Sam’s favorite colors, green and yellow. Four green 
streamers and yellow ribbons should be enough. 

Deb loves parties and a birthday party means 
that she will get to buy a gift. A gift means that Deb 
will have to shop, and Deb does love to shop. She 
calls Kit. 

“I had some thoughts,” says Deb. “Will one 
cake be enough for this party? Should we buy one as 
back-up for the one Sam’s mom will bake? Plus, we 
have to make sure that Tom gets Sam a nice gift. I’m 
going to the Clothes Shed on Friday. Should I just 
buy something for Tom to give Sam? You know Tom. 
He probably would give Sam some joke gift.” 

“Those are smart thoughts. I do know that 
Sam’s mom is planning on baking a big cake. But, 
buying a present for Tom to give Sam makes sense. 
Just let me call Tom first,” says Kit. 
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Re-think     Why does Tom say he will bring Sam some dirt as a gift? 

 

 

   

Kit gets off the phone with Deb and calls Tom. 
Tom has just gotten off work at the dig site. He is 
dirty and ready to go home to play video games and 
eat dinner. Deb asks him what he plans to buy Sam 
for his birthday. 

“I thought I would give him a box of dirt from 
my dig site. Sam always says he would rather have 
my job than his at the hot dog stand. It’s the perfect 
gift,” says Tom.  

“First off, a box of dirt is nowhere near the  
perfect gift,” says Kit. “Second, Sam is your best 
friend, and he gets a nice present. So, here’s what we 
will do. Deb and I will buy your gift for him. It’s       
decided. Your gift will be a pair of green socks and a 
pair of yellow socks. Those are his favorite colors. We 
will even wrap the present.”  

“Aaargh. Girls are just no fun,” says Tom, “but 
those socks will go well with my dirt,” kids Tom.”  

The girls meet on Friday at the Clothes Shed. 
Deb buys Sam a shirt, while Kit gets him a nice pair 
of dress pants. They both buy the socks for Tom to 
give to Sam. 
 “Tom had better pay us back,” says Deb. 
 “First things first,” says Kit. “At least Tom will 
give Sam a present.” 
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Predict     Will Sam’s birthday party be a success or not?  
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Interpret     Why does Kit say that Pug must be on a leash? 

        

 

The girls leave the shop and Deb gets a call 
from Sam. 

“Is Pug invited to the party?” asks Sam. 
“Hold on,” says Deb. She holds her hand over 

the phone and whispers to Kit, “Sam wants to bring 
Pug to the party.” 

Kit starts to squirm. “Tell Sam that Pug would 
have to stay on his leash,” Kit whispers. 

Sunday comes quickly. Sam enters the front 
door of Extreme Coffee and his friends yell “Happy     
Birthday!” The girls make Sam wear a silly party hat 
and try to get Pug to wear one as well. Pug refuses, 
but he does stay on his leash and he mostly behaves. 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 

 

The lemon birthday cake is terrific. The cake is 
huge and there is plenty enough for second helpings. 
In fact, Sam eats a third slice and his mom even gives 
one slice to Pug. The slice is as big as Pug, but he has 
no problems finishing the whole thing. After eating, 
Pug gets thirsty and drinks a large bowl of fruit punch.  

 

Sam seems to like his birthday gifts and the girls 
are happy that Tom forgot to bring his box of dirt. The 
boss at Extreme Coffee sells plenty of coffee. Kit even 
flirts a bit with Sam. Both Deb and Tom smile while 
Sam just gets red in the face. 

“I think Kit does like me a bit,” whispers Sam to 
Tom. “Maybe I should ask her to go on a date.” 

The party is a huge success. Those girls really 
put together a great party! 
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Sounds and Spellings 

ir     thought enough 

Word Fluency 

thought enough bird  firm  door 

chirp  front  only  four  many 

live  squirm through girls  squirt 

because guess  nothing against stern 

stir  thought term  both  busy 

again  fir  mother enough son 

sir  front  give  flirt  herb 

enough door  twirl  thought warm 

height dirty  swirl  direct  herd 
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Sam texts his friends regarding his birthday 
party and their presents. “The party was so fun!” 
Sam says. “I really like my shirt, dress pants, and 
socks. I can’t wait to go somewhere where I can wear 
them.”  

Deb says, “I have a thought. I’ve been wanting 
you guys to visit my church. We can all dress up, go 
to church, and then go to lunch after.“ 

Sam says he will go. Kit says, “Yes.” But Tom 
says he has plans for that day.  

Sam texts the girls. “It’s this ‘cops and robbers’ 
game we’ve been playing. Tom is trying to beat the 
last level. Those are Tom’s plans.” 

“He can beat that level next weekend. It won’t 
hurt him to come to church,” texts Kit. 

“Please talk to him, Sam,” urges Deb. 

Predict     Will Sam be able to convince Tom to go to Deb’s church?  
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That night Sam texts Tom. Sam tells Tom that 
he will buy Tom lunch if he goes to Deb’s church. 

“Okay. I don’t know what’s so urgent. I’ll go to 
Deb’s church on Sunday. But, Sam, the real reason I 
am going is so that you can sit next to Kit in church,” 
says Tom. “It’s time for you to make something hap-
pen. Ask her to go on a date.” 

“She and Deb did throw me a birthday party,” 
responds Sam. “Maybe she does like me. You text Kit 
and Deb that we both will come to church.” 

“No, it’s your turn to text them, but I’ll drive,” 
says Tom. 

Sam does text the girls and they make plans for 
Sunday. Kit and Deb are so excited. Kit texts Deb to 
ask what she will wear to church. 

Connect     Why does Deb tell Kit to wear something Sam will like? 
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On Sunday morning Kit and Deb wait at Deb’s 
home for Tom to pick them up. Tom texts that he is 
running late.  

Kit wears a red skirt and black top. Deb wears 
a hat and a dress that match. They both carry fans, 
because Deb says they use them in her church. 

“That is such a pretty dress, Deb,” says Kit. “I 
just love your hat!” 

“And that is such a beautiful skirt and a great 
top,” says Deb to her friend. “Sam will love it.” 

“Do you think Sam still likes me?” asks Kit. 
“Yes, I’m sure he does,” says Deb. 
“I told him in June that I just wanted to be 

friends, but a girl can see things differently,” says 
Kit. 
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Re-think     Why does Tom clear his throat and stare at Sam? 

  

 

Tom picks up Sam first. Sam wears his birthday 
shirt, dress pants, and socks. He carries two long stem 
roses for the girls. Tom is in jeans and a tee-shirt. Sam 
shakes his head at Tom, but Tom simply shrugs and 
drives over to Deb’s home. The girls jump in the van. 

“Wow! That skirt is great, Kit,” says Sam.  
Sam clears his throat and stares at Tom. Tom 

turns bright red and says, “Oh, and that hat is so… 
interesting, Deb. Why are you carrying fans, girls?” 

“That’s what we do girls do in church,” says 
Deb, we fan while the preacher talks.” 

They get to church a bit late and so Tom drops 
the girls off at the curb in front of the church while he 
and Sam locate a place to park. 
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Interpret     Why are the ladies surprised and happy? 

        

 

After Tom parks, Sam and he start walking 
to the church. 

Tom says, “I hope this won’t take long. I’m 
hungry. Do they have free WiFi? I loaded my video 
game on my phone.” 

“You can’t play video games in church,” Sam 
says. “Deb would never forgive you.” 

“She will forgive me in her church,” responds 
Tom. “Besides, she and Kit will be busy using their 
fans.” 

The girls are waiting at the door and the 
four friends go inside. The only seats are at the 
back of the church. Deb sits next to Tom and Kit 
sits next to Sam. Tom winks at Sam and gives him 
a thumb’s up. Sam turns bright red. 

The music is loud and really rocks. The     
pastor preaches a sermon on love. The people in 
that church are so friendly. Everyone welcomes 
Tom, Sam, and Kit. It’s clear that everyone at this 
church just loves Deb. 

The older ladies all compliment Deb on her 
pretty hat. They use their fans quite a bit, because 
the church does get hot. 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
 

Tom mostly behaves. He does not get on his 
phone. During a quiet moment, he burps softly. Kit turns 
red in the face. Sam shakes his head. Deb just smiles. 
She’s glad to have her friends in her church. 

 
 After the last song, the friends get up with    
everyone else to leave. The pastor shakes hands at 
the door. 

“That was wonderful!” says Sam to the pastor. 
“I loved the music, and the sermon wasn’t    

boring at all,” says Kit. The friends walk to where Tom 
parked his van. 

“Well, it wasn’t that bad,” says Tom. “I might go 
back sometime if I get another free lunch.” 
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Sounds and Spellings 

ur     pretty  carry 

Word Fluency 

thought enough urgent burn  only 

hurt  front  four  door  live 

many  burning through carry  warm 

church nothing guess  against stir 

pretty  both  squirm mother busy 

turning burp  another height son 

carry   one  gone  suburb third 

were  learn  pretty  almost done 

farther absurd carry  pretty  birds 
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Pug is Sam’s dog. Sam loves his dog and Pug 
loves Sam. Sam and his mom raised Pug since he 
was a puppy. Pug is a very grumpy old dog. In fact, 
Pug can be downright grouchy. Pug keeps a mean 
scowl on his face for most everyone except Sam. 
Pug knows that Tom is Sam’s best friend and so Pug    
tolerates Tom, but only so much. 
 That dog barks, howls, and growls just for fun. 
And that dog is loud! And of course, Kit is not overly 
fond of Pug, and Pug does not like Kit much. But 
Sam likes Kit and so this is a problem. 

Sam and Pug ride in Tom’s van to work every 
morning. Pug goes to work with Sam each day to 
Sam’s hot dog stand. After working at the hot dog 
stand, Sam and Pug ride home with Tom.  

After work today, Sam and Pug will go with 
Tom to his house. Tom lives with his mom, dad, and 
sister in a large brown home, just south of town. 
Tom wants Sam to stay for dinner and help him beat 
the last level in his video game. 
 After Sam and Tom eat a snack, they play 
Tom’s video game. Sam wants to help Tom get past 
the last level. After playing for a while, Sam says, 
“We had better stop for a bit. Pug needs to go out. 
Let’s take a quick walk before dinner.” 

Interpret     Why does Pug need to go out? 
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 Sam has the leash on Pug and they all go for a 
walk outside. As they get to the corner, an ice cream 
truck passes by. Pug hates the man driving the ice 
cream truck. The ice cream man plays the same song         
everyday, and Pug hates that song. The song blares 
out of the truck’s outside speakers. 
 “No, Pug!” shouts Sam. “Don’t! Stay, Pug, stay. 
Ouch!” 

Tom knows what will happen next. He’s seen Pug 
react to an ice cream truck before. Pug jerked the 
leash out of Sam’s hand and started chasing that ice 
cream truck.  

 

Predict     What will happen to Pug and the ice cream truck?  
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 The ice cream truck is headed downtown. Tom 
and Sam hop in Tom’s van and follow Pug. There is a 
street fair downtown and the ice cream truck parks 
in the town square. It’s a huge crowd. You couldn’t 
count the numbers. 

 Pug runs round and round the ice cream truck. 
The crowd of people in the town square stop what 
they are doing to see Pug. 
 “What a hound!” someone shouts. 
 It takes forever for Tom and Sam to get even 
close to the town square. At last Tom and Sam find 
a parking space. Sam jumps out of the van  to get 
Pug. 
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Re-think     Why does the ice cream man smile at the crowd? 

  

 

 Pug is jumping up and down, barking, growling, 
and howling at the ice cream man. The crowd thinks 
it’s funny, but not the ice cream man. He can’t get 
out of his truck to sell his ice cream. Pug just won’t let 
him. Pug sits outside at the door. 
Sam runs up to his dog and catches Pug by the leash.  
 “No, Pug, no!” shouts Sam. 
 Tom comes running up to the ice cream truck 
as well. 
 “Stop growling at the nice ice cream man, Pug. 
He’s a nice guy!” yells Tom. 
 The ice cream man can now get out of his truck 
and sell his ice cream to the crowd. He has a mean 
scowl on his face as he glances at Sam and Pug, but 
he smiles at the crowd waiting to buy his ice cream.  
 Sam tries to make it up to the ice cream man 
by buying three ice cream cones: one for Tom, one for 
himself, and one for— 
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—Pug. Sam leans down and gives a cone to Pug. 
Pug starts licking it like crazy. 

“Why does Pug get ice cream? He was a bad 
dog, twisting the leash out of your hand and     
chasing that truck,” says Tom. 

Pug can’t help it,” says Sam. “He’s just a 
dog.” 

Pug sure loves the ice cream, but not the ice 
cream man. As they leave to go back to the van, 
Pug growls one last time at the ice cream man. 

“Knock it off, Pug. Dogs that growl go to the 
pound,” says Tom. “I know how to make dogs like 
you follow the rules.” 

Pug puts his head down low to the ground 
and keeps on walking. He does not want to go to 
the pound. He had better follow the rules while Tom 
is with Sam in town. 

Connect    Why won’t Pug mind Sam as much as Tom? 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
 

Sam is proud of his dog, but Pug does need to 
mind Sam better. “Thanks for your help, Tom. I had 
better spend some time training Pug not to jerk on 
the leash and to stay when I tell him ‘Stay.’” 

“That makes sense,” says Tom. 
“Pug sure liked his ice cream,” says Sam.  
“Now that he knows what that truck sells, 

maybe Pug won’t think that the ice cream man is so 
mean. Maybe he won’t chase the ice cream truck,” 
says Tom. 

“Maybe. But that ice cream is so tasty, it 
makes me want to chase that truck,“ says Sam. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

/ow/ as in cow _ow, ou_         very any 

Word Fluency 

very  any  burning town  thin 

owls  pretty  thinking thought door 

enough clown  front  hurts  only 

out  many  live  through ours 

mouse guess  down  very  four 

could  churn  any  pretty  said 

crowd  nothing against clouds doubt 

any  turned burps  ocean  very 

again  pout  pronoun loud  found 
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It’s almost time for school to begin. Summer 
will soon be over. The four friends are excited to get 
back to school to see their friends. Sam, Tom, and 
Deb go to Oakhills High School.  

Last year Kit attended a different high school 
out in the country, close to her father’s ranch. But Kit 
got a letter in the mail today with some good news. 
The school district approved her father’s request for 
a transfer, and Kit will now attend Oakhills with her 
friends. The bus will pick her up right at the end of 
the ranch road.  

Kit is so excited. Not only will she get to see 
Deb, Tom, and Sam every day, but she will also see 
her new friends from the Coffee Club. 

Kit texts Deb the good news. Deb is so happy. 
Last year, Deb wanted the four friends to form a 
study group, but with Kit at a different school, it just 
would not work. But now they can create a study 
group.  

Deb will tutor Sam, Kit, and Tom in math. Tom 
will help out with history, and Kit will help with Eng-
lish. Sam will listen and provide the snacks, but no 
hot dogs. The girls plan for their study group to meet 
on Tuesdays at the community pool. 
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Tom has decided to quit his job. He is tired of 
digging. His mom wants him to get better grades and 
have a better attitude about his schoolwork. She says, 
“No more fooling around. No more acting like a goof 
ball. You will be a junior this year. It’s time to get      
serious and get a clue. You must start getting ready 
for college now.” 

Tom’s mom will let him continue to play drums in 
band if his grades keep up. He plays the big blue bass 
drum in the marching band. Tom just loves the sound 
that of big boom. 

Connect     Why does Tom need to get more serious about school? 
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Re-think     What is needed to get into a top university? 

  

 

Deb plans on taking all advanced classes this 
year. So far, Deb has straight As in high school. She 
will also be a part of the debate club. She loves to 
research topics and argue her point of view. And Deb 
does not like to lose. This year she is trying out for 
the debate team. 

Deb will keep working at the Clothes Shed. She 
just got the news that her boss will now be paying 
her, so it will be a real job. Now Deb can buy even 
more clothes at discounted prices. Deb is in heaven! 

She will work only on Mondays, Thursdays, and 
Saturdays, so she will have plenty of time for study-
ing and the study group on Tuesdays. She plans on 
applying to The Ohio State University next year. To 
get into such a fine university, Deb will need to keep 
her straight As, do well on her tests, and do even 
more volunteer work in the community. 

Deb would be the first one in her family to go 
to college. Her parents and grandparents would be 
so proud of her. 
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Predict     Will Tom and Sam agree to attend the girls’ study group?  

  

The ladies at Deb’s church have promised Deb a 
college scholarship if she makes straight As throughout 
her junior year. That money would mean that Deb 
could pay for her own college expenses. 

She will try her best! 
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Interpret     Why does Tom think Kit will make both varsity teams? 

        

 

Kit is so excited to be attending school with 
her friends. She plans to run track in the spring. Kit 
holds three track records at her old high school. She 
wants to play some hoops, too. First, she will try out 
for the basketball team in December and then she 
will try out for the track team in March.  

Tom saw Kit play a few basketball games last 
year at her old high school and knows that Kit was 
the star of the junior varsity team. This year she 
might move up to the varsity team. Tom says that 
she will and that Kit might just be better than some 
of the guys on the boys team.  

The Oakhills basketball team has lost a lot of 
games over the last few years. Sam thinks Kit will 
help them out, and she sure is cute in her uniform. 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
 

Sam still plans to work at the hot dog stand, but 
only part time. Sam likes seeing his friends at school, 
but he doesn’t like school work. Sam really does not like 
homework. He does plan to join Link Crew. Link Crew is 
a club that helps out people in the community. But, he 
knows that being at school means that he can’t spend 
time with Pug. Pug will miss Sam when Sam is at school.  

Both Tom and Sam will go to the girls’ study 
group every Tuesday. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

/oo/ as in rooster oo, _ue, u, u_e, _ew       lose       guy 

Word Fluency 

pretty  thinking crowd  loud  thin 

doubt  dues  enough door  front 

through broom nothing guy  guess 

buy  tunes  many  only  shin 

lose  ocean  shaft  super  four 

could  through heard  some  live 

guy  father  worked again  shut 

thought stew  lose  duty  rude 

blues  their  guy  lose  too 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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Today is the first day of school. All the friends 
are excited to begin school again. Kit and Deb have 
been shopping for new school clothes. Tom can’t wait 
for marching band to start, and he is so happy that 
he doesn’t have to work. Sam will get to see Kit every 
day, but he can’t spend a lot of time with Pug and he 
still has to work most afternoons at the hot dog 
stand. 

Tom says he will pick up Sam, Kit, and Deb in 
his van every morning if his friends pay for his gas. 
But, they won’t go home together. Kit will stay for 
sports. Deb will walk to the Clothes Shed or study at 
school. Sam will take the bus to his hot dog stand. 

Sam gets picked up first. Pug jumps in the back 
of the van. Tom smiles. 

“No, you can’t come, Pug. We’re off to high 
school,” says Sam. He gives Pug a friendly push out 
the van and gets a growl in return.  
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 “Doesn’t seem like Pug is too happy about the 
start of school,” kids Tom as they drive off. 
 “No, he’s not. I’m not either. You don’t think we’ll 
have homework tonight, do you?” asks Sam. 
 “Probably not, but we’ll soon find out,” replies 
Tom. “But your homework should be to ask Kit out to-
night before she gets a good look at the guys on her 
track and basketball teams,” says Tom. 
 “Before they get a good look at her, you mean,” 
groans Sam. 

Deb gets in next and says, “Hey guys! Are you 
ready for our first day? Let’s really hit the books this 
year.”  

Tom nods “Yes,” but Sam just shakes his head. 
“You really know how to ruin a nice morning, 

Deb. Will we have homework tonight?” asks Sam.  
“In my math class, I will,” responds Deb. “I’m  

taking advanced placement classes this year to start 
receiving college credit.” 
 “College?” asks Sam. “I’m not sure I’ll make it 
through high school.” 

 

Predict     Will Sam change his attitude about school?  

 

Connect     Why isn’t Sam excited about the start of high school? 
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Re-think     Why do the friends ride to school in silence? 

  

 

 Kit is last to be picked up. Tom pulls over to the 
curb in front of Extreme Coffee. Kit will take the bus 
from her father’s ranch downtown each morning. Kit 
has to get her morning coffee, so this works out just 
perfectly. 

Sam jumps out of the van to open the door for 
Kit. Kit smiles at Sam. 

“Here’s your tea, Deb,” says Kit. 
“Oh, good. Just what I need this morning,” says 

Deb. 
“Where’s ours?” asks Tom. 
“We know very well that you and Sam don’t 

drink coffee or tea,” responds Deb. 
 Kit sits down next to Deb and the friends ride to 
school in silence. The first day at school is hard. Plus, 
the junior year will be an important one for each of 
the friends. They aren’t kids anymore.  

Sam starts to nod off. Soon he starts to snore. 
Deb pushes him from the backseat. “I can’t take that 
snoring on our first day of school she says.” 
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 Kit is deep in thought. She is nervous about 
meeting her new coaches. She’s been running each day 
throughout the summer and is in good shape for track, 
but track doesn’t start until March at Oakhills.            
 Basketball season starts right away with weight 
training. Kit has been working on her jump shot and 
has a new hook shot to show the coach.  
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Interpret     Why does Tom get so upset? 

        

 

Tom pulls into the parking lot and drives past 
the “Seniors Only Parking” signs. The friends are can’t 
believe they are running late on their first day of 
school. 

“Aaarrgh! Next year I’ll park wherever I choose,” 
says Tom. 

“If this old van is still running,” says Sam. 
“You know you can walk any time you want,” 

threatens Tom. 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 

 

Kit looks at Deb and Deb says, “You know, Kit 
and I were talking, Tom. We would like to give your van 
an extreme makeover for all the rides you have given 
us. Wash, wax, polish, shampoo the carpets, and some 
air freshener to get rid of the Pug smell… the whole 
works.” 

Sam sits up when he hears Pug’s name. 
“But then Pug wouldn’t be get to ride in the van 

anymore if it’s clean,” says Sam. 
“Now that would be a shame,” says Kit. “Hey, 

look! There’s a parking space.” 
Tom pulls on into the space and Kit and Deb 

jump out to run to class. 
“I hope Tom doesn’t run that late every day,” 

says Deb. 
“I know. We can’t be tardy,” says Kit. 
Tom and Sam get out and slowly start walking 

to their first class. 
“You just may have to choose between Kit and 

Pug someday,” says Tom. 
“Really? Just what I need to hear on our first day 

back at school,” sighs Sam. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

/oo/ as in woodpecker  oo, _u_   
                              listen  answer 

Word Fluency 

both  thought lose  guy  thin 

very  good  put  stood  sugar 

of  any  hood  answer wood 

buy  foot  butcher hour  room 

listen  hooded blue  come  move 

cookie lose  pushed sure  nook 

answer woof  roof  guy  new 

duty  many  listen  lived  guess 

only  pretty  answer listen  rude 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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Sam made it through his first day of school. 
He liked his teachers, but he did have some math 
homework. However, his mom had even more home-
work.  She had to sign a whole bunch of forms and 
class letters for Sam’s teachers. 

Sam gets a ride to school in the mornings with 
Tom, Kit, and Deb, but he has to walk home or to the 
hot dog stand each day. Sam will be walking a lot 
this year. 

“Maybe I should bring my bike and keep it in 
Tom’s van,” Sam thinks out loud. “If the girls do 
clean up the van, there might be room for my bike.” 

Sam feels bad that Pug has been by himself all 
day, so Sam stops off at the pet store and buys a 
new rubber chew toy for Pug. Sam hopes that he 
made the right choice for Pug. Pug can be a real 
picky dog sometimes. Tom says that Sam spoils his 
dog, and Sam knows it’s the truth. When Sam gets 
home, Pug runs into another room. Pug is still mad 
at Sam. 

“Oh don’t be mad, Pug. I have to go to school. 
I don’t like leaving you alone any more than you like 
staying here by yourself,” says Sam. “Look, Pug, I 
bought you a present.” 

Predict     Will Pug like his present and forgive Sam for being gone?  
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Pug slowly walks back into the living room. Sam 
throws the chew toy to Pug and Pug jumps up to catch 
it. Pug likes it! 

“Good boy, Pug,” says Sam. “I missed you lots 
today.” Sam leans down to pet Pug on the head. 

Pug is busy chewing on his toy. Another chew toy 
to destroy! How fun! 
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Re-think     Does Tom really want Sam to get rid of Pug? 

 

 

Sam does his homework and then he and Pug 
go for a walk down by the lake. Pug loves to walk by 
the lake. Part of the lake where they take walks is a 
leash-free dog park. Pug just loves to get off that 
leash. 

He chases birds and squirrels even though he 
never catches any of them. Just like he never catches 
the ice cream truck. Just like he never got that 
trained monkey down by the dock. Chasing is fun 
even if Pug doesn’t catch anything. Pug has to smell 
everything. The flowers, the grass, the trees, and 
where other dogs have visited. 
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As Pug is playing by himself, Sam has plenty of 
time to think. Of course, Sam is thinking about Kit.  

Tom is right that Kit will meet a lot of guys at 
school. It’s time to ask Kit to be his girl, but they  
haven’t even gone out on a date.  

To tell the truth, Sam is just scared. What if she 
says “No?” Deb told Sam that Kit wouldn’t, but what 
if she does? It might ruin their friendship. 

Pug comes racing up to Sam, panting and 
drooling from his play. 

“It’s a lot for a boy to think over,” says Sam to 
Pug. “Should I or shouldn’t I?” 

Sam gets a text from his mom and tells Pug, 
“It’s time to head back home, boy.” 

Sam puts on the leash and they walk back with 
Pug still panting and Sam deep in thought. 

Connect     Why does Sam have to make a decision about Kit? 
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Interpret     Why is Sam asking Pug for his advice about Kit? 

        

 

Sam and Pug get home from their walk. It’s 
time for dinner. Mom had texted Sam that she 
would be late, so Sam should make his own dinner. 
Sam broils two burgers—one for himself and one for 
Pug as a treat. Pug is excited. A new chew toy and 
now a moist hamburger? Maybe he shouldn’t be 
mad at Sam any more. 

While they eat, Sam asks Pug for help. 
 “Pug, I know you don’t like Kit, and you know 
that she doesn’t like you that much. But I like Kit a 
lot. If Kit is ever going to be my girl, I have to ask her 
out. Tell me what to do, Pug. Tell me the truth: Bark 
one time if I should ask her out; bark twice if I 
shouldn’t.” 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
 

Pug barks once. Sam frowns. Pug barks again. 
Sam smiles. Pug barks a third time. 

“What does three barks mean, Pug? You’re no 
help. I’ll have to decide by myself.” 

Sam goes into his bedroom and lies down on his 
bed to think. Sam hopes that Pug won’t be mad at him 
again tomorrow. Tomorrow will be a long day for Pug 
(and for Sam, too). Sam has to work at the hot dog 
stand after school until five o’clock. It will be a long 
time for Pug to be home by himself. But Sam can’t buy 
a new chew toy every day for Pug. Sam doesn’t make 
that much money at the hot dog stand. Besides, he 
needs money to take Kit out. 

That’s it. Sam has decided. He takes out his 
phone and says, “Okay Google, phone Kit.” 
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Sounds and Spellings 

/oy/  oi_, _oy        whole  truth 

Word Fluency 

whole  truth  pointed joyful  lose 

oyster  listen  guy  very  guess 

boyfriend soil  whole  coins  want 

buying boil  many  answer hood 

soy  moist  stood  truth  moved 

could  with  rejoice thought said 

oil  truth  any  void  foot 

stopped enough enjoy  pretty  foil 

whole  live  coil  employ put 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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Two boys at Oakhills High School got into a 
fight on the second day of school. It was a real brawl 
out on the campus lawn. Some of the students were 
cheering for the tall boy to win. Some were cheering 
for the short one to win. Most all were booing and a 
few tried to break up the fight.  

Students at Oakhills don’t like fights at their 
school. After a few minutes the teachers got there, 
and the boys stopped fighting.  
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Sam walked around the corner and saw the 
crowd leaving. Tom was standing at the edge of the 
lawn.  

“Hey, Tom,” says Sam, “What did I miss?” 
“Nothing much… just a little fight between two 

boys. It was actually pretty funny for a bit. Both were 
talking in the hallway and arguing over some girl they 
both like,” says Tom. “Then it turned to yelling. Then 
the yelling turned to fighting out here on the lawn.” 

“I always miss everything,” says Sam. “Who won? 
Whose fault was it?” 

“I’d say the fight was a draw,” says Tom. “The 
tall boy called the short one a name when they were 
yelling at each other about the girl. The short boy 
reached up and smacked the tall one on his jaw. The 
tall one punched the short boy right in the nose.  

It was all pretty lame. I mean, who fights on the 
second day of school? And who fights over a girl? Girls 
really make boys crazy sometimes. Look at how crazy 
you’ve become because of Kit.” 

Connect     How does Tom connect the fight to Sam and Kit? 
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Re-think     Why is Sam so upset with Tom? 

  

 

“What do you mean by that?” yells Sam. “I’m 
not crazy.” 

“Oh yes, you are. Why are you yelling at me? 
You should see yourself.” 

“No girl could make me get in a fight like 
those two guys,” argues Sam. 

“I don’t know about that… You know that Kit 
drives you crazy. You have to believe that girls can 
make boys act like madmen. And lower your voice, 
man. You’re going to get us hauled up to the      
principal’s office just like those two crazy boys,” says 
Tom. “And besides, look who’s coming down the hall 
right now.” 
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Predict     Will Sam and Tom end their “fight?” 

  

Sam quickly calms down as Kit and Deb walk up 
to Sam and Tom. “Why were you guys arguing? Don’t 
you guys have a class to go to?” asks Deb. 

“Yeah, we do,” says Tom. “The teachers just 
broke up a fight, and here comes the principal.” 

“A fight? That’s bad!” says Deb. “On the second 
day of school? Who gets in a fight on the second day 
of school?” 

“That’s what I just said to Sam,” says Tom.  
“It wasn’t much of a fight,” says Sam. 
“Check out Principal Dawling taking those boys 

up to the office. Wait until he calls their parents,” says 
Kit. 

“They’ll be sent home for five days,” says Tom. 
“One of them is in our band. He plays first trumpet.” 

“That boy won’t be playing trumpet at our first 
football game this Friday,” says Sam. 

“That’s for sure,” says Tom. 
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Interpret     What does Kit mean by “See you tonight, Sam”? 

        

 

“So why were they fighting?” asks Deb. 
“The usual,” says Tom. “Girls.” Both boys liked 

the same girl,” says Tom. “See what happens when 
guys start liking girls? They go crazy!” Tom looks at 
Sam, who turns bright red. 

“Uh, well we’ve got to go,” says Deb.  
“See you tonight, Sam, “says Kit.  
The girls leave for class. 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 

 

“What did Kit mean by “See you tonight”?  
“I did it,” says Sam. “I asked her out. We’re going 

to the mall for dinner tonight. I’m so nervous.” 
“Now we’re talking. You’ll do fine,” says Tom. 

“Now I see why you are acting so crazy. You just be 
yourself… but maybe don’t talk about how you can’t 
wait each day to get home to Pug if you want a second 
date. You know how Kit feels.” 

The bell rings. “Oh no! Tardy on the second day 
of school.” says Sam. 

“Just make sure you’re not tardy for your date 
tonight, Sam. Show up on time,” says Tom. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

/aw/  aw, au, al, all, augh(t)  whose other 

Word Fluency 

talk  other  whole  truth  small 

listen  taught almost enough calm 

hauling answer football lose  scald 

guy  walk  daughter awful  coin 

whose mall  pointer auditorium wall 

although truth  pawn  some  said 

very  other  work  whole  soy 

clawed other  whose only  fault 

sauce  any  ointment whose foil 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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Kit made the boys’ varsity basketball team! The 
coach just posted the list of players for this year’s 
team. The coach says Kit has some real skills, but she 
needs to put on some weight to play with the bigger 
and stronger boys. It’s time to build some strength by 
lifting weights.  
 The new hook shot of Kit’s will let her post up in 
the paint on taller boys. She knows how to jump, 
block out, and rebound. 

The coach was surprised how good Kit was in 
the tryouts. She dove on the gym floor after loose 
balls and even got knocked over from a player twice 
her size, but she jumped right back up to play. 

Interpret     Why was the coach surprised about Kit’s toughness? 
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“I can’t believe I made the Oakhills Boys Varsity 
Basketball Team!” says Kit. 

“Though maybe it’s time to drop the “Boys” from 
that team name,” suggests Deb. 

“I can’t wait to see you debate tonight, Deb. I’m 
so glad that you made the Debate Team. I know you’ll 
do a wonderful job. I hope it’s alright that I invited Sam 
to come with me to watch your first debate.” 

“Of course. Both of my parents will be there, too,” 
says Deb. 

 

Kit walks over the bridge from the gym to the 
small theater. She drops her backpack at the edge of 
the stage and sits down. So far this new school year is 
turning out well for Kit. A new school with her best 
friends and playing sports are dreams come true. Kit 
texts her best friend, Deb, the news that she made the 
team. 

Re-think     Why does Deb suggest a change in the team name? 
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Kit walks back over the bridge to the girls gym 
to shower and change. Sam is meeting her at five-
thirty and the debate begins at six o’clock inside the 
small theater. 

Kit wants to tell Sam the news that she made 
the team in person. Kit and Sam have been friends 
since the beginning of summer. Sam liked Kit from 
the very first time they met. Kit was not interested at 
all. Her mind was on sports: running track and   
playing basketball. When Sam lost interest in Kit, Kit 
started liking Sam. Such bad timing! 

When Deb told Sam that Kit might go out on a 
date with him, Sam took a huge risk and asked her. 
Kit said, “Yes,” and they went to the mall for dinner 
on their first date. The food court was not exactly 
romantic, but they had fun. 
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Sam texts Kit that he is running a bit late. His 
dog, Pug, refused to come back in the house after Sam 
let him out. Sam had to call Tom to help get Pug back 
inside. Tom won’t come to the debate, but he will drop 
off Sam at school after they get Pug back inside the 
house. When Tom pulls up in front of Sam’s, Pug runs 
back in the house. Pug remembers that Pug will take 
him to the pound if Pug will not follow the rules. 

Connect     Why did Sam call Tom? 
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Tom drops off Sam just before six. Sam goes  
inside the theater and says hello to Deb’s parents. Kit 
is in the front row and Sam sits down next to her. Sam 
picks up the Debate Sheet and reads the topic out 
loud: “Gender Equity in High School Sports.” 

Sam reaches over to hold Kit’s hand. She smiles. 
“Wow!” says Sam. “That’s an easy topic to     

argue. I’m sure even Kit would say that more boys like 
sports than girls. We must have more boys teams than 
girls teams at Oakhills. No one even goes to the girls 
games. Only the boys games sell tickets. I heard that 
the boys football and basketball games provide the 
bulk of the money for all the sport teams. The boys 
have to get more funding than girls. I sure hope Deb 
didn’t get stuck on the losing side of this debate, 
though if anyone could argue the losing side, it would 
be Deb.” 

Sam doesn’t know that Kit has just made the 
boys varsity basketball team at Oakhills. 

Predict     How will Kit react to Sam’s statement about sports funding?  
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 

 

Kit lets go of Sam’s hand and stares at the stage. 
“Sometimes I just don’t get boys,” thinks Kit. “I 

thought that Sam was different. Maybe I’m wrong.” 
Deb’s debate is about to begin. The debate       

between Sam and Kit will have to wait until later. penningtonpublishing.com



Sounds and Spellings 

Soft /g/ g[e,i,y], _dge  build  though 

Word Fluency 

whose other  gender gist  build 

energy only  though four  front 

though edge  door  gesture build 

giant  thought says  enough hawk 

bridge pretty  caught answered move 

very  gel  truth  any          whose 

gift  lose  build  gym  opal 

guy  though badge listen  other 

whole  dodge fudge  gem  install 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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In the Oakhills High School small theater, Deb’s 
debate is just beginning. Deb’s parents, Kit, and Sam 
are there to support Deb and the Oakhills debate 
team. 

Though Sam does not yet know it, he has just 
made a drastic blunder. His new girlfriend, Kit, is an 
amazing athlete. What Sam doesn’t know is that Kit 
has just made the boys varsity basketball team at 
Oakhills.  

After reading the debate topic of “Gender Equity 
in High School Sports,” Sam whispers to Kit that boys 
sports are more important than girls sports and should 
receive most of a school’s funding.   

Kit is shocked, but has no time to respond to 
Sam, because the head judge has just welcomed the 
audience and reminded everyone to silence their cell 
phones and end any conversations. 

Oakhills High School has two girls who start on 
their debate team. Deb has been selected to give the 
closing arguments by her debate coach. The opposing 
debate team from Riverdale High School has two boys 
as starters. One of the boys looks like he doesn’t want 
to be there at all. His name tag reads “Jughead 
(Substitute Debater).” The Riverdale team is from City 
Center and won the debate with Oakhills last year. 

 

Connect Why would Kit be shocked at Sam’s opinion? 
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As home team, the Oakhills debaters will argue 
that girls sports should have as much funding as boys 
sports in high schools. The visiting team will argue 
against that view. 

Sam shakes his head and whispers to Kit, “Too 
bad for Deb. Oakhills is going to lose this one big time. 
I hope she doesn’t panic. ” Kit just stares at the stage 
and does not respond to Sam. 

The debate lasts for one hour. The Riverdale 
team was soundly beaten on all debate points. 

Deb was fantastic. The judges declare Oakhills to 
be the winner. Sam, Kit, and Deb’s parents all hug Deb. 
They invite Sam and Kit to go out to dinner with them. 
Both agree.  

“I can always eat,” says Sam. 
Kit glares at Sam, but says nothing to him. She 

starts chatting with Deb and her parents about how 
well Deb did in the debate. 

Interpret     Why does Kit glare at Sam and say nothing to him? 
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Re-think     Why would Sam be very quiet after the de-
 

 

 When they get into the car, the teenagers sit in 
back. Kit chats with Deb but does not look at or talk 
to Sam. Sam sits quietly during the ride. 
 Deb’s parents pull up in front of The Clothes 
Shed. 
 “Dad, the store is closed. Why did you drive 
here?” 
 “We aren’t here to shop; we are here to eat,” 
says her dad. 
 “This Chinese place next door has gotten some 
nice five-star reviews.” says Deb’s mom. “We thought 
we should check it out after your victory.” 
 “We knew Deb’s team would win. It was a 
cinch,” says Deb’s dad. “I’ve been waiting all day for 
this feast!” 
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Predict     How will Kit react to Sam’s announcement?  

  

 The food is classic Chinese. The girls talk non-
stop throughout dinner. Deb’s parents mostly listen. 
Sam munches egg rolls and cashew chicken, but seems 
to be in deep thought.  

 After dinner, Deb’s dad interrupts the girls and 
says, “Sam, you’ve been awfully quiet tonight. What 
did you think of the debate?” Deb looks at Sam, but Kit 
looks down at her lap with a frown. 

“Well, to be honest, when I read the debate   
topic and saw that our team had the pro argument in 
favor of gender equity, I felt bad for Deb. I thought 
that it was obvious that boys sports at the high school 
level were much more important than girls sports, and 
so boys teams should get much more funding than 
girls teams. But, boy... I mean girl... was I wrong.”  
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Kit leans forward. “Wow,” she says. “Tonight’s 
debate made you think differently, Sam?” 

“Actually, Deb made me think differently,” says 
Sam.  

“It’s a smart student, who is willing to see things 
in different ways when they hear new evidence,” says 
Deb’s father. 

“Well, now I can share my news,” says Kit. “I just 
made the Oakhills Boys Varsity Basketball Team.” 

“Shouldn’t that be changed to the Oakhills   
Varsity Basketball Team?” asks Sam. 

“Some day that might happen,” says Deb. 
“It will be fun watching you play against all of 

those boys,” says Sam. “Too bad that the Oakridge 
Ladies Varsity Basketball Team will have to play    
without you, though.” 

“You know, I was so focused on making the 
boys team that I never really thought about that,” 
says Kit. 

The tea and fortune cookies are served. 
Kit opens up her fortune cookie and reads it out 

loud: “Follow your heart and you will make a wise    
decision.” 

“Sounds like good advice,” says Deb. 
“Thanks so much for inviting us to party after 

Deb’s debate victory,” says Sam. 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
 

Deb’s mother pays the bill and the group walks 
out to the car. As they are walking, Kit grabs Sam’s 
hand. Deb smiles at Kit and gives her two thumbs up. 

“Sam, you got me thinking and so did that fortune 
cookie. I’ve decided to play for the Ladies Varsity      
Basketball Team, not the boys team.” 

“Well, the boy’s coach will miss you, but the girl’s 
coach will love what you have decided,” says Sam. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

Soft /c/ c[e,i,y] Hard /c/ _c  above  floor 

Word Fluency 

build  though center cinch  panic 

cyclone comic  floor  four  front 

above  cedar  door  cigar  floor 

cyst  thought above  enough gender 

cell  frantic ginger gated  floor 

very  decimeter truth  any  above 

cylinder lose  build  cider  edgy 

guy  muscle cement listen  floor 

classic legacy license cent  budge 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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Both Tom and Kit are in the same biology class. 
Sometimes they even work as lab partners. 

Tom texts Kit to ask a question about some of 
his biology homework. “This class is so tough that it 
makes me dizzy. Biology is so confusing,” says Tom. 

“If I had a penny for every time that I did not 
understand something at first bud did so later, I 
would have a truckload of money,” responds Kit. “You 
have to try in order to learn, Tom. Not everyone is 
naturally good at every subject. Tom, you are good at 
history. I may be a bit smarter in science.” 

“But I really don’t know why we have to take 
such a tough class. What’s the use of taking biology 
anyway?” asks Tom. 

“Biology is the study of life. Maybe they just 
want you to get a life, Tom,” kids Kit. 
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The teacher begins the class. “Today, we will 
learn how to properly dissect a flower,” says Ms.    
Clancy. “We will be using our new microscopes for this 
activity to identify the parts of a lily. We study the lilies 
because these large flowers make it easy for us to see 
and dissect each part. Smaller flowers would be tough 
to dissect.” 

Tom raises his hand and asks, “Can’t we just 
learn by watching a YouTube video? We could save a 
lot of lilies in this world if we learned that way.” 

“That’s true. There’s no denying that fact,” re-
sponds Ms. Clancy, “but we have a good supply of lilies. 
Besides, part of science is exploring the world on our 
own.” 

“But biology is the study of life,” argues Tom. 
“Shouldn’t we explore live flowers down at the lake in 
their real habitats? We could take a field trip. My van is 
gassed up and ready to go.” 

“Nice try, Tom. But today we will study dead 
flowers inside this classroom habitat. The world outside 
is important in biology, but inside is as well. Let’s take a 
look at what is outside and inside these lilies,” says Ms. 
Clancy. 

Interpret     Why is Tom complaining to the teacher? 
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Re-think     Why does Tom volunteer to draw and label in the lab book? 

  

 

“First, we want to identify each outside part of 
our lilies,” says Ms. Clancy. 

The students listen to their teacher and take 
notes for their lab reports. One of the lab partners has 
to draw and label the parts of the flower. Tom quickly 
volunteers to draw, and Kit helps him label each part 
of their lily. 

“Now we will use a dissecting scalpel to open 
up our flowers, says Ms. Clancy. “Be careful because 
they have been sharpened very recently.” The class 
listens as Ms. Clancy explains how to dissect. “First, 
take your scalpel and tweezers off the lab tray.” 

“I’ve got the scalpel,” says Kit. “You just take 
notes for the lab report.” 
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“First, we will take off the leaves and cut off the 
stem,” says Ms. Clancy. “Place the stalk on your lab 
tray for right now.” Kit picks up the lily and does as the 
teacher instructs. 

“I thought flowers were supposed to smell nice,” 
says Tom, holding his nose. “This lily really stinks.” 

Kit frowns and smells her hands. “You’re right, 
Tom. Whew! But we’ll just have to tough it out.” 

“Sam won’t be holding hands with you today, if 
he knows what’s good for him,” kids Tom.  

“Place the lily on the microscope glass. Can you 
all see what shape each pollen grain is?” asks Ms. 
Clancy. “Now draw the pollen that you see.” Tom 
draws the pollen and Kit takes the flower off the glass. 

Connect      Why does Tom kid Kit about holding hands? 
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“This is getting really messy,” says Tom. 
Kit and Tom finish their lab report and clean up 

all of the flower parts. Then the lab partners start 
cleaning up. “I washed my hands with soap in the 
sink, but my hands still smell,” says Kit as she washes 
them over and over again. 

“Now let’s take a closer look at that stalk we 
cut off and placed on our lab trays,” says Ms. Clancy. 
“Pull open the buds and half-opened flowers on the 
stalk. Then cut off each and study each bud on the 
microscope glass. Take notes on what you see. What 
is the same and what is different than the opened 
flower?” 

Predict     Will Tom talk to the teacher once again?  
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 

 

“So, Tom, did you learn more about our world by 
dissecting and studying your flower under a microscope 
than you would have by watching a YouTube video?” 
asks Ms. Clancy. 

Tom says, “Maybe so, but a video isn’t as messy 
and a video doesn’t make your hands smell. I still say 
we should do that field trip to see the lilies down by the 
lake.” 

The class laughs as the bell rings. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

Long i _y and Long e _y  tough  world 

Word Fluency 

though floor  sky  baby  tough 

laundry water  world  build  front 

tough  hungry door  shy  world 

stylish  thought tough  enough cents 

spy  pretty  cinched greeting floor 

very  apply  truth  any  tough 

imply  lose  world  gladly  lacy 

guy  tough  supply listen  above 

whole  puppy  deny  chilly  cedar 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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Sam has a report due on Monday on the history 
of and future of recycling plastics. For the report, Sam  
has to research the problem of plastic wastes and re-
cycling and then prove his point of view with evidence. 

Sam’s teacher suggested that he should first 
read an article titled “The Simple Plastic Principle: 
What is Possible.” Sam read the article and checked 
out many of the links to other articles. One link took 
him to a company that writes research reports for stu-
dents for $100.00. The site promises an A paper on 
any research report. One of the reports was even titled 
“The History of Recycling Plastics.” 

Sam found some good articles on the history of 
recycling plastics. One website had charts and tables 
that he plans to use in his report. Plus, graphics take 
up a lot of space on a paper and will make his report 
seem longer.  

Sam decides to ask Tom for help. Tom is good at 
history and helps tutor Deb, Kit, and Sam each week 
at their Tuesday study group. Tom even reads history 
books just for fun. Not Sam. Sam thinks history is so 
boring. “Only crazy people want to study a bunch of 
dead people,” Sam always says. Tom says he can 
come over to Sam’s on Thursday to help.  

Predict     Will Sam use the paid research writing service?  
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Connect      Why was Sam troubled and startled by the research? 

  

Sam found out some facts that really troubled 
him. For example, Sam was shocked to learn that four 
out of five plastic bottles are never recycled. It startled 
him to learn how many plastics fill up our landfills. Some 
plastic waste is shuffled from one landfill to another 
landfill and never gets recycled.  

Sam’s mom bought him a stack of 3 x 5 cards for 
taking notes as the teacher suggested. He has different 
colored pens for each subtopic in his report. Sam was 
careful to cite the authors and evidence from articles 
and online resources on his research cards. Sam’s  
teacher also showed the class samples of past student 
research reports. Some of them really were amazing. 

By Thursday afternoon, Sam’s desk was a mess of 
research cards. He really was glad that Tom would be 
there soon to help him organize the research, so that he 
could begin his rough draft of the report itself. 
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Tom got to Sam’s by five and by six the boys 
had made sense of how to put together the research 
into a rough outline. Tom thinks that Sam’s research 
is good and his thesis that we need to invest more 
money in recycling plants makes sense. It is simple, it 
can be argued, and Sam has plenty of  evidence to 
prove his point. 

Sam’s mom made the boys a great dinner and 
even baked peanut butter cookies for dessert. Things 
were  looking good! 
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Re-think     What does Sam’s mom mean by “expect the unexpected”? 

  

 

On Saturday, Sam gets the rough draft done. He 
asks his mom if he can hang out with Tom over at 
Tom’s place that evening. Sam’s mom says he can, but 
warns him not to wait until the last minute to finish the 
report. She says to “always expect the unexpected.” 
Sam says he’s got “everything under control” and plans 
to revise the report on Sunday morning and complete 
the paper Sunday evening. A storm is coming in late 
Sunday, so Sam would have to stay home anyway. 

It’s Sunday evening after dinner and the storm 
has come in. The wind and rain are beating against the 
windows as Sam finishes the paper. He is proud of his 
work and thinks he will get at least a B on the research 
report. Sam decides to print the report tonight and 
then complete the List of Works in the morning. He has 
plenty of time to play some video games.  
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Interpret     Why doesn’t Sam’s mom want Sam to drive? 

  

 

Sam presses the “Print Button” on the keyboard 
and a notice pops up on the screen saying that the 
printer is out of ink. Sam panics and yells, “Mom, I 
can’t print my report. Help! Tell me we have another 
print cartridge.”  

“Why didn’t you check before now?” asks his 
mom. “It’s eight o’clock on a Sunday night!”  

After five phone calls, Sam’s mom finds one    
office supply store that has the right print cartridge. 
The store is open until nine, but it is all the way    
downtown.  

“I can make it before they close,” says Sam.  
“You are not driving in this storm,” says Sam’s 

mom. “Finish your List of Works while I’m gone!” 
Sam’s mom gets back shortly before ten with 

the print cartridge. Sam can’t figure out how to        
replace the cartridge, so his mom does it for him. 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 

 

“I thought all teenagers were supposed to be 
computer experts,” says Sam’s mom. “I know more 
than you do! Get that report printed. I’m off to bed.” 

Sam presses “Print” as the lights go out. The 
storm has knocked out the power. The lights flicker and 
come back on. Sam restarts the computer. Where is his 
report? Sam’s heart stops. He never saved it.  

Sam finds the website that sells research reports. 
He finds one titled “The History of Recycling Plastics.”    
——————————————————————–——-- 
 It’s Monday morning and Sam’s mom finds Sam 
asleep at the computer desk. His research report is in 
its folder on the kitchen table.  

“Were you up all night?” asks Sam’s mom. “I 
thought all you had to do was print.” 

“Well, the power went out and—” 
“—You never saved your work?” asks Mom. 

 “I forgot. I almost spent $100.00 and bought a 
research report online. But, instead, I pulled an all-
nighter and re-wrote the report. It’s not as good as my 
first one, but it will get me a C, I think.” 

“Sam, I’m proud of you for being honest and   
doing your own work. That was a tough lesson and one 
rough night for you. But you really do need to brush up 
on your computer skills, son.” 
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Sounds and Spellings 

_le     prove  rough 

Word Fluency 

tough  world  people little  prove 

table  above  rough  floor  front 

prove  possible though example rough 

simple thought tough  enough any 

able  pretty  cycle  stalling prove 

very  single  truth  any  rough 

middle lose  rough  article funny 

guy  world  struggle listen  prove 

whole  castle  bottle  cycle  trying 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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Winter is fast approaching. Tom, Deb, Kit, and 
Sam are ready for the change in weather, but not Pug.  

For Tom, marching band is over because the 
football season has finished. Tom will still play drums 
in the pep band for basketball season. He is excited to 
see Kit play on the Varsity team.  

Deb can’t wait to wear her new winter clothes 
from the Clothes Shed. Her boss promoted her to 
manager, which means that she works a lot more.  

Sam is happy to be passing all his classes. The 
Tuesday Study Group helps keep Sam studying. He 
and Kit are still going out and having lots of fun.  

Pug can’t go outside much now that it is getting 
so much colder. The lake near Sam’s house has begun 
to freeze and there are fewer birds to chase. 

Kit is so excited that her basketball season has 
finally begun. The pre-season games are over and the 
first real game starts this Friday at Oakhills High 
School. Her father and friends will all be there.  

Connect      How does the change in season affect the characters? 
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zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz! zzzzzzzzzz! zzzzzzzzzzzzzzz!  
 

Sam awoke, shivering in his bed. It was so cold. 
Sam sat up in his bed and glanced at the alarm clock. It 
was eight o’clock. 

“Mom! I overslept! I’ll be late for school.” Sam 
rubs his eyes to try to wake up. “Where is Tom? Didn’t 
he show up to pick me up for school?” 

Sam’s mother yelled back, “Don’t worry, Sam. It’s 
a snow day, because the busses aren’t able to drive in 
the snow. I turned off your alarm to let you sleep in.” 

Sam’s mother appears at Sam’s door and laughs. 
“You gave me quite a scare, Mom, for but I’m glad I got 
some more sleep.” 
 “The weather person said, “It got down to zero 
degrees this morning,” says Sam’s mom. 
 Sam pulls back the curtains to take a look out the 
window. It was snowing huge flakes. The trees already 
had at least three inches of snow on their branches. 

Pug jumps up on the window sill and places his 
nose against the cold glass. His eyes dart up and down, 
watching the falling flakes of snow. Pug wants to get 
outside and chase the snowflakes, but he doesn’t want 
to leave the warmth inside. 

Predict      What will Sam do on this unexpected “snow day?”  
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 Ring! Ring! Sam checks his phone and it’s Tom. 
Sam laughs and texts, “I knew it would be you. Yes, to 
answer your question before you ask it: the lake will be  
completely frozen by now. It got down to zero            
degrees.”  

Tom suggests that they build an ice skating 
rink on the lake by Sam’s home. Tom says he will pick 
up Deb and Kit to come help. He’ll put the snow 
chains on his tires if he needs to. 

“Maybe we’ll be skating by this afternoon,” 
says Tom. 

Sam says, “Yes! Call the girls.” 
Tom calls Deb, and Kit is already at Deb’s 

home. The girls had a sleepover last night. The girls 
say they will be ready by ten o’clock and will bring 
lunch and hot cocoa for a snow picnic. 
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Re-think     Why does Kit have to borrow snow clothes from Deb? 

 

 

“I have extra snow clothes for you to borrow, Kit. I 
found a few bargains at the Clothes Shed that I just 
could not resist with my manager’s discount. I have a 
cute snow parka and matching woolen hat that Sam will 
like.” 

 Tom picks up the girls and they arrive shortly after 
ten at Sam’s house. The snow has stopped falling and 
the sun is out. The distant snowy mountains sparkle in 
sunlight. 

Sam says, “We’ll be back before dark, Mom. I’m   
sorry you can’t come with us, Pug. It’s just too cold for 
you.” 

Pug growls. 
At the lake the friends work hard clearing off the 

surface of the ice where they plan to skate. They scrape 
and rake and get rid of all of the snow for their ice-
skating rink. Finally, it’s ready. Skating is so much fun! 
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Interpret     Why did Tom make only three snow seats? 

        

 

After lunch, Tom uses his ice axe and saw to cut 
out a nice hole for ice fishing. Tom even piles up and 
packs down snow to make some seats to surround his 
fishing hole. “Keep an eye out for those fish,” says Tom. 

Sam, Kit, and Deb try out Tom’s snow seats. Sam 
and Kit cuddle a bit.  

“Hey! No romance while I’m fishing. It disturbs 
the fish,” kids Tom. “These fish are really hungry today. 
I bet lots of your neighbors will be using the fishing 
hole and the ice-skating rink this season, Sam.” 

“Everyone is always welcome,” says Sam. 
“Apparently, Pug agrees,” says Deb.  
Kit and Tom laugh. 
“How did you escape, Pug?” asks Sam. “How did 

you sneak out?” 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
 

“Aw… let him stay. You don’t mind, do you Kit?” 
asks Tom. “That Pug is an escape artist.” 

Kit is not overly fond of Pug, but she shrugs her 
shoulders and says, “Oh, I guess not.” 

Slipping and sliding, Pug runs around on the ice rink. 
He wants to ice skate like the girls and boys. The friends 
all laugh at Pug’s repeated attempts to ice skate.  

Pug trots on over to Tom’s fishing hole to watch 
Tom fish. Pug sees the fish through the ice. Pug wants to 
fish like Tom. Pug sees a fish right in the middle of the 
hole. Pug jumps in to get the fish. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Tom drops his pole and pulls out a wet and        
shivering dog by a blanket. No, Pug did not catch his fish. 
The friends rush back to Sam’s house to get Pug into a 
warm bath. 

Sam may work at a hot dog stand, but Pug is not a 
hot dog today. He is one very cold dog. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

Schwa a, _ai_      laugh eye 

Word Fluency 

prove  rough  about  captain tough 

bargain tough  world  four  world 

tough  friend  floor  banana world 

emphasis build  rough  against bugle 

chaplain pretty  giggle  beautiful laugh 

very  among truth  any  eye 

company lose  laugh  probably title 

guy  eye  ability  listen  laugh 

whole  fountain accuse curtain able 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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The winter season seems short this year. Tom, 
Kit, Sam, and Deb are all busy with band, sports, 
school, or jobs.  

Kit’s varsity basketball team made the playoffs 
with eleven wins and seven losses and won its first 
playoff game against Markedot Prep. There is no doubt 
that the team has improved with Kit as its captain. 

In the second playoff game against favored 
Brandeman Technical, Kit scored seventeen points to 
lead the Trojans in a come-from-behind victory.  

Now the Trojans have a chance to make history. 
They are playing for the state championship! The team 
has to travel on the bus to play their last game. 

This Friday the Trojans play against number-one 
ranked Bonnevent High School. The local television 
news station has chosen to interview Kit about her life 
as a star basketball player and the upcoming game. 

Interpret     Why was Kit chosen to be interviewed? 
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“This is reporter Sam Costedale for KGAG news, 
interviewing the star player on the Lady Trojans Varsity 
Basketball Team. Kit, you have your biggest challenge of 
the season this Friday night, facing unbeaten the highly 
favored Bonnevent Tigers on their home court. As you 
know, you will be up against the top-rated player in the 
state. How has your coach prepared your team to face 
off against the tigers and the best player in the state?” 

“It’s going to be tough, no doubt,” answers Kit. 
“Playing against a six-foot four All-American center 
would be a tough match-up for any team, but our coach 
has a game plan and we might just have a few tricks up 
our sleeves.” 

“Well, that sounds interesting, Kit. Thanks for your 
insights. KGAG will be televising the game, so tune in 
Oakhills sports fans. This Friday night at seven. This is 
Sam Costedale, live at  Oakhills High School.” 
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Predict     Will Oakhills win the state championship?  

 

Sam texts his girlfriend, Kit. “Loved your answers 
in the interview. I miss you!” (Kit’s coach has been       
running two-a-day practices for the last week and Sam 
hasn’t seen Kit outside of school since they started. 

Kit is happy to know that Sam misses her. She 
tells him that after the season is over on Friday they 
will be able to spend more time together. 

 

Kit’s friends are so excited for her. Deb posts the 
interview on her Facebook page and highlights of Kit’s 
season on Instagram. Tom has seen every one of Kit’s 
games because he is in the pep band. He can recite all 
of her statistics: Kit is averaging sixteen points, ten  
assists, and three steals per game. 

Friday night arrives and the Bonnevent High 
School gym is packed for the state championship 
game.  
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Bonnevent gets off to a quick lead, and their All-
American center scores 20 points by halftime. Visiting 
Oakhills has gotten too many fouls, trying to stop her. 

In the second half of the game, two of the Trojan 
starters foul out, but the team has come from behind 
because of Kit’ amazing play. Kit has 10 assists to go 
with her 14 points, and she is defending the Tiger’s star 
center. On a driving lay-up, Kit evens the score at 42–42, 
but she twists her knee on the play. The coach calls a 
timeout and pulls her out of the game. Kit sits on the 
bench with an ice bag on her knee to cheer on her team. 
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Oakhills plays surprisingly tough without Kit 
and the two other starters who fouled out. Bonnevent 
is ahead by only 3 points with 6 seconds remaining in 
the game when their star center delivers a hard foul 
on the Oakhills Trojans back-up center. The referees 
call for an injury timeout while the Oakhills fans all 
boo the All-American center. Tom boos the loudest 
and beats on his bass drum until the referee tells him 
to stop. The injured player is carried off the floor.  

The Oakhills coach looks over at Kit, and sees 
her standing up and pulling off the ice bag from her 
knee. The coach shakes his head, “No,” but Kit limps 
to the scorekeeper to check into the game. Kit steps 
up to the free throw line to shoot the basket for the 
injured player and swishes her shot. The Trojans are 
now down by just 2 points with 6 seconds still on the 
clock, and Oakhills will take out the ball at half court. 

The Oakhills coach calls his last timeout and 
draws up a play to tie the game and send it into over-
time.  

“We only have time for one quick pass after the 
inbound,” explains the coach. “Kit, you will take the 
inbound pass and lob the ball into our center behind 
the screen at the free throw line. Catch and release.” 

Connect   Why is Sam going to give Pug a bath? 

Re-think     Why did the coach look over at Kit on the bench? 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
 

The Oakhills player inbounds the ball to Kit as the 
coach said, but the Bonnevent center fights through the 
screen at the free throw line and there is no one to pass 
to. The crowd is on their feet, counting down the seconds: 
“Six, five, four, three… !” 

Kit glances at Sam, standing in the stands, and 
heaves the ball at the basket. It’s a buzzer-beater! It’s a 
three pointer and the Oakhills Trojans have won the state 
championship! Kit is the hero! 
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Sounds and Spellings 

Schwa e, _ea_       doubt half 

Word Fluency 

whose other  frozen item  laugh 

travel  only  ocean  four  front 

half  open  laugh  strategy want 

taken  eye  doubt  certainly prove 

label  rough  curtain tough  half 

very  stolen  world  above  doubt 

tinsel  floor  eye  hidden about 

build  half  enemy doubt  won’t 

whole  problem dampen enamel alone 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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The four friends are happy that February has two 
three-day weekends. Holidays are great! Deb plans to 
relax, but she also has to decide about school for next 
year. Kit’s basketball season is finally over, and Kit 
hopes to be able to spend more time with her friends. 
Kit already has her Valentine’s Day gifts for Sam and 
she hopes he will remember to get her something, too. 
 Kit doesn’t know it, but Sam already bought her a 
huge red Valentine’s Day heart filled with her favorite 
candies. Tom has more time in his schedule now that 
Pep Band is over. He is working on a secret plan to get 
some spending money so he can fix his van. 

February has had some warm days. That’s bad 
news for the ice skating rink that Sam and Tom made 
on the pond. The ice has cracked and is unsafe for skat-

Predict     What will be Tom’s big idea? Will it involve his friends?  
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Because the nights are still below freezing, the 
snow melts during the day and freezes at night. The icy 
snow makes walking and driving very difficult, but it 
does make for perfect sledding, disking, and tubing. 
Tom’s want to make money by grooming the icy snow 
on the steep hill next to the lake by Sam’s house into a 
long sled run. Tom plans to build a rope tow to carry 
people to the top of the hill. Customers will have to pay 
two dollars for each ride up the hill.  

Tom gets Sam to help him plan and build a long 
sled run with plenty of sharp curves, jumps, and plenty 
of bumps to keep things exciting. It took the boys the     
entire second weekend of February to construct the sled 
run. Lots of neighborhood kids have come by to check 
out the sled run, and Tom and Sam put them to work 
and lets them ride some for free. The boys and kids have 
tried out the sled run with all sorts of sleds, disks, and 
inner tubes. That long sled run is thrilling, scary, fast, 
and fun! 

Tom and Sam found some helpful sites on 
YouTube about how to build a rope tow to pull people 
to the top of a hill. The boys visit the hardware store 
and lumber yard to buy the equipment that they will 
need. They got 1,000 feet of thick rope, 6 huge bags of 
cement, and a dozen huge wooden posts. Tom’s    
neighbor loaned him a huge gas-powered motor and 
two bike wheels to use as pulleys to pull the rope. 

Interpret     Why are the dozen huge wooden posts necessary? 
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 Every day after school that next week, Tom 
came over to Sam’s house to work on building the 
rope tow. They even skipped the Tuesday Study Group 
and Deb scolded them at school the next day. Sam did 
remember Valentine’s Day and Kit got her Valentine’s 
heart. Kit gave Sam a special mix of their favorite 
songs, plus a video of her basketball season          
highlights. 
 The boys worked hard on the rope tow. They 
dug deep holes at the top and bottom of the hill and         
cemented one of the wooden posts into each hole. 
They sunk the rest of the posts into the snow every 
100 feet alongside of the sled run and screwed in  
metal loops on top of each. Next, they mounted one of 
the motorcycle wheels on the bottom post. Then they 
mounted the second motorcycle wheel to the engine 
and the engine to the wooden post at the top of the 
hill. It took the boys over an hour to carry that heavy 
engine up the hill.  
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Connect      Why would Kit’s dad have huge inner tubes? 

 

  
 Then the boys threaded the rope through each of 
the metal loops on the posts to keep the rope off the 
snow. Sam’s mom hiked up to the sled run and used   
smaller rope to weave the ends of the big rope together 
to form a loop. Next, the boys placed the loop over the      
bike wheels and tightened the rope. When they started 
up the motor, they were thrilled to see the loop of rope 
pulling from wheel to wheel and through the metal loops 
on each post.  
 Tom recruits Deb and Kit to work for him at his 
sled run. He plans to open the sled run this upcoming 
three-day weekend and stay open each weekend until 
the snow melts.  
 Deb decides to quit her job at The Clothes Shed to 
work with Tom as his business manager. She will sell hot 
cocoa and collect the two dollars for each rope tow ride.  
 Kit’s dad gave Kit some huge tractor and truck      
inner tubes and she will rent these out for group rides. 
Kit’s father drove out to see the sled run and drop off 
the tubes.  
 Sam got his boss to agree to let him set up the 
hot dog stand, and he will sell hot dogs at the bottom of 
the lake.  
 Pug gets to come to the sled run with Sam as long 
has he doesn’t make yellow snow.  
 Tom will run the rope tow.  
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 Tom’s mom made flyers for “Tom’s Sled Run,” 
and Tom and Sam passed out the flyers to all of Sam’s 
neighbors. The boys went downtown and got many of 
the town’s businesses to post the flyers in their        
windows. And Kit and Deb got the owner at Extreme 
Coffee to help out. He is giving his customers one free 
ticket to “Tom’s Sled Run” with each coffee they buy. 
Tom also got the okay from the Oakhills principal to 
pass out flyers at school. The high school kids are all 
planning to visit this weekend. 
 The weekend arrives and the four friends are 
ready for business. The sun is out and families,     
neighbors, and friends from school all come out to 
“Tom’s Sled Run” for some fun. The rope tow works 
perfectly, getting people to the top of the hill. It’s not 
very fast, but it sure beats climbing that hill!  
 The sledders and tubers love “Tom’s Sled Run,” 
and they quickly let everyone in town know about it. 
Business is booming and “Tom’s Sled Run” is the talk 
of the town.  
 Friends are taking videos of other friends racing 
down the sled run and posting them on Instagram, 
YouTube, and Facebook. Those videos are really     
helping to market the sled run.  
 Throughout the day more and more people start 
arriving.  

Re-think     Why would the videos help to market the sled run? 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 

 

 By evening over 400 sledders and tubers have 
gone down the hill, and some of them many times. 
 Sam is selling hot dogs like crazy. Kit is renting out 
her huge inner tubes and groups of friends are piling on 
to ride down the hill together. Deb sells plenty of hot 
chocolate and keeps sending messages up the hill to 
Tom to tell him how much money he is making.  
 The friends run the sled run from ten o’clock in the 
morning to sunset on Saturday, Sunday, and Monday. 
With the money Tom has made, he plans to rent a     
gas-powered generator and lights to keep the business 
open at night. If the snow lasts until the end of Spring 
Break, Tom and his friends will make some real money! 
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Sounds and Spellings 

Schwa i   break  heart 

Word Fluency 

heart  doubt  pencil  estimate thin 

president only  break  half  front 

heart  activity laugh  family  want 

resident eye  heart  prove  enemy 

service laugh  strategy tough  half 

very  civil  world  above  break 

visit  floor  work  officer label 

eye  heart  notice  rough  break 

whole  pupil  equity  stencil item 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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Only patches of snow remain on “Tom’s Sled 
Run” by the lake near Sam’s house. Spring has arrived 
and that means baseball for Sam and Tom. Both boys 
have been on the Oakhills baseball team since their 
freshman years. This year, as juniors, Sam and Tom will 
move up to the varsity team. Tom will be the starting 
catcher and Sam will be a starting pitcher if he can 
keep his grades up.  

Sam’s grades have slipped some after he 
stopped attending the friend’s Tuesday Study Group. 
Deb has barely spoken to Sam because she is so mad 
at him. Sam’s mother and the team’s manager are also 
upset at his grades, and Sam knows that he can’t play     
baseball unless his grades are all at the C level or 
above. Kit knows that school is tough for Sam, and she 
has been encouraging him to study more. Sam has 
promised to try harder and spend more time on    
homework and test study. 

After making up a failing test grade in History, 
Sam is now eligible to play in the first baseball game of 
the season on Monday at Riverdale High School. Tom 
helped him study for the make-up test and is glad that 
his friend will be eligible to play. The manager is happy 
as well and has named Sam his starting pitcher for that 
game with Sam’s commitment to miss practices on 
Tuesdays and attend his friend’s study group instead. 
Sam agrees. 
 

Connect     Why will the coach let Sam miss Tuesday practices? 
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 On Monday after school, Sam and Tom’s moms 
pick up Deb and Kit to go the game at Riverdale High 
School. Pug gets to go to the game, too. When Kit gets 
in the car, she stares at Pug, and he puts his head down 
between his paws. Kit knows that where Pug is, trouble 
often follows. 

They get to the game early to watch batting   
practice. The Riverdale team looks awfully good in Kit’s 
opinion. Pug is leashed to the bottom of the bleachers. 

The first six innings of the game go by quickly. At 
the end of the sixth inning, the home team Riverdale is 
winning 4 to 3. Sam is pitching well for his first game 
and Tom already has two hits.  

Pug is enjoying the game. He howls when Oakhills 
does something good and barks when Riverdale does     
something good. The crowd loves it. Pug did growl at the 
umpire when Sam got upset at a call, but one look from 
Kit ended his growling. 
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Re-think     Why doesn’t the manager let his pitchers finish the 
games?  

 

At the top of the seventh inning, Tom gets up to 
bat with one baserunner at first. He hits a deep fly to 
right field and the ball sails over the fence for a two-
run homer to put Oakhills into a 5 to 4 lead. The crowd 
goes wild and Tom’s mom shouts, “That’s my boy!”  

Pug howls and howls. 
 

In the bottom of the seventh and final inning, 
the Riverdale team is up for their last at bats. Sam’s 
manager visits him on the mound. 

“How’s your arm feeling, Sam? I usually don’t let 
my starting pitchers go the full seven innings.” 
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Predict     Will Sam get the last three outs?  

 

 

 

“I feel great,” answers Sam. “I think I can get 
three more outs.” 

The manager nods his approval and returns to 
the dugout as Sam finishes his warm up tosses to Tom. 

Sam’s first pitch of the inning is belted into    
center field for a base hit. The next batter bunts the 
ball along the first base line, and Tom fields the ball 
and throws out the runner at first. With the baserunner 
moving on over to second, Sam strikes out the next two 
batters. The crowd stomps and cheers. Pug can’t stop 
howling. Only one more out to go! 

Sam gets two strikes on the last batter and Tom 
calls a time-out. 

“Last pitch, Sam,” says Tom. “Make him hit it. 
Our defense has got your back.” 

Sam throws a fastball right over the plate. 
Crack! The ball zooms off the bat into the    

deepest part of the stadium in center field. The        
outfielders were playing in close to stop the tying run. 
The ball is way over the head of the running center 
fielder. The tying run scores and the batter is racing  
into third base with his coach waving him on to home. 

The center fielder’s throw is on the mark to the 
cut-off man who whirls and fires to Tom at home plate. 
It’s going to be close! Tom catches the ball and turns to 
tag the sliding runner. But he’s not there! 
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Interpret     Why are the Riverdale fans shouting at the umpires?  

  

 

The baserunner is thirty feet from home base, 
fighting off a growling dog who is biting the runner’s 
baseball pants with clenched teeth. That dog is small, 
but he won’t let go! The umpire calls time-out and Sam 
runs off the mound to grab the broken leash and pull 
Pug off the baserunner. 

The Riverdale fans are all booing Pug and     
shouting at the umpires. The two umpires walk to the 
mound and call Sam and his manager to come meet 
with them. 

“Is this your dog, son?” asks the home plate      
umpire. 

“Yes, I’m afraid he is,” says Sam.  
Pug growls softly. 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 

 

The umpires nod to each other, and the home 
plate umpire walks back to home plate and announces 
to the scorekeeper and crowd, “The baserunner scores 
due to visiting team interference. Riverdale wins 6 to 5!” 

The visiting crowd all boo the umpires, but the 
game is over. The Oakhills manager argues until he’s 
blue in the face, but the score stays the same. 

Sam tells Pug, “I know you meant well, but that’s 
not the way to win a ball game.” 
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Sounds and Spellings 

Schwa o, _io_, _ou_             straight great 

Word Fluency 

break  half  famous curious break 

pivot  doubt  straight four  front 

heart  purpose laugh  convict great 

common eye  straight laugh  family 

commit rough  resident tough  move 

very  double world  above  great 

chariot floor  break  method pencil 

four  straight season because heart 

listen  rigorous woman coming visit 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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 May is a busy month for students at Oakhills High 
School. Tom and Sam are playing baseball, while Kit is 
running on the track team. Deb has also been very busy. 
Although she has a tough class schedule, she has set 
aside some time to decide something important. She 
picks up her phone and texts her best friend, Kit. 
 “Kit, I want to get your thoughts on something. 
I’ve been thinking of running for Student Body President 
of Oakhills High School. What do you think?” 
 “You would be great, Deb! We need a scholar as 
president. I’ll be your biggest supporter.” 
 “Okay. I’ll run on one condition: You’ll be my   
campaign manager, Kit. Let’s do it together.” 
 Kit agrees. The election will be held at the end of 
May and the new Student Body officials will begin their 
terms in September when school starts. The first thing 
Kit does as campaign manager is to recruit Tom and 
Sam to help her run Deb’s campaign.  
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 Kit also phones all the members of the Ladies Club 
and with the store owner’s permission, Extreme Coffee 
becomes the central place of Deb’s campaign. And the 
Ladies Club meets every morning to discuss plans, make 
campaign posters and campaign buttons, and also drink 
plenty of coffee and tea. Sam and Tom help out, too. 

 One morning, Kit addresses the club: “We just 
heard that there are two other candidates running for 
president: One is the captain of the varsity football 
team, and the other is the head varsity cheerleader.” 
 Tom announces that the race will be “the nerd   
versus the jock versus the beauty.” 
 A chorus of boos makes Tom slouch down in his 
seat. He immediately feels sick to his stomach. 
 Kit says, “Tom, how could you phrase it like that? 
Deb is not a nerd and she is pretty! Don’t you think it’s  
time that our Student Body President had a brain, not 
just looks or athletic ability. Popularity shouldn’t be the 
only reason someone is elected to this important posi-

Connect     Why does the owner of Extreme Coffee let them meet there? 
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Predict     How will they use the campaign promise cards?  

 

 Deb defends Tom saying, “No, I think Tom is 
right. We have to be realistic. I am a nerd and there’s 
no doubt that the head cheerleader is very pretty. Kit, 
as the architect of my campaign, you have to use our 
differences to my advantage. My opponents are very 
popular. I have no illusions about that fact.” 
 The ladies echo Deb’s thoughts. 
 “Then that’s our campaign slogan,” Deb says. 
“Nerd for Pres.” 
 The ladies laugh and nod their approval. They 
get right to work using the new slogan.  
 Deb works within her sphere of influence and 
gets the members of the Debate Club, Chess Club, and 
Math Club to all support her in the race.  

Kit makes presentations at the rest of the    
campus clubs and gets the support of her track team. 
Kit also gets Deb’s photograph published in the local 
newspaper.  

Sam and Tom visit some of the local businesses 
and get campaign contributions from a computer 
technician, an electrician, a mechanic, and even a   
magician working at a theater downtown. The money 
will come in handy for all of the campaign expenses. 

Deb uses some of the money to print off      
campaign cards listing her five campaign promises. 
Deb’s presidential campaign swings into high gear one 
week before election day.  
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Re-think     Why did the autograph pictures wind up as paper airplanes? 

 

 

 Election day finally arrives. The election assembly 
will be held in the morning. The winner will be announced 
right before the end of school.  
 The band opens up the election assembly in the 
gymnasium with the “Star Spangled Banner.” Tom has 
painted “Nerd for Pres” on his bass drum.  
 Sam has gotten permission to bring Pug to school 
as Deb’s mascot. Deb persuades Kit that Pug might get 
her a few dog-lover votes. Pug wears a sandwich sign 
reading “Vote Deb” and is leashed to the bottom of 
Tom’s bass drum. Tom whispers something to Kit right 
before the speeches begin about “Plan B,” and Kit        
responds, “You better not, Tom!” 
 The varsity football captain is the first to speak.  
His speech is humorous and a lot of the crowd laughs. 
The speech goes longer than planned because the     
football team keeps interrupting with cheers. At the end 
of the speech, the football players jump out of the stands 
onto the gym floor and begin throwing mini footballs out 
to the crowd.  
 The varsity head cheerleader is up next. She is 
dressed in her cheerleader outfit. Her speech is in the 
form of a cheer for herself. Not many of the girls          
applaud, but quite a few of the boys whoop and holler at 
the end of her cheer. She passes out autographed       
pictures of herself to the crowd. Quite a few of these   
pictures sail onto the gym floor as paper airplanes before 
Deb gets up to speak.  
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Interpret     Why does Kit burst into tears? What does “Plan B” mean? 

        

 

 Deb’s speech is longer than the others and is 
more  serious. She presents her five campaign promises 
and Sam passes out her campaign cards throughout 
the audience. As a Debate Club member, Deb is the 
best speaker, but many of the students are getting 
tired of sitting and some begin tossing around the mini 
footballs.  

Kit thinks to herself, “We should have attached 
some candy to each of those cards.” Kit is worried. Tom 
and his friends in the band look worried, too. Deb’s 

 Some of the students start chanting “Jock for 
Pres!” in the middle of Deb’s speech. It looks like Deb 
will lose this election to the varsity football captain.  
 As Deb finishers up her speech, Tom sees Kit turn 
away from the crowd and bursts into tears. Tom lifts up 
the bass drum and whispers, “You know what to do, 
Pug. It’s “Plan B” time. Go!” 
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Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 

 

 Pug jumps out onto the gym floor with his “Vote 
Deb” sandwich signs. He gets up on his hind legs and 
begins to dance at midcourt. Tom signals the band 
and they begin to play some dance music. The crowd 
stops throwing the mini footballs. There is an            
explosion of laughter and applause. 

 “That dog is crazy!” shouts one student. “What a 
funny promotion!” shouts a second student. “Deb was so 
serious and then she closes with a dog act. Brilliant! She’s 
got my vote.” 
 The vice-principal chases Pug. Pug lets him get 
close, but then jumps away. The crowd cheers for the dog. 
They love seeing Pug make fun of the vice-principal. 
 “Go dog go! Dogs for Deb!” the crowd chants. 
 Pug saved the day for Deb and her friends. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

ph, ch_ (/k/), _ci_, _si_, _ti_       island         country 

Word Fluency 

great  straight phone chorus island 

magician break  country heart  front 

island  mission doubt  lotion  gnarl 

graph  eye  country nervous half 

chaos  rough  curious tough  island 

very  musician world  above  great 

passion floor  island  chariot nation 

build  straight gnome because whole 

country choir  technician potion sign 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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School is out for summer! Sam is relieved and 
can hardly believe that next year will be his senior year 
in high school. Deb and Tom plan to apply for out of 
state colleges and Kit is undecided. Although Kit might 
just get a basketball or track scholarship, she would 
like to stay on her father’s ranch and near Sam as well. 
Sam will be going to the local community college after 
his senior year at Oakhills High School. 
 Sam’s boss decided to sell his hot dog stand, so 
Sam won’t have a summer job. The hot dog stand had 
been the perfect job because Sam could bring Pug 
along to his work. Sam’s mom told Sam that he either 
has to work or go to summer school. Sam is the type of 
guy who would rather work, but where?  

Connect Why is Kit undecided about her college plans? 
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 Sam texts Deb about her summer plans. Deb plans 
to spend each day of the summer studying for her college 
entrance exams. She will also attend a leadership retreat 
with the other student body officers at the end of sum-
mer to plan activities for the school year. But, Deb says, 
she does need to earn some money for college.  
 Deb asks her pastor about their church camp. The 
camp directors at Camp Rough and Ready are looking 
for high school seniors to work during July and August at 
their middle school camp. The pay isn’t much, but it’s a 
beautiful setting in the mountains, and the work           
experience would be great for college applications. 
 Deb calls the camp on Monday and finds out that 
one of the camp directors will be in town this next       
Saturday to conduct interviews for four summer camp          
positions: Academic Coordinator (to supervise afternoon  
classes), Senior Lifeguard (to supervise water safety at 
the lake), Music Director (to lead the camp band and 
teach music lessons), and Athletic Supervisor (to           
coordinate all of the sports activities). 
 Deb texts Tom, Kit, and Sam and asks them to 
meet her in town. Tom picks up Sam and Kit in his        
remodeled van and they meet Deb at Extreme Coffee. 
Deb tells her friends about the camp jobs and they all  
decide to ask their parents if they can apply for the      
positions.  

Interpret     Do the camp jobs seem to fit the skills of the four friends? 
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 “The job descriptions are perfect,” says Tom.  
 “I wonder if I could bring Pug,” says Sam.  
 Kit frowns, but decides to say nothing. She 
knows that Sam is touchy about his dog, Pug. 
 The friends’ parents all think that summer jobs 
at Camp Rough and Ready would be a perfect fit for 
their teenagers. The interviews go well and the four 
friends are hired. Even Pug can come, says the Camp 
Director. 
 Sam’s mom bought each of the friends a new 
sleeping bag for camp. The high schoolers will sleep in 
tent cabins. Deb and Kit will share one tent cabin, and 
the boys will bunk together in their own tent cabin. 
 “We ought to do something nice for Sam’s 
mom,” suggests Deb. “I’ll get her a card.” 
 Tom drove his four friends up to camp. They  
loved working with the active middle schoolers. 
Predict      Will Sam bring Pug? 
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 Deb served as Academic Coordinator and 
taught arts and crafts, painting, music, and               
environmental science classes. Deb also studied for 
her college tests.  
 Sam worked as Senior Lifeguard at the lake 
and rented the canoes, kayaks, and rowboats.  
 Tom was Music Director and put together a 
great band to play at the evening campfires. Tom 
played drums in the band and wrote some of the 
best campfire skits the Camp Director had ever seen.  
 Kit was the Athletic Supervisor. She organized 
basketball and volleyball tournaments and nature 
walks. Kit led the entire camp in morning exercise. 
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 And Pug? Pug had the run of the camp and 
joined in on most of the camp activities. Sam even 
took him out on the lake in his motorboat as Sam    
supervised the waterfront each afternoon. 
 And every night, Pug curled up underneath the 
tent cabin cot to sleep—underneath Kit’s cot! Pug 
proved that he could be a good dog to Kit. 
 Somehow Pug figured out how to get Kit to like 
him that summer. Pug probably spent as much time 
hanging out each day with Kit and he did with Sam. 
 On one of their days off, Kit and Sam went on a 
long hike just by themselves. They stop to rest under a 
tall pine tree. 
 “We’ve been working so much on our separate 
camp activities that you and I have hardly spent any 
time together,” says Kit. “It’s nice to be alone for 
once.” 
 “Yes, it is. Camp Rough and Ready sure keeps 
us busy,” agrees Sam. “You’ve spent more time with 
Pug than with me this summer. I can’t believe you let 
him sleep underneath your cot!” 

Re-think     Why did Pug sleep underneath Kit’s cot? 
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 “I love Pug. He’s such a good dog,” coughs Kit. “I 
guess I never gave him much of a chance before. I only 
knew him as a trouble-maker back home. He is a good 
dog,” agrees Sam. “But he still is a trouble-maker.” 
 Kit and Sam are startled by a low growling sound.  
 “What was that?” whispers Kit. 

Sam is scared, but he peeks around the tree to find 
out. 

Pug has followed them on their hike. 
 “See what I mean?” says Sam. 
 “Yes, I do.” laughs Kit. “But he’s such a lovable   
trouble-maker.” 

Summarize Re-tell this story in your own words. 
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Sounds and Spellings 

Silent Final e Exceptions:  touch  cough 
_/z/e, _arge, _age, _ate, _ile, ite, _ce, _se, _ve, y_e    

Word Fluency 

island  country native  enough cough 

ought  musician touch  straight great 

mission loose  course baggage barge 

separate eye  fortunate missile house 

favorite rough  chorus tough  cough 

infinite hostile sauce  signage touch 

coughing condition cough  moose gnome 

voice  touch  larger  motion above 

whole  fought passage because horse 

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct) 
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